




The Annual

is peculiarly our record for ourselves.

So quickly does time gloss over the

past, that without some record of our

life each year we might forget. And
there is much pleasure in retrospect.

So we gather here together the

little things and the big things that

Kieve campers somehow put on paper

in odd moments in 1945. To a stranger

the Annual may mean little. To us

it means much even in its inadequacy.

Therefore, with our fingers crossed

we soberly set down once more our

record in order to integrate with

Kieve %5 our not inglorious past, to

shine the light upon our present, and

perhaps to create something useful

for the future. "Forsitan haec olim

meminisse juvabit."
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1945, the twentieth year of Kieve. Twenty years of fruitful work.

Many hundreds have passed through her portals, the sons of grad-

uates are increasingly presenting themselves at her gates.

Next year's Annual shall be a commemorative edition of those

who fought that we might live, of those who died that we might have

the continuing opportunity of fighting the long battles of peace to

make this God's world.

Through the years we at Kieve have maintained our individual

liberties. If on a particular afternoon we felt we would rather work

in the shop than go fishing, we simply went ahead and did it. We
have always made bold to argue with one another and to state our

views in contradiction to the "accepted." Yet we have devoted part

of every day to the common good. Our knees may have quaked

when we stood up at campfire to tell a story or sing a song, but we

went about the business because it was our job and because we

hoped it would add to the enjoyment of the group. If we came from

Philadelphia did we have a feeling of jealousy or distrust of the

fellow who slept next to us and hailed from Cleveland? Nay. We
approached all of our fellow campers with an open mind, and a warm
heart.

Now this very oneness, which is part and root of Kieve, is what we

must disseminate and practice in the outside world, if we are to keep

faith with our soldiers and ourselves.

The biggest job that lies before the world to-day is to work out a

means, develop an attitude that will allow human beings to live, to

love, to work and play on the same earth without destroying one

another. We must strive mightily with intellect, with heart, with

perseverance and every ounce of energy at our command, to prevent

conditions and situations which breed war— global suicide.

May the sons of Kieve go forth accoutred for the battles of peace

with unfailing energy, stout hearts, strong ideals and an unswerving

conviction that it is up to them to live and preach under the gospel

that all souls on this earth are sons of One and Almighty God, to

whom national boundaries are but imaginary lines.
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went about the business because it was our job and because we

hoped it would add to the enjoyment of the group. If we came from
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fellow who slept next to us and hailed from Cleveland? Nay. We
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Now this very oneness, which is part and root of Kieve, is what we

must disseminate and practice in the outside world, if we are to keep

faith with our soldiers and ourselves.
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means, develop an attitude that will allow human beings to live, to

love, to work and play on the same earth without destroying one
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conditions and situations which breed war— global suicide.
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July Qamping T^arties

Every summer, on the first Monday after our arrival at Kieve, we divide ourselves

into small groups of nine or ten boys and two councillors each to try our hand at

battle with Mother Nature for a few days in various parts of the lake. Not only

do these first parties enable councillors and boys to bind themselves into a closer

friendship, but give many of the boys valuable new experience in the art of suc-

cessfully camping out, and so enable them to prepare themselves for the longer

trips ahead in August.

This year we broke up into six distinct groups. The oldest boys with an eye

to the future challenge of white water in the Canadian wilds decided on a shake

down Cruise on Pemaquid and Damariscotta Rivers. The rest of us selected

various camp sites which interested us on Damariscotta Lake.

A brief history of each expedition follows.
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^Tie Pemaquid

Boys

Hal Erwin Barry Phelps

Don Kennedy Sammy Potter

Sandy Muir Hal Smith
Tom Staley

Councillors

Rod Beebe Ralph Lasher

Faison Hicks Tom Ruth
Dave Shriver

For the first time the Pemaquid
Trip was a real test for the Wilderness

Cruise to be taken later on. By pad-

dling and portaging to Pemaquid Pond
we created history.

On the morning of July ninth, a

Tuesday, we ventured forth, a green

group, under threatening skies, pad-

dling the three miles to the foot of the

lake and our first portage. Just as the

first canoe and its group reached

Pemaquid Pond after the long portage,

rain began to fall. Nevertheless, we
weathered our first test well. The rain

dampened us all thoroughly, but after

Rod built a good fire and we had lunch

we felt fine despite the continued

downpour. Because of the weather,

we decided to pitch camp there at the

head of Pemaquid.

When everything was secure. Rod
told us that we could walk to the

nearest town about two miles away if

we were back for supper at 7:00 p.m.

Being adventurous souls if not obe-

dient, we "bummed" seven miles to a

larger town, returning of course, about

a half hour late for meal time.

The next morning dawned bright

and clear with a good glaring sun that

tanned the hardy and blistered the

softies. By nine o'clock we were on
our way down the Pond, from thence

through a small stream to Biscay Pond,

thirteen miles in all. Then we en-

tered the Pemaquid River, paddling

half its length before stopping for lunch

on a high rise amidst the flat marshy
land. Beans and more baked beans!

Bristol, and our second portage around
the power dam there, was encountered

that afternoon together with icecream,

soda pop, and sundry sweets at the

local store.

Little Pemaquid below the dam gave

us a real work-out with its numerous
rocks. The shallow rapids were also a

"water hazard." After some tedious

paddling we reached Boyd's Pond,

crossed that smaller body of water

and encountered more of the same on
a larger scale as we made our way down
to our second portage and salt water

in the Big Pemaquid.

The tide being at its lowest we had
to "muck" out with our canoes and
equipment, thence down the salt inlet

to Bill Brown's Wharf where we spent

the second night of our journey.

Faison Hicks, Staley, and Phelps

passed the night under canoes on the

wharf. Pemaquid Bay and its rolling

swell brought us to the Gut, a passage

between Pemaquid and Damariscotta

Rivers on which South Bristol is

located. Needless to say, South Bristol

meant more refreshments!

From South Bristol up the Dama-
riscotta to Belknap's Point just outside

the town of Damariscotta was made
with ease, and Friday night found us
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tasting the pleasures of "the big town,"

most of us seeing the movie, "Roughly

Speaking" and eating several icecream

cones each.

We broke camp the next day.

Passing under the Damariscotta bridge,

we saw Dick Kennedy who would

have made our trip had it not been

for an oculist's appointment. We
shot the rapids and went up the river

to Damariscotta Mills where we por-

taged into fresh water. With a fine

tail wind, practically all canoes were

outfitted with makeshift "poncho"

sails. Up the lake we skimmed,

stopping only for lunch and arriving

in camp Friday afternoon. We had a

splendid trip, and every one had gained

valuable experience and proved an
able camper.

Our elections were held while eating

lunch that last day.

Best camper: Barry Phelps

Most helpful: Don Kennedy
Most popular: Sandy Muir
Laziest: Hal Erwin
Miss Pemaquid (boy):

Sammy Potter

Mrs. Pemaquid (councillor):

Faison Hicks

Signed:

Barry Phelps
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^he Pemaquid

Boys

Hal Erwin Barry Phelps

Don Kennedy Sammy Potter

Sandy Muir Hal Smith
Tom Staley

Councillors

Rod Beebe Ralph Lasher
•pAisoN Hicks Tom Ruth

Dave Shriver

For the first time the Pemaquid
Trip was a real test for the Wilderness

Cruise to be taken later on. By pad-

dling and portaging to Pemaquid Pond
we created history.

On the morning of July ninth, a

Tuesday, we ventured forth, a green

group, under threatening skies, pad-

dling the three miles to the foot of the

lake and our first portage. Just as the

first canoe and its group reached

Pemaquid Pond after the long portage,

rain began to fall. Nevertheless, we
weathered our first test well. The rain

dampened us all thoroughly, but after

Rod built a good fire and we had lunch

we felt fine despite the continued

downpour. Because of the weather,

we decided to pitch camp there at the

head of Pemaquid.

When everything was secure. Rod
told us that we could walk to the

nearest town about two miles away if

we were back for supper at 7:00 p.m.

Being adventurous souls if not obe-

dient, we "bummed" seven miles to a

larger town, returning of course, about

a half hour late for meal time.

The next morning dawned bright

and clear with a good glaring sun that

tanned the hardy and blistered the

softies. By nine o'clock we were on
our way down the Pond, from thence

through a small stream to Biscay Pond,

thirteen miles in all. Then we en-

tered the Pemaquid River, paddling

half its length before stopping for lunch

on a high rise amidst the flat marshy
land. Beans and more baked beans!

Bristol, and our second portage around
the power dam there, was encountered

that afternoon together with icecream,

soda pop, and sundry sweets at the

local store.

Little Pemaquid below the dam gave

us a real work-out with its numerous
rocks. The shallow rapids were also a

"water hazard." After some tedious

paddling we reached Boyd's Pond,

crossed that smaller body of water

and encountered more of the same on
a larger scale as we made our way down
to our second portage and salt water

in the Big Pemaquid.

The tide being at its lowest we had
to "muck" out with our canoes and
equipment, thence down the salt inlet

to Bill Brown's Wharf where we spent

the second night of our journey.

Faison Hicks, Staley, and Phelps

passed the night under canoes on the

wharf. Pemaquid Bay and its rolling

swell brought us to the Gut, a passage

between Pemaquid and Damariscotta

Rivers on which South Bristol is

located. Needless to say. South Bristol

meant more refreshments!

From South Bristol up the Dama-
riscotta to Belknap's Point just outside

the town of Damariscotta was made
with ease, and Friday night found us
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tasting the pleasures of ''the big town,"

most of us seeing the movie, "Roughly

Speaking" and eating several icecream

cones each.

We broke camp the next day.

Passing under the Damariscotta bridge,

we saw Dick Kennedy who would

have made our trip had it not been

for an oculist's appointment. We
shot the rapids and went up the river

to Damariscotta Mills where we por-

taged into fresh water. With a fine

tail wind, practically all canoes were

outfitted with makeshift "poncho"
sails. Up the lake we skimmed,

stopping only for lunch and arriving

in camp Friday afternoon. We had a

splendid trip, and every one had gained

valuable experience and proved an
able camper.

Our elections were held while eating

lunch that last day.

Best camper: Barry Phelps

Most helpful: Don Kennedy
Most popular: Sandy Muir
Laziest: Hal Erwin
Miss Pemaquid (boy):

Sammy Potter

Mrs. Pemaquid {councillor):

Faison Hicks

Signed:

Barry Phelps
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Great Bay

Boys

Ned Almy
Ben Chapman
Jim Fanning
Bob Glendinning
John Hartzell
Zeke Hickin

Andy Kaul
Carl Metzger
Bob Nichols
Dick Robinson
Holly Whitney
Pete Wurst

Councillors

John Stubbs Bob Smith

A stiff head wind made the going

tough for the 1945 "Great Bayers."

After a strong fight of over two hours,

we finally pitched our big tent at 3:45.

Bob Glendinning, Jim Fanning, and
Andy Kaul decided to sleep under the

canoes, but Andy soon gave that up
and moved into his pup tent with Zeke
Hickin. The two J. C.'s. erected an
exquisite poncho tent which was
completely mosquito proof(?). Dinner
our first night consisted of beans,

spam, peanut butter sandwiches,

peaches, and hardtack. After dinner
the fly was put up and all who wished
had a dip. Then we hit the "old
dusty."

This morning, Johnny Hartzell and
Ben Chapman were the cooks. Grape-
fruit juice, cream of wheat, bacon and
toast were enjoyed by all. After

breakfast a trip to Jefferson was pro-

posed, one group to go in the morning
and one after lunch. Needless to say

each group returned heavily laden and
we dined well that night!

Friday the thirteenth, but the

chicken which came with Jim Beighle

and Miss Ciaburri the previous after-

noon forebode no ill fare. It was only

when Andy Kaul undertook to preside

over the obsequies of said bird that

ill fate bestrode us. Andy struck his

trusty axe, but the chicken jumped
three feet in the air and landed running.

We had visions of an empty pot until

Dick Robinson finally caught the

feathered friend and finished the fowl.

Smith and Stubbs spent the rest of

the morning in plucking it. Mean-
while some of the other more helpful

campers sank our rowboat.

Jim and Miss Ciaburri arrived some-

what sea-sick after a rough trip. They
brought mail and general good cheer,

and Miss Ciaburri gave us a general

check-up, Jim giving the chicken his

check-up. Most of the afternoon

was passed in a gluttonish feast which
developed into a free-for-all. Strange

to say, we slept well on our bulging

stomachs.

Early the next morning camp was.

broken and after policing our site, we
hastily downed some unsavory oat-

meal. Jim Beighle arrived in the

motor canoe and soon we were on the

way back to Kieve. Great Bay 1945

was a memory.

The elections were as follows:

Best Camper: Dick Robinson
Most Helpful: Ben Chapman
Sandiest: John Hartzell

Water Baby: Ned Almy
Miss Great Bay: Petie Wurst

Signed:

Bob Smith
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Qenthner^s Cove

Boys

Gordon Boone
Seymour Bultman
Jimmy Chaplin
Bill Coyle

Joe Johnston

Stan Phelps

Steve Smith
Eric Stroh
Jim Toumey
Bobby Wiese

*' George Kilby

Councillors

Mr. Mann Dick Cromwell

On Wednesday, July eleventh, we
took off after a delay because of high

winds. We arrived uneventfully,

just after the Baldwin's Point gang

had put in above us, to find that we
had one of the best camp sites imagin-

able. After an hour in pitching our

tents and getting straightened away,

we gathered to eat the offering of

chief chef Toumey, whose inexperience

was buried under his enthusiasm and
wise cracks. We policed the kitchen,

did various other duties and retired

"The Campers Plague,"

^ave our boys quite a

battle this first night, but after several

skirmishes, we fell over asleep.

fairly early,

mosquitoes,

Breakfast means dishes to be

washed whether the breakfast be good
or bad. We policed camp some more
and enjoyed a short swim before

lunch. The welcome news of lunch

at Baldwin's Point was acclaimed by
all — especially the dish washers.

Sandwiches and cocoa were our noon
repast, and we spent the afternoon in

skirmishes and trials against the lowly

Baldwin's Cover's. We stayed over

for supper of chicken and corn and

returned to our own site for a few
stories before bed time..

Friday after breakfast, policing, and
a swim, we welcomed Baldwin's Cove
to join us at lunch. After a brief

rest to digest lunch, we set out for the
store with the Baldwin's group. We
all returned to our camp and "spa-
ghetti a la Toumey." Baldwin's said

"goodbye" and we retired— noisily!

Saturday morning was spent in

breaking camp, as we had held elec-

tions the night before.

The elections:

Best Camper: Jim Toumey
Most Helpful: Joe Johnston
Most Popular: George Kilby

Water Bahy: George Kilby

Miss Genthner's Cove: Steve Smith

Signed:

Gordon Boone
George Kilby
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Loon Echo

Boys

John Cochran Ian Lowis
Charlie Duncan Emerson O'Brien

Chuck Evans Hazen Pingree

Mac Hickin Leonard Smith
George Johnston Charlie Southall

TiMMY Thacher

Councillors

Mr. Plummer Throop Wilder

Our destination was only about two
miles from camp, but on Wednesday,

July eleventh, the wind was so high

and the white caps so rugged that it

took us over an hour to make the trip.

Our camp site was a pasture— free

of mosquitoes but containing other

impedimenta, as the cows had been
recently encamped! After putting

our canoes up we located unthinkingly

on the aforementioned hillside near an
old graveyard.

We found a nice spring and used

some of the rocks to build a fireplace;

then we had a short swim and pitched

our tents. After a light supper we
played "Capture the Flag." Later we
walked to a haunted house where we
found some canoes and stuffed ani-

mals— and so to bed!

The next morning, while Mr.
Plummer shaved after breakfast, we
played baseball. After he inspected

our bunks, those of us who were
best had canoe trips. The rest of us

went for a hike over a back country
road. We returned to camp to find

another camp drawing water from the

spring. After a short dip we had
lunch. Rest period was followed by a

visit from Jim Beighle and the nurse

with our chicken.

Throop Wilder took some of us to

Great Bay while the rest killed, cleaned,

and cooked the fowl. Upon our re-

turn from Great Bay, Mr. Plummer
took the rest of the boys up Mill

Brook. We hauled wood and peeled

onions while they were away. They
had a tough trip back because of the

high waves and wild wind. Chicken
dinner, yum, yum!

After a breakfast of pancakes the

next morning, we explored the point

and found an old burned house, two

rowboats, and three trees blown down
by the hurricane. After a swim, we
ate a hearty spaghetti dinner. Next
came one of the most exciting events

of our whole camp. The high wind
tore and ripped at our tent sending it

finally right through the poles. Every-

one really "scrammed" in a hurry!

We tried to fix it, but to no avail. We
moved, but the spot was too swampy.
Finally we were forced to make a

lean-to against the haunted house of

all places! We went to bed after a

hearty supper.

Breakfast on Saturday was high-

lighted by eggs. We broke camp,

packed our duffels and got our gear to

the beach. The serious business of

our election was held while we awaited

the boats to pick us up.

The elections:

Best Camper: Mac Hickin

Most Helpful: John Cochran
Sandiest: Leonard Smith
Best Liked: Charlie Southall
Water Baby: George Johnston
Miss Loon Echo: George Johnston

Signed:

Ian Lowis
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^aldivins^ Foint

Boys

John Cabot
Jon Davis

Robert Gansel
Jackie Geary
Tom Hartzell

Alex Neilson
Russell Nourse
Henry Porter

Johnny Stroh
Bill Torrey

Michael Wright

Councillors

Pete DeLoneAl HiCKIN

Wednesday, July eleventh, dawned
clear but extremely windy, so the

Baldwin's Point trip, along with the

others, was postponed in starting out

until just after lunch when the wind
had somewhat abated. We were the

first group in the water, and although

the wind was still high it did not daunt

fearless DeLone in his rowboat with

our supplies and tent; he struck right

out in the middle of the lake. We
were more timid, being in the war
canoe and small canoe, and huggged

the shore, making the two and one-

half mile trip closer to four miles.

The white caps danced merrily and we
had some anxious moments.

Our landing was made in a bad spot

at a bad time, the wind blowing di-

rectly on the rocks at the point. Later

we learned of a cove to the rear of our
site where more protection was af-

forded, and we used it thereafter.

Fishing, story telling, canoeing, and
trips to our neighbors, the "gruesome
Genthner's gang," filled in our time.

On Friday we were the guests of Tou-
mey and his demon crew at Genthner's

as we had had them at Baldwin's the

previous day. Friday afternoon the

entire two camps walked out to the

highway with Mr. Hickin and spent

our allowances at Benner's.

Our elections were held Saturday

morning when we struck camp before

getting into our canoes for home.
Jackie Geary was elected best camper,

most popular, most helpful, and san-

diest. Alex Neilson was voted most
generous and water baby, and Mike
Wright earned the doubtful titles of

laziest and Miss Pemaquid.

Signed:

Bill Torrey
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Sandy Cove
Boys

Bruce Beaudette
Larry Bird

Jimmy Bishop

MixEY Buckler

David Davis

Land Lindbergh
Brad Norman
Rogers Southall

Charles Cochran Henry Thomas

Councillors

Uncle Don Charles Kenny

Camp was pitched at 3:30 on Wed-

nesday, July eleventh, and after getting

all set, we spent the afternoon swim-

ming and boating. Supper found

three cooking clubs established. A
main fire did most of the cooking,

and the minor things were done by

the club fires. Supper was at 6:00

after which there was a campfire until

8:30 when taps were sung.

Thursday, we arose at 8:00 and,
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after breakfast and cleanup, we all

swam and rowed the boats. Rest

hour after lunch was passed by reading

with the councillors. In the afternoon

we swam, fished, and boated. Jim
Beighle and our nurse, Miss Ciaburri,

arrived about four, bringing us a live

chicken, which was immediately killed

and whisked into a pot. We all en-

joyed that bird with rice trimmings.

After dinner, we were visited by Dick

and Mrs. Kennedy.
Friday saw us up quite late, and it

was not until 11:30 that breakfast

was finished. Davy Davis during swim
period, had to have himself rescued

when the wind caught his canoe and
he could not paddle in. A sandwich

lunch and swimming was topped by
the best meal of the camping trip:

chicken, rice, corn, mashed potatoes,

cocoa, and pop. We had several

visitors, Pete DeLone, Dick Cromwell,

Dave Shriver, Dick and Don Kennedy,

and Sammy Potter. They all praised

our delicious meal and departed with

full stomachs.

We were up early on Saturday when
Dusty heralded the approach of Uncle
Don. We broke camp and shoved off

for home, after a happy trip, at 10.00

a.m.

The elections:

Most Popular: Henry Thomas
Best Camper: Henry Thomas
Most Helpful: Mixey Buckler
Water Baby: Brad Norman
Best Cooks:

Rogers Southall, Jim Bishop

Most Amusing: Charlie Cochran
Biggest Quizzer: Brad Norman
Miss Sandy Cove:

Land Lindbergh

Signed:

Charles Kenny
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c5lt the Water

If camp Statistics included a vote for

**most popular spot," there would be

no contest; the Waterfront would

win almost unanimously. Certainly

at Kieve during the season of 1945

this was doubly true, as the weather

was so excellent that only two "soaks"

w'ere omitted during the entire season,

and the order of the day almost al-

ways included a "general dip" in the

late afternoon.

"Optional dip" before breakfast

proved quite popular this season, and

from then until supper the water-front

was the mecca of sailors, boating

enthusiasts, canoeists, fishermen,

divers, and swimmers. The swim-

ming, boating and canoeing alone

kept the writer and his assistant, Tom
"Tish" Ruth, so busy that Chuck
Kenny took over the divers, and
during the practice for Water Sports,

either Dick or Don Kennedy, as Coun-
cillor's Aides, were on hand to help.

Rod Beebe and Dave Shriva, his

helper, handled the fishermen, par-

ticularly Petie Wurst. The sailors were

in charge of Dick Cromwell at the

first of the season and later under

Throop Wilder's care. The "Rod"
alone taught canoeing and howl —
And everyone helped on the "Soaks."

It was a splendid piece of co-operation.

Undoubtedly "Old Sol" helped the

most of all.

Naturally the smaller lads haunted
the water front; they always do.

There was not a moment from morn
till night that Brad Norman, Bruce

Beaudette, Bobbie Gansel, Bill Torrey,

Russell Nourse or Jon Davis were not

somewhere within hailing distance.

Such proximity paid dividends, as

Torrey won the Sub-Junior General

Excellence, and Russell Nourse and
Bob Gansel were right up there.

Among the older boys Ian Lowis,

until he left to return to England, Len
Smith, and "Docker" Phelps were

among the most faithful. "Docker"
certainly discovered that it paid!

To say that much was accomplished

at Kieve's waterfront during the season

of 1945 would be to make a gross un-

derstatement, but we shall leave it at

that.

Signed:

Albert Throssell Hickin
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Su)imming
This, the 20th Kieve season, was one

of its best in swimming achievement.

Contrary to the swimming articles of

the past two years at least, the sport

has not been the most popular here at

Kieve; annually that honor has gone,

as it did this year, to Riflery by the

boys' own vote: Certainly, however,

if "dips" were associated in youthful

minds with the serious business of

learning and improving swimming
strokes, the sport would win going away.

Kieve has, however, never made of

swimming a matter of serious training

to develop speed and form artists;

rather have we given great attention

to being able to swim and to stay

afloat for long distances. Hence our

emphasis on the "raft" and "Island"

swims. And, while this year did not

quite attain the "high" of last season

when all boys swam their raft and
only three failed to make the Island,

there was, nevertheless, no one who
could try the raft who didn't make it,

and none who tried the Island dis-

tance of six hundred yards who did

not complete that. Again only three

boys did not try the longer swim;

and of these three, one was unable to

try the raft by the end of camp. In

Kieve, moreover, as in all camps, the

age level, owing to world conditions,

has continued to lower slightly.

The season has, however, been a

splendid one with an abundance of

fine weather. Daily "soaks" were

rarely foregone and "general dips"

were the usual order of the day. Too
much credit cannot be given to Chuck
Kenny who daily aided the divers,

and Tommy Ruth has the special

thanks of many Island swimmers who
glanced his way for encouragement
more than once on that long trip.

Finally, the writer thanks the entire

Kieve Council for their willingness to

take "water duty" on any and all

occasions making ours a safe, as well

as a pleasant waterside.

Signed:

Albert T. Hickin
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Kieve's Water Sport's Day deserves

the publicity of New Orlean's Mardi

Gras or Pasadena's Tournament of

Roses; let us hope, however, that

such a fate may never befall it. Such a

round of activity is seldom crowded

into one short day. From the arrival

of the first parent on the previous day

to the final award and tops on "the

day of days," there is not a moment
when one activity literally does not

stumble over the heels of another;

yet none falls flat.

For the past two years we have been

dogged by that inevitable camp buga-

boo, rainy weather. This year was no
exception. However, we shall never

complain. Better a fair and glorious

camp season with rain on the grand

finale, than visa-versa. Certainly
Kieve 1945 followed the former pat-

tern. Yet the day was not too bad.

Rain fell early; but the rest of the day,

while overcast, was not objectionable;

and the afternoon of Water Sports

itself was very calm.

From the first event on the program,

the Senior Single Canoe race, through

the entire fourteen contests, to the

Senior 75 yard swim, the final event

of the day, the contests were very

close, the order was clock-like, and
the sportsmanship displayed, superb.

Shall we say everything but the

weather was perfect? It was.

Mrs. Almy, as head judge, did a

splendid job, ably assisted by Mr.
Potter and Mr. Nichols. Uncle Don
as organizer and announcer and
Captain Phil Smith as starter were the

prime factors in the smooth function-

ing of the entire afternoon. Everyone

else worked diligently and effectively.

There was not a single untoward

occurrence, except two blundering

"ladies(?)" on the course.

If we were to select one contest to

characterize the afternoon, it would
have to be the Canoe Tilt in which
Dick and Don Kennedy defeated

Sandy Muir and Hal Smith. The
bout lasted some forty minutes, so

evenly were the lads matched; yet at

its finish as the boys drew up to shore,

one could not tell from their hand-

shakes or faces which was victor, —
which, vanquished.

Then came the Water Sports' "feed"
— a holocaust , of boys, corn, coun-

cillors, steamed clams, parents, boiled

lobsters, visitors, and ice-cream and
cake — with more boys! Everyone
grinned and ate. Everyone was too

busy to talk.

Next was the Water Sports' Play,

"Wappin Wharf," ably directed by
Mr. Mann, assisted by Senior Miguel

d'Alvarado and Uncle Don. The
entire cast played so nicely into one
another's hands that no one ex-

celled; that marks a good performance.

The presentation of awards was
next; given to each lad individually

by blushing Miss Robin Beighle. The
speeches by Mrs. Almy, Uncle Don,
and the various councillors in charge

of each activity. — all were brief and
appropriate.

Lastly, the boys — but we pause and
retreat lest they be overcome with

modesty, as they appeared to be that

night. Kieve 1945 Water Sports' Day
certainly outdid itself, and its final

compliment must be that no one
present will remember the weather..

Signed:

Albert Throssell Hickin;
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Results of Water Sports Contests

SENIOR EVENTS

75-Yard Swim — Hal Smith, 1st; Don Ken-
nedy, 2nd; Tom Staley, 3rd; Hal Erwin,

4th.

Double Canoe— B. Phelps and Staley, 1st;

Muir and H. Smith, 2nd.; Kennedy and
Kennedy, 3rd.

Single Canoe— Tom Staley, 1st; Barry

Phelps, 2nd; Dick Kennedy, 3rd; Sandy
Muir, 4th.

Obstacle Race — Don Kennedy, 1st; Dick
Kennedy, 2nd; Semi-Finalists, Staley and
Kaul.

Canoe Tilt — Kennedy and Kennedy, 1st;

Muir and H. Smith, 2nd; Semi-Finalist,

Staley and B. Phelps, Glendinning and Kaul,

Diving— Tom Staley, 1st; John Hartzel and
Sandy Muir, 2nd, Rob Glendinning, 4th.

Senior General Excellence— Tom Staley,

1st; Don Kennedy, 2nd; Dick Kennedy, 3rd.

JUNIOR EVENTS

RowBOAT Race — S:an Phelp, 1st; Charlie
Southall, 2nd; Gordon Boone, 3rd; Jim
Toumey, 4th.

Double Canoe — Hickin and Toumey, 1st;

Stroh and O'Brien, 2nd; Boone and Phelps,
3rd.

Obstacle Race — M. Hickin, 1st; J. Stroh,
2nd; S. Phelps, 3rd; G. Boone, 4th.

40-Yard Swim — G. Boone, 1st; S. Phelps
2nd; C. Southall, 3rd; J. Tunney, 4th.

Junior General Excellence — Stan Phelps
1st; Gordon Boone and Mac Hickin, 2nd.

SUB-JUNIOR EVENTS

Boat Race — Jack Geary, 1st; Henry Thomas,
2nd; Rob Gansel, 3rd; Russell Nourse, 4th.

Obstacle Race — Bill Torrey, 1st; Mixy
Buckler, 2nd; Bruce Beaudette, 3rd; Russell
Nourse, 4th.

25-Yard Swim — Torrey, 1st; Geary, 2nd;
Gansel, 3rd; R. Southall, 4th.

Sub-Junior General Excellence — Bill Tor-
rey, 1st; Jack Geary, 2nd; Rob Gansel, 3rd.
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ing

Soon after the 1945 season opened
Sailing was off with a bang! Boys who
had passed their test last year began

sailing as soon as the boats were rigged;

other campers were clamoring for

permission to pass their sailing test!

The test was fairly difficult, consisting

of a knowledge of sailing principles,

making a good landing, rigging a boat,

and naming some sixteen different

parts of the craft.

A sailing ladder was drawn up with

Johnny Stroh, Timmy Thacher, and

Jim Toumey racing first for the top

place. They finished in the above

order; so Stroh received the Harris

Hall Yacht Club pennant to fly at his

mast head each time he raced until

someone defeated him by challenge.

Bob Glendinning soon challenged

John and won, and the pennant
changed hands. This, of course,

awakened a keen interest in the sailing

ladder, which by then contained

eleven names.

I might say that there was absolutely

no complaint from any lad placed at

the bottom of the ladder. They all

showed excellent sportsmanship and
began ch allenging immediately.

Charlie Southall, for instance, was

well down the ladder. In a matter of a

few days he was up in third place and
still attempting to gain the top. Timmy
Thacher was the "toughie" of the

group; he was in second place from
the very beginning, and turned back

every attempt to remove him.

Signed:

Dick Cromwell

(At this point Dick Cromwell left

for Naval induction and Throop
Wilder took over the Sailing coun-

cillorship.)

As the season was rapidly drawing

to a close. Uncle Don and the writer

decided to start the Sailing Tourna-

ment. This year we used a type of
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tournament new to Kieve. There

were fifteen entries with three sail-boats

so we drew up ten races with each

entrant racing twice, but with entirely

different lads each time. In the first

race set Sandy Muir, Hal Smith,

John and Eric Stroh, and Don Ken-

nedy won their respective races, al-

though Don was closely challenged by

Bob Glendinning. Each first place

was awarded three points; second,

two; and third, but one. In the second

round Hal Smith and Don Kennedy
walked away with their races, thus

garnering six points each and placing

in the finals.

At the end of the second round

there were four boys with five points

apiece. Naturally the tie had to be

raced off for the other place in the

finals against Don and Hal. In the

first race Johnny Stroh defeated Sandy
Muir and Jim Fanning in that order.

John's start was the difference between

his boat and Sandy's, as each sailed a

beautiful race. Later in the same after-

noon the two semi-finalists, Johnny
and Bob Glendinning, met in one of

the closest races of the season. This

time John reversed the earlier order,

defeating Bob.

The race was first set for the Sunday
afternoon of Water Sports' Week-end;

Sunday afternoon came, but no wind
came with it; therefore the race was
postponed until Monday after duties

when a fine breeze greeted the three

finalists. The first leg of the race was
close, but Johnny managed to gain a

slight lead, which he increased

throughout the six legs, finishing a

whole leg ahead of Smith in second

place with Don a close third.

In finality, the writer wishes to add
his commendation to the many re-

ceived by Johnny Strop. It is seldom

that one so young shows John's sailing

acumen. Certainly at Kieve, I believe,

never before has a Junior, and one
from South Glenayre particularly,

sailed off with the coveted pennant.

I wish, also to thank Dick for the

splendid group of sailors turned over

to me; it made my duty a pleasure.

Many thanks to Uncle Don for his

aid and to all those boys who made
Sailing at Kieve in 1945 a real joy.

Signed:

Throop Wilder

Boys who passed their Sailing Test:

Johnny Stroh
Eric Stroh
Sandy Muir
Dick Robinson
Charles Southall

Jim Tourney
Mac Hickin
Timmy Thacher

Bob Glendinning
Hal Smith
George Kibby
Tom Staley

Don D. Kennedy, Jr.

R. C. Kennedy
Ned Almy
Sam B. Potter

Jon Davis



The Dramatic Club

As IS the custom at Kieve, movies

were shown in Innisfree throughout

this camping season. Saturday eve-

ning became "movie night" at Kieve.

Many interesting selected short sub-

jects were shown, coupled with three

big features, namely, "The Prisoner of

Zenda," "Tarzan's Revenge," and
"The Covered Wagon," all of which
the boys enjoyed immensely. Some
difficulty was encountered with the

projector owing to faulty sound.

Much experimentation was attempted

until the aid of an expert from Dama-
riscotta was enlisted. After the ma-
chine was thoroughly overhauled and
a different arrangement for showing
the films made, the movies were con-

siderably better. In addition to our

regular show nights we had some

special subjects on the Netherlands

which proved very interesting.

Campfire activities afforded a fair

amount of interest to this Kieve season.

The festivities were portioned into the

various evenings so that variety was
obtained. "Capture the Flag" and
other interesting games were played,

balanced with stories, songs, and skits

around the campfire.

The camping party plays were quite

hilarious and thoroughly enjoyed.

The July and August camping party

shows were quite similar. A few
were on incidents which occurred

during the trips, but most of them
were farces of a varied sort consisting

chiefly of digs at the Japanese High
Command activities. The Great Bay
group won the July prize and The
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Harbor Island group won the August

competition.

A colorful addition to Kieve came
from old Mexico in the person of one

Senor Miguel de Alvarado, who made
a great hit with the boys. Miguel

gave much assistance to campfire

activities and also he climaxed his

stay here with a show of his own. This

show was a breath of old Mexico;

for a moment we were whisked away
from Kieve on our magic carpets.

The Water Sports Play this year

was a repeat show. "Wappin Wharf"
was put on once more, making the

third season for this highly popular

play. The cast was made up entirely

of Juniors, who, in spite of their age,

put on a remarkably good performance.

The play itself was very difficult to

do, but the boys put all their efforts

into it and did a good job. The dress

rehearsal came out very well in spite

of the fact that the director didn't

believe that the boys were truly ready

for it. After the rough spots were

ironed out, the final performance on
Water Sports night was very successful.

The director wishes to take this op-

portunity to thank all those who
cooperated in any way to make the

play a success. We were very sorry

that one of our performers was taken

sick at the last minute and was unable

to take part in the dress rehearsal or

the final performance. Timmy did an
excellent job during rehearsals and
undoubtedly would have been a huge

success in the play. A pat on the back
goes to Billy Coyle who filled Timmy's
place at the last minute and did a very

good job of it.

Many thanks, too, to Uncle Don
for his able assistance and excellent

advice. Special thanks to Ralph
Lasher, John Stubbs, and Throop
Wilder — and last but by no means
least— Miguel, my able assistant.

WAPPIN WHARF
Prologue — Henry Porter

The Duke Petie Wurst
Patch Eye Jim Tourney
The Captain Jim Chaplin
Red Joe Gordon Boone
Darlin Bill Coyle
Betsy Charlie Cochran
Old Mey Stan Phelps

Sailor Captain John Hartzell

Sailors Ben Chapman
Seymour Bultman
Michael Wright

Stage Manager Hal Erwin
Makeup Miguel de Alvarado

Sound Effects Hal Erwin
Don Kennedy

Electricians Charlie Southall

Bob Wiese
Curtain Don Kennedy
Stage Hands Hal Smith

Dick Kennedy
Sandy Muir

Signed:

Ralph Mann, Dramatic Director
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Report of Kieve Chapter ^ N. R. A.

Junior Rifle Corps

The 1945 season at the rifle range

started at the opening of camp, with

preliminary instruction in the use of

the "Sighting Bar" for the new boys.

After learning the fundamentals of

sighting, they were showed the correct

shooting positions, use of sling, rifle

sighting, trigger pull and breathing.

This was followed by instructions in

range safety rules, as well as care and
handling of the rifle. Actual firing

then commenced. As each shot was
fired at the target, boys were advised

the location of each hit on the target.

If wide of the "Bull's Eye," necessary

correction of faults were made before

again shooting. All of the above
preliminary instructions were made
under the direction of Uncle Don and
Charlie Kenny, as I was unable to

arrive at camp until about ten days

after opening, due to pressure of busi-

ness.

During the summer, 21 boys quali-

fied as Pro-marksman; 23 as Marks-

man; 16 as Marksman First Class;

14 as Sharpshooter; 8 for Bar 1; 8 for

Bar 2; 5 for Bar 3; 4 for Bar 4; 4 for

Bar 5; and 3 for Bar 6. It was gratify-

ing to me when the boys voted Riflery

the favorite activity at camp. Toward
the end of the summer, a "Five Bull"

Tournament was held, with prizes for

Senior and Junior Divisions.

The Senior Tournament was won by

Andy Kaul with the highest score ever

shot at camp— 96 out of a possible

100.

Ben Chapman was second with a

score of 90, while John Hartzell and
Barry Phelps tied for third with scores

of 80.

The Junior Division was won by

Henry Thomas with a score of 82.

Charlie Southall was second with 7 1 and
Mac Hickin, third with a score of 68.
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As this camp is a member of the

National Rifle Association and con-

ducted under its regulations, we feel

that knowledge in the care and use of

fire arms is most important. The
Association which is sponsored by the

Government does not breed militarism,

but encourages rifle practice both as a

sport and as a necessary means of

national defense.

It has been a pleasure for me to give

instruction to those boys having had
little or no previous experience with a

rifle, and it is my hope that I have
been able to assist others in correcting

their faults. I wish also to express my
appreciation for the valuable prelimi-

nary instructions given by Uncle Don
and Charlie Kenny, above mentioned.

Signed:

Philip Smith

PRO-MARKSMAN

Mixey Buckler
Seymour Bultman
John Cabot
Jon Davis
Charlie Duncan
Chuck Evans
John Hartzell

Tom Hartzell

George Johnston
Land Lindbergh
Brad Norman
Emerson O'Brien
Hazen Pingree

Peter Robertson
Leonard Smith
Steve Smith
Rogers Southall
Henry Thomas
Bill Torrey
Jim Toumey
Varick Tunney

MARKSMAN

Mixey Buckler
Seymour Bultman
John Cabot
John Cochran
Jon Davis
Chuck Evans
Robert Gansel
John Hartzell

Mac Hickin
George Johnston
Brad Norman
Emerson O'Brien
Hazen Pingree
Henry Porter

Sam Potter

Rifle Qualifications

Peter Robertson
Steve Smith
Rogers Southall

Tom Staley

Henry Thomas
Bill Torrey
Jim Toumey
Varick Tunney

MARKSMAN —
FIRST CLASS
Gordon Boone
John Cabot
John Cochran
Hal Erwin
Chuck Evans
John Hartzell

Mac Hickin
Zeke Hickin
Bobby Nichols
Brad Norman
Hazen Pingree

Henry Porter

Eric Stroh
John Stroh
Henry Thomas
Varick Tunney

SHARPSHOOTER
Neddy Almy
Gordon Boone
John Cabot
Bobby Glendinning
John Hartzell

Mac Hickin
Zeke Hickin
Bobby Nichols
Brad Norman
Hazen Pingree

John Stroh
Timmy Thacher
Henry Thomas
Bobby Wiese

BAR I

John Cabot
Ben Chapman
Billy Coyle
John Hartzell

Mac Hickin
Zeke Hickin
Bobby Nichols
Charlie Southall

BAR II

Ben Chapman
Billy Coyle
John Hartzell

Mac Hickin
Zeke Hickin
Bobby Nichols
Hazen Pingree
Charlie Southall

BAR III

Ben Chapman
John Hartzell

Mac Hickin
Zeke Hickin
Charlie Southall

BAR IV

Mac Hickin
Andy Kaul
Dick Robinson
Charlie Southall

BAR V
Mac Hickin
Andy Kaul
Dick Robinson
Charlie Southall

BAR VI

Andy Kaul
Dick Robinson
Charlie Southall



With, the

At Kieve we are surrounded by na-

ture in all its forms, making it un-

necessary to go far afield to find

plants and animals worthy of study.

With Nature's gifts so close to the

boys of Kieve, about all the camp
Naturalist has to do is to teach the

boys how to see its wonders which
abound on all sides.

The interest in Nature at camp
really got under way when a snapping

turtle was captured while laying her

eggs in the middle of the road. The
boys flocked around to view this

vicious beast in its cage near the door
of the Nature Room.

This observation period finally had
to come to an end, for we were all

agreed that it was not safe to turn the

creature loose. So one fine afternoon

toward the end of the second week of

Naturalist

camp, the turtle was killed and dis-

sected. The heart, after being re-

moved, was placed in a solution of

salt and water, and in this manner was

kept beating six hours. The remains,

minus the heart, were placed on an
ant hill so that we could have the

shell, bones and skull to mount later

in the summer.
Building the snake pit was a con-

tinuous source of interest in camp, for

nearly every boy or councillor who
passed stopped for a moment to see

how our snake friends were doing.

After the first half dozen garters

were put into the pit, many green snakes

and red bellied snakes were added,

with now and then a milk snake or a

northern water snake going over the

side.

Green snakes became great pets
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around camp, because they did not

have an offensive odor as the garters

do: nor did they make any attempts

to bite the person handling them.

Charlie Cochran was the best snake

charmer in camp, and was seldom
seen without his pet, "Greenie." On
one occasion, Charlie placed
"Greenie" on the piano while he was
singing and playing. To Charlie's

surprise he saw "Greenie" swaying

back and forth to the tune of "The
Coast Guard Cavalry."

We were not without many bird

friends at Kieve. Under all the

porches and dormitories we found
robins' nests. On the porch of Innis-

free, a pair of Cliff Swallows darted in

and out of their nest scarcely two feet

above our heads. About five feet

away in a corner of the same porch,

was a robin's nest which housed four

hungry babies, the overworked mother
returning time and again with a load

of worms for her greedy offspring.

During the second week of camp a

nature talk was given to the boys new

to Kieve. No attempt was made to

be formal or to concentrate on any one
field of nature, but every effort was
made to show the boys the great

number of Nature's gifts that are all

around us here.

Early in the summer the boys were
told about the three nature prizes

offered at the camp for the best Na-
ture essay, the best collection, and the

prize for excellence in Nature work.
Many of the boys were soon busy
arount the Nature Room, looking up
material for their Nature essays, while

others reserved shelf space to store

their chosen nature collections: woods
moths, butterflies, minerals, etc.

Four boys worked hard competing
for the essay prize: Holly Whitney,
"Butterflies," Timmy Thacher, "Hum-
ming Birds," Tom Staley, "Wolves,"

and John Hartzell, "Ants." Judging

from the amount of effort put into the

job and the quality of the finished

product, John Hartzell's essay on
"Ants" won the essay prize. Tom
Staley's "Wolves" was a close second.

Out of the many boys who started

collections, the following were in the

competition for the Nature prize:

Henry Porter, Mushrooms; Brad

Norman, snake skin; Land Lindbergh,

beetles; Robert Glendinning, snake

skins; Bobby Weise, minerals; Charles

Cochran, butterflies and moths; Dick

Robinson, woods; and Andy Kaul,

woods. Judging the collections on the

amount of work put into making the

collection and the quality of the

finished product, Andy Kaul won
first prize for collections with Dick

Robinson runner up.

Everyone who took an active part

in nature work at Kieve this summer
was eligible for the General Excellence

prize. So after weighing the merits of
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all the nature lovers at camp, Robert

Glendinning came out with the great-

est number of points with Land Lind-

bergh a close second.

The three baby rabbits which came
into our lives soon after the first

camping trip played a big part in the

lives of all of us who spent most of our

time around the Nature Room. Under
the kind and thoughtful care of Land
Lindbergh and Michael Wright they

developed from tiny babies into half-

grown rabbits before it was time to

leave for our respective homes, at

which time many a boy wished that he

could take one of these pets home with

him.

A discussion of the workings of

nature at Kieve this summer would

not be complete without mentioning

the big three, Namely: the three big

caterpillars that we found along toward

the end of the season, the Huna,
Cecropia, and Polyphemus.

Not only were these rare caterpillars

found by us, but also we brought them
into the Nature Room just before they

started to make their cocoons. Fre-

quently during this cocoon building

process many eyes watched for an
hour or more while these big green

worms built themselves a silken home
to live in, until nature could make
them into beautiful moths that would
live only long enough to mate and lay

their eggs and start this complicated
life cycle over again.

Next summer the boys of Kieve can
pick up where they left off and trace

more of Nature's secrets to their

source; and in this way learn to love
Nature as they learn about it.

Signed:

Lawrence Plummer
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Natural History Prize Essay

Ants - Their Forms and
Social Habits

By John Hartzell

For many years ants have been noted

for their mental powers and their in-

dustrious abilities.

The ants of temperate zones work
from early spring to late fall gathering

food supplies to last them through the

winter. The queen lays her eggs during

the fall. The workers hibernate and
take care of the eggs and larvae in the

following spring.

In the course of summer the males

and females appear and after nuptial

flight, the individual female bites off

her wings. After fertilization she

enters the ground in one way or an-

other. Often the female erects a small

shelter of crude paper made by chewing

bark from trees. She lays her eggs.

The eggs hatch and the ants with

inborn instinct procede to collect

food, care for their mother, and con-

struct the nest to a full extent, and take

care of their constantly appearing

sisters. In this way a new colony is

begun.

The ant belongs to the family of

Formicidae, the Latin word meaning
ant. So far about 8,000 species of

ants have been identified. One vol-

ume concerned with the Belgian Congo
alone contains 1,139 pages.

The ant, as you probably know, is

an insect possessing legs and two
antennae which protrude from the

head. The tip of the antenna is

called the club. The base end of the

entenna is stiff. The second joint is

called the whip lash; it is divided into

eleven joints; some species only have
nine. The interesting fact is that each
joint has an important factor in aiding

the ant through its sense of smell.

With the eleventh joint at the tip of
the whiplash, it smells its nest. With
the tenth it scents the general odor of
the colony to which it belongs. By
means of the ninth, it follows the scent

of its own track. With the eighth and
seventh, it recognizes the young and
the weak which are its care. With the

fifth and sixth joint it knows its ene-

mies. The remaining four joints are

not quite clearly understood.

Therefore, if an ant has lost any
part of its antennae in battle, it may
not know its own fellows or nest, etc.,

depending on how much the ant lost.

So you can plainly see how completely

helpless the ant is if it has lost its

antennae.

The eyes are on either side of the

head and are located a little above and
to the right of the base of the antennae.

Some species are without eyes at all

and are entirely dependent upon their

sense of smell, touch, and hearing.

Ants do their hearing through their

legs. They don't hear the way we do
but they feel the jar made by the vi-

brations.

The mandibles are located at the

mouth of the insect. They act as

jaws, but do not open up and down,
but sidewise.

The body is divided into three main
parts— the head, thorax, and the

abdomen. The function of the thorax

is that it bears the wings, if any, and
bears the legs. Going from the base
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of the limbs outward the abdomen is

located behind the thorax. It contains

the stomach, intestines, and other or-

gans aiding digestion. As for the

respiratory system, the ant does not

breathe through a mouth but breathes

through a system of tubes called

trachea which is located along the

sides of the body. So much for the

anatomy; let us see why the ants are

such a powerful group of insects.

,In many respects the ants carry on
their activities in much the same
manner as man. A colony or a nest

of ants is actually a nation. A colony

may have several million individuals.

The ants are divided into four main
groups: the workers, the females, the

males, and the soldiers. But on the

other hand, the ants have their millers,

farmers, thieves, murderers, ingrates,

officers, nurses, scouts, and, of course,

the queen.

Certain species of ants have their

different habits and instincts. The
leave cutting ants or umbrella ants, a

species in South xA^merica, are often

seen carrying pieces of leaves. The
leaves are deposited in the nest where
it is chewed into a thick paste from
which fungus is grown and cultivated

in dark underground chambers.

The tailor ants of India use their

own young as tools in nest building.

They usually make their nests in tree

tops out of twigs and leaves. As you
may or may not know, after a young
ant hatches from its egg its egg looks

much like a white grub or larva as it is

called. The larva spins a cocoon and
later breaks out as an adult ant. The
tailor ants use the silk of larvae in

order to bind leaves and twigs to-

gether.

Another wonderful specie of ants

are the honey ants of the Southwest,

especially in Colorado. They ex-

cavate tunnels, galleries, and chambers

under ground making mounds from

twenty to thirty inches in diameter

and three to four inches high. These

ants actually store their honey in

living fellows especially chosen for the

task. The living honey casks cling

to the roof of an underground chamber.

Their abdomens are greatly enlarged

and are about the size of a grape.

These ants cling to the ceiling for

months and even years. When a

worker wants some honey, it climbs

up to a chosen honey cask and re-

ceives some. The honey ants greatly

respect the honey casks and when one
of them dies, they clip abdomen from

the body and roll the cask and carry

the body to the cemetery. The ants

never desecrate casks of the dead.

No other ant expresses as much
savagery and ferocity as the army ant

or African Driver ant. These ants go

on long marches of countless thous-

ands in search of booty, often raiding

other nests. The ants are often an

inch in length having large hooked
mandibles and a stinger at the rear of

their bodies as most ants have. These

ants have their own officers and guests

and even scouts to lead them on their

searches. All along their trails are

the bones of animals that didn't quite

make it. In order to cross a rivulet or a

small stream, they form a living bridge.

They intertwin their legs while some
venture out until a bridge is formed,

and the rest of the army passes over.

Probably many of these ants drown;

others manage to make the other side.

Some ants have been living in

beneficial association with other in-

sects. The common carpenter ant is

the master of the plant lice or aphids.

The aphid serves them as a cow serves
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man. The ant guards these little in-

sects with its life and takes care of their

young as it does its own. The ants

actually milk the aphids for their honey
juices which they collect from the

stems of plants. Aphids do a great

deal of damage to plants. They can

be identified by their green color and
smallness and are to be seen in

great clumps and groups on plants.

Men have often wondered why
ants do the things they do. Their

strange yet wonderful habits and in-

stincts have puzzled them. Men have
conquered a great deal of knowledge
and have cleared up more mysteries

on ants, yet there is still more to be

found by a lucky entomologist.
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Tennis

The tennis season this year was a

good one in all respects. We had
very little rain after the opening of

camp, and the boys on the whole,

with emphasis on the seniors, showed
a great interest in wanting to learn and
improve. There was keen competition

in each group which always tends to

increase enthusiasm.

The Seniors and Sub-Juniors showed
more general improvement during the

two months than did the Juniors.

Docker Phelps and Len Smith were

the only Juniors who, in my eyes,

made any outstanding gains. Docker
is doubtless a natural tennis player and
will definitely do very well in the near

future. His large improvement made
this summer was certainly well earned.

Bob Glendinning, one of the outstand-

ing Juniors, could and should have

played more and received more in-

struction than he did.

In the Senior group a large number
of the boys improved greatly. They
all played some tennis and such boys

as Jim Fanning, Sandy Muir, Dick and
Don Kennedy, Dick Robinson, Ned
Almy, Tom Staley, Barry Phelps, and
others proved themselves very good
tennis players.

Sandy Muir was the best all-around

player in camp. He is, I believe, one of

the best tennis players Kieve has ever

seen. He was on the courts very fre-

quently this year and improved im-

mensely.

Jim Fanning was a very close second

to Muir in every respect. Jim, a de-

cided natural, was on the courts nearly

all day every day and did very well in

the tournaments.
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In the Sub-Junior group there were

five standouts who played a good
amount of tennis, and we were very

pleased with the progress made by
them. Four of this group, Jack Geary,

Bill Torrey, Rogers South all, and
Russell Nourse, made up the Doubles
Finals. The other was Henry Thomas.
Although Henry didn't get past the

semi-finals in the single's tournament,

he had plenty of enthusiasm and
showed some improvement during the

course of the year.

The tournaments this year got under

way at the beginning of August. Each
was filled with unusually close matches,

especially the Senior Singles Tourna-
ment. No one ''walked away" with

any tournament. The Senior Tennis

Singles was one of the closest tourna-

ments I have ever seen. This was
shown by the final match. In the

second round an excellent three set

match was played by Jim Fanning,

who was ceded first, and Dick Robin-
son.

Sandy Muir in climbing to the finals

where he met Jim Fanning ran up
against some serious opposition in his

match with Don Kennedy, Jr. The
final score was 6-2, 7-5, Sandy having
to come from behind to win the

second set. Sandy won the tourna-

ment in what was probably one of the

closest matches ever seen at Kieve.

The match lasted two hours and ten

minutes. The final score was 6-4, 4-6,

6-4. Both Sandy and Jim deserve

much commendation for their fine

playing and superb sportsmanship in

this match. In the doubles finals

Muir and Fanning teamed up to beat

the two Kennedy boys 6-1, 6-3. In the

Junior matches four boys were out-

standing. They were Bob Glendin-

ning, winner of the singles, Stan

Phelps, Gordon Boone, and Leonard
Smith. I would like to say that al-

though Len didn't win any tourna-

ments, he showed much promise and
improvement throughout the year.

The Doubles Tournament was won by
Stan Phelps and Bob Glendinning

who beat Smith and Boone 6-1, 6-3.

Boone might have been more success-

ful in the tournaments had he devoted

a little more time to practicing and re-

ceiving instruction.

In the Singles Finals Docker Phelps

met his doubles partner to play a very

close match. Glendinning won, prov-

ing himself the best Junior. How-
ever, as the score of their match shows,

6-2, 2-6, 6-3, there was only a small

difference between them.

In the Sub-Junior Division there

were several good preliminary matches.

In the doubles finals Russell Nourse
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and Rogers Southall teamed up to

beat Geary and Torrey 6-2. Russell

won the singles with comparative ease.

In the finals he beat his doubles partner

Instruction was given as much as

possible. Many, particularly Dick

Robinson, Dick Kennedy, and others,

took advantage of this opportunity.

Dick Robinson deserves much credit

for his enthusiasm to get ahead. He
did well in his tournament matches.
' The fact remains in Tennis as well

as in any other sport, however, no
matter how much a desire a boy has to

learn and improve, he must get out on
the courts and practice every day if

he is to make progress. I'm afraid

several of our boys ignored this fact

this year.

We were very fortunate this year in

having three good courts on which to

play. Pre-season rains had left the

courts in rather poor shape, but after

a short time had been devoted to re-

pair, they were ready. They were in

excellent shape the rest of the year

and were in constant use, even after

supper, which goes to show that Ten-

nis was and will continue to be a very

popular sport at Kieve.

I would like to congratulate the

boys on their cooperation and willing-

ness in helping Mr. Wilder and me in

running off the tournament matches

and on their general enthusiasm and
interest shown towards keeping the-

courts "hot" during the 1945 Kieve

Tennis season.

Signed:

Pete DeLone

Camp Statistics

AS VOTED BY THE BOYS

Best Camper: Sandy Muir

Most Helpful: Don Kennedy

Most Improved: Bruce Beaudette

Sandiest: Sandy Muir

Most Generous: Ben Chapman
Best Mannered: Sandy Muir

Best Sport: Sandy Muir

Best Athlete: Tom Staley

Most Enthusiastic:

Chas "So gay" Cochran
Barry Phelps

Favorite Activity: Riflery

Favorite College: Yale

AS VOTED BY THE COUNCIL

Kieve Boy: Don Kennedy

Most Improved: Bruce Beaudette

Sandiest: Andy Kaul

Most Generous: Ben Chapman

Best Mannered: Ben Chapman

Best Sport: Jim Fanning

Best Athlete: Don Kennedy

Most enthusiastic: Andy Kaul

Henry Porter

Favorite College: Harvard
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The Fishing Club

Fishing in Damariscotta Lake during

the summer of 1945 was on the whole

rather poor. This may have been due

to the unusually high water or to some
other unknown factor among the

many factors brought forth by ardent

and unlucky anglers of Kieve. While
there were the usual quantity of yellow

perch and catfish brought in, catches

of bass, white perch, and pickerel were

p-

rather rare. Consequently, interest in

fishing and in joining the Kieve Fishing

Club was not as great as during the

summer of 1944. However, it may be

said that the fishing did improve
somewhat during the latter part of

August and at this time three new
members were added to the fishing

club. Also, thanks to the assistance of

Al Hickin, an enthusiastic angler of

note, many younger boys developed

quite a good deal of interest in fishing,

although none of these went through

the routine of learning the Maine
fishing laws which is a requirement for

admittance to the Kieve Fishing Club.

The fishing club shack, incidentally,

was in constant use by members during

the latter part of the summer who had
the privilege of spending the night

there in order to take advantage of

late night or early morning fishing.

The season ended with a feed consist-

ing of corn, hot dogs, cocoa, and apple

pie thoroughly enjoyed by all the

members.

Don Kennedy and Dick Robinson
were members of the Club from 1944,

Don being president for this year. New
members added during this year were

Petie Wurst, Jim Toumey, and Holly

Whitney.

Signed:

Rob Beebe
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Baseball

The season has probably been Kieve's

most successful for baseball, and I

think the reason is that we have had
almost perfect weather which held

good all summer long. Secondly, I

believe that the teams were very well-

matched. Every game was very close.

A great many "naturals" and promising
players showed up. Of these I have
picked several which I think stand

head and shoulder above the rest.

The best player of the year was Jimmy
Fanning. He played first base for

Sandy Muir's team exceptionally well;

and with his hitting together with his

strong throws, he was a great asset to

his team. Second, I chose Dick
Robinson, who was without a doubt
the best and most accurate pitcher in

camp. This, besides his powerful

batting, made him an outstanding

player. Dick Kennedy was another

boy who was an unusually good ball

player. He played first base for his

team very cleverly, and his hitting and
skillful base-running were equally good.

Special mention must also go to Sandy
Muir, who did a good job pitching

for his team; and to Ben Chapman,
who was the best catcher in the Senior

League.

At first all the games had to be

played with the old blue baseball

which was used in the Kieve-Damaris-

cotta game last year. Then Uncle

Don bought us a half-dozen brand new
softballs which came just in the nick

of time, because I think Mr. Plummer
lost the other one somehow!
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The Senior League was interrupted

when the Wilderness Cruise went out,

but the Junior League games kept on
going. Finally after several fast-and-

furious games the three teams, cap-

tained by Henry Porter, Charlie South-

all, and Timmy Thacher, found them-

selves tied with a .500 average. So
they had to start all over again. In

the second play-off the teams looked

for a time as if there would be another

tie-up, but in the final game, an after-

supper affair. Porter's Pirates played

Charlie Southall. The game was won
by the latter, 6-5, in a long and close

match.

When the Wilderness Cruise came
back, the remainder of the Senior

games were finished in two double-

headers. In the deciding game Dick
Kennedy's Krushers defeated Don
Kennedy's Crashers 8-3, to cop the

Thomas Hooker Trophy, symbol of

camp baseball supremacy.

The J.C. - - Council game was won,

or rather given to the Council by the
merciful Junior Council so as not to
disappoint them or hurt their feelings.

But think what the score would have
been in a real game (when in this

practice affair the Council won 30 to

17!).

The standings of the teams:

Junior League

w 1

Southall 3 1

Porter 2 2

Thacher 1 3

Senior

R. Kennedy
Phelps

Muir
D. Kennedy
Staley

League

1w
4

3

2

1

0

0

1

2

3

4

pCL

.750

.500

.250

pet

1.000

.750

.500

.250

.00

Signed:

"Bob-Tail Hoss'^

Faison Hicks
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Boxing

The most outstanding feature about

Boxing at Kieve during the 1945

season was its relative unimportance.

This is easily explained, as it has been

the custom here to box only on the

days when outdoor activities were im-

possible because of inclement weather.

This season there were only two such

days; hence, Boxing scarcely had even

a start.

It is the hope of the writer to see the

sport placed on a more substantial and
permanent basis in the coming season

because of the many advantages to be

gained by the boys participating. If

the coach's aims are correct, boxing is

one of the finest and surest teachers.

Commander Gene Tunney, in his talk

to the boys at Kieve while visiting his

own lads here this summer, ascribed

some of Britain's bull-dog tenacity and
many of the finer qualities in British

leadership to the fact that "assault at

arms," as the British schoolboy calls

our "boxing," has been taught in the

great British Public Schools for over

three hundred years.

The two days that matches were

held at Kieve this season were charac-

terized by the usual sportsmanlike

attitude that our boys show. Only

an occasional "bump on the snoot,"

at which both participants showed
equal concern, marked winner from

loser— if so they can be termed. As
Captain Smith ran one day's action

and the writer, the other, it is almost

unfair to make any comparisons

among the boys who appeared. Dick

Kennedy's all 'round ability stamped

him as the outstanding performer.

His footwork, balance, and speed are

particularly noteworthy. Moreover,

he was one of the few Seniors to ap-

pear. Andy Kaul was outstanding in

aggressiveness, determination, and
coordination.

Among the newcomers to the sport

who showed promise were: Bob Glen-

dinning, Dick Robinson, Joe Johnston,

and Len Smith. And while we shall

never wish for rain during a Kieve

camp season, it is the writer's keen

desire to see more boxing at Camp
than 1945 permitted; there is cer-

tainly a wealth of material and the

right attitude shown by the above

mentioned lads and many others who
made those afternoons worthwhile.

Signed:

A. T. HiCKiN
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The Shop

The Shop this summer has been a

haven for fellows who have had a

desire to create some article or to follow

set plans of some formal project.

Rainy days have been bedlam while

good days have found the true fol-

lowers busily engaged in satisfying an
urge to make something for Mom or

Dad. Some have been keen to make a

bracelet or lanyard, to carve a figure,

to beat an ash tray out of an old

tin can, or just to whittle.

Nature work found its projects of

finishing and mounting being com-
pleted in the Shop, while Theater

props and equipment have been con-

structed and repaired.

Bultman did a first rate job, showing

appreciation of the opportunity to

learn to use his hands and a persever-

ance in the completion of all projects

begun.

Jon Davis found satisfaction in the

making of many fine things. His

sail boat was especially commendable.

Evans was busy from morning

till night and found an outlet for his

energies. He shows promise of being

a good man in this work.

Robinson's backgammon board is

worthy of note.

In this field of endeavor a boy gets

back to the basic way of doing things.

How much more fun and more val-

uable an experience to make some

useable article than to go to the store

and purchase it.

All in all the boys who participated

enjoyed the fruits of an activity which

made it well worth their while. Their

pride in the finished project plus the

simple skills developed has made Shop
an enjoyable experience for all.

Signed:

Jim Beighle
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cArchery

Archery at Kieve got off to a rather

slow start this year. This was due

chiefly to the breakdown of the haying

machinery and the lack of top-notch

equipment. These hindrances were

quickly remedied.

This year, as last, we used the Camp
Archery Association Diplomas as

prizes. A boy could start at the lowest

requirement, "Junior Yeoman," and
work himself up to the highest award

of "American Archer." Also used as

awards were Kieve's felt arrows of

Black, Blue, Red, and Gold. Quite a

few of the campers managed to win

their Black arrows, but nobody
managed to obtain their Gold arrow

which was the highest award and
nearly impossible to attain. As the

season progressed the range was fre-

quented more by the juniors and sub-

juniors than the seniors. Some of the

younger and less experienced boys

made exceptional records. These
boys were: Jon Davis, Ian Lowis, Mac
Hickin, Joe Johnston, and George
Kilby. Among the seniors there were

Andy Kaul, Carl Metzger, Tom Staley,

Barry Phelps, and Holly Whitney.

Most of these boys came down regu-

larly and shot from all distances.

It was necessary for me to leave camp
for three weeks in the mid-summer
with the Wilderness Cruise and Ralph
Lasher kindly consented to handle
archery in my absence. Mr. Lasher

did an excellent job while I was away,

and several boys reached high attain-

ments.

When I returned to camp I started to

organize the final Archery tournament
for the year. The archery require-

ments were different from those of

last year. Instead of three divisions,

there were two: Junior and Senior.

Boys under twelve were in the Junior
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division, and those over that age were

in the Senior division. The require-

ments for the Seniors were 5 flights

(30 arrows) from the distances of 20,

30, and 40 yards. The require-

ments for the Junior division were 5

flights (30 arrows) from the distances

of 15, 20, and 30 yards. The Tourna-

ment was run off the last two weeks of

camp. The entire Tournament held

high interest with 21 campers partici-

pating. There were 12 Senior entries

and 9 Junior entries. There were two
boys outstanding in this Tournament:
Andy Kaul, with a score of 301, won
the Senior division; and Jon Davis,

with a score of 327, won the Junior

division. The runners-up in the Se-

nior division were Sandy Muir, with

a 224 and Carl Metzger with a 219.

The runners-up in the Junior division

were Mac Hickin, with a 280, and
George Kilby, with a 214. The out-

standing boy in Archery this year

was Jon Davis, who before coming to

Kieve had never shot a bow and arrow.

He came up to win the Junior Archery
Tournament with a 327, the highest

score in either Junior or Senior divi-

sions.

In closing, I wish to thank the boys

who came down regularly to the range

and also Ralph Lasher who gave me
great cooperation and much help.

Signed:

John Stubbs
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(Canoeing

Canoeing at Kieve in 1945 was

activated at the start of the season by

the forthcoming Wilderness Cruise

into Canada, the third such trip to

be run by Kieve and the second under

wartime conditions of travel. This

trip included running the Dumoine
River in Quebec, a river 70-80 miles in

length, two-thirds of which consists of

a series of rapids and falls. Most of

the rapids are runable by canoes, but

many of them are of the flat, rocky

variety necessitating extremely good
canoeing to get down without damage
to the craft.

Consequently during the first two
weeks of camp the Wilderness group

was given extensive work-outs in

handling canoes; and there was little

or no time to work with the younger

boys. It is, I believe, a matter of in-

terest to mention briefly the method
used by the author and taught to the

boys in running rapids. In brief,

the bowman pulls the bow right or

left away from rocks and into the

main channel. The sternman has

the responsibility of pulling the stern

around in order to keep the canoe
straight and in the channel. It may
be said that the extensive practice

periods— plus a four day Pemaquid
trip -— paid off, as the boys, for the

most part, did good work on the

Dumoine.
On return to camp the last two

weeks were spent in practice and pre-

liminary races for water sports, plus

work with the younger boys, many of

whom had by now swum their island.

Quite a few boys other than the

Wilderness group were able to pass the

canoe test. It must be said, however,

that very few of the younger boys

were really seriously interested in good
canoemanship.

By the end of the summer the fol-

lowing had passed the senior canoe

test, which included paddling— a

figure 8 paddling on one side only:

Dick Kennedy Sandy Muir
Don Kennedy Barry Phelps

Hal Erwin Andy Kaul

Hal Smith Ned Almy
Sam Potter Dick Robinson

Tom Staley

The junior test, omitting the

figure eight, was passed by Johnny
Stroh.

The water sports canoe races were

all extremely well paddled and closely

contested in the senior division. Tom
Staley barely edged out Barry Phelps

and Dick Kennedy to win the Singles,

and Phelps and Staley nosed out

Smith and Muir in the Doubles by
barely 6 to 8 inches.

The Junior Doubles Race was very

poorly paddled as few of the juniors

did any serious paddling this summer.
By dint of keeping their canoe

straighter than anyone else Mac Hickin

and Jim Toumey won rather easily.

In closing, I may say that the senior

group received the most detailed in-

structions in canoeing that I have been

able to give a group of this type; and
while the juniors may have been some-

what neglected, their turn should

come next year.

Signed:

R. Beebe, Jr.
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The Long Trip

Having flirted with camping-out in the early part of July, we rolled up our sleeves,

jumped into the situation, and tested our ruggedness for all it was worth on the

longer trips in August.

Most anywhere in the State of Maine or along its Atlantic Coastline or on the

waters flowing into the Ottawa River on the Ontario, Quebec boundary an ob-

servant person might find a familiar face and a 'V'hite" shirt with an orange "K"

pop out of the bushes.

Strong was the spirit of adventure, robust the companionship, high the enthu-

siasm, and glorious the thrill of really existing by your wits and by the labor of

your hands as experienced by all on these trips.

Within the following pages are contained the conceptions that one or two

members of each detachment got of his particular expedition.
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The Wilderness Cruise

The Wilderness Trip of 1945 was
the third in Kieve's history to venture

into Canada and the second to do so

by the wartime means of travel,

namely riding the coaches. This is

the story of all possible aspects of the

trip as told in diary form.

Monday, July 23, and Tuesday, July

24: At the somewhat unearthly hour
of 5 a.m. the group was awakened
by Uncle Don and did a good job of

polishing off a fine breakfast. The
only mishap was the butchering of

one finger by Phelps; the flow of blood
was quickly checked by Miss Ciaburri

and Sam Potter, who was obtaining

last minute extra rest at the infirmary.

The trip to Portland was made in the

truck and interrupted by intermittent

showers but was completed without

mishap.
*

The train for Montreal left at 8:30

a.m. and arrived at 7:30 p.m. There

is little of note to mention here except

for a few harsh words to certain mem-
bers of the group by a somewhat arrO'

gant dining car attendant. A few of

the boys, largely Erwin, Potter, and
Stubbs attempted French conversa-

tion with two small girls with, it may
be said, little or no success.

The two hour stay in Montreal was
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featured by: a steak dinner for all at

Child's and a portage from the St.

Bonaventure to the Windsor Station.

The train for Mattewa was boarded

at 10:00 p. m., and the rather unhappy
night trip on the coach may be well

passed over with little comment.
Sufficient to say that there was not

much sleeping done, and all were glad

to change to the "bush" train for

Kippewa at 8:10 a.m. Breakfast

consisted of oranges and sandwiches

purchased by Rod Beebe at Montreal.

These were not uniformly appreciated

by all, especially after a certain Catho-

lic Sister had placed her lunch, so to

speak, on the train floor. The ride to

Kippewa was extremely slow, but there

was much to see such as large rapids

in the Ottawa River and two very

large lumber depots at Timiskaming
and Tee Lake. Kippewa was finally

reached, and a good lunch was en-

joyed by all at the local hotel. It

may be said that Kippewa is a small

French-Canadian town of population

about 75 situated on Kipawa Lake.

It is used chiefly as a base for lumbering

operations and can only be reached

by train. Five seventeen-foot canoes

were obtained from Robbie Cunning-
ham, food and supplies were col-

lected, and about 3:30 p. m. the trip

started up Kipawa Lake. With the

aid of a vicious tail wind a trip of

seven miles up the lake was made in

about \}/2 hours or less, and camp
was made in a clearing on the north

side of Smith's Bay. The evening was
featured by two episodes: 1. Don
Kennedy caught three fairly large

wall-eyed pike (known in Canadian
waters as pickerel); 2. Rod Beebe

and John Stubbs found one food box
missing and one 153^ lb. slab of green

bacon completely overrun by maggots.

Wednesday^ July 25: Rod and John
got up early and paddled to Kippewa
with the unhappy piece of pork and
returned with missing food and new
pork around 11 a.m. to find the rest

of the boys recovering from a dismal

attempt to cook the fish with no grease.

At this point the sad discovery was
made that over 15 lbs. of smoked ham
also had to be pitched into the bush.

A good swim and lunch were en-

joyed by all; then followed a hectic

hour of packing and a rather unsuc-

cessful attempt by Rod to teach the

boys how to use a tump line (a leather

strap used for portaging). Finally the

packing was completed; and after a

half mile paddle the first portage was
undertaken (from the foot of Smith's

Bay to Hunter Lake— both being

branches of Kipawa Lake). This was
handicapped by having to wade
through a mass of jammed logs to

reach the start of the portage, but

eventually everyone managed to stagger

across — all pretty much the worse

for wear. Our first pannikan here

was lost, as Sam Potter batted one

neatly to the bottom of Hunter Lake.

An 8-mile paddle against a head wind
brought the group to Frank Cassidy's

cabin (Cassidy is a tower man working

for the Ottawa River Forest Protective

Association) on Butney Narrows at
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about 8:30 p.m. Frank let six sleep in

his cabin, and two pup tents were

pitched. Fortunately we were per-

mitted to cook supper on his stove

which was a great help to a tired and

hungry bunch.

Thursday, July 26: Today was not

particularly eventful. Rod and Don
caught some pickerel in the Narrows,

and everyone but Rod climbed the

fire tower and enjoyed a fine view of

our past and future route. Potter dove

in and lost his glasses. A IZ-mile

paddle was made against a strong head

wind, and camp was pitched near an

abandoned Indian farm on the North
River. As the bread supply was now
exhausted, bannock was unveiled from
the reflector oven much to the enjoy-

ment of all. Some pickerel were

caught by Rod with the aid of Stubbs.

Friday, July 27: Today was marked
by a visit to the trading post located at

the Indian village of Hunter's Point

which was about a mile from our

camp site. A fairly early start was

made and about an hour was spent at

the trading post where postcards

were sent and such assorted junk as

was available was bought and con-

sumed by the boys. Also a bag of po-

tatoes (theoretically 100 lbs. but actu-

ally much lighter due to the meagre

size of the individual potatoes) was
obtained, having been sent up by Mr.
Cunningham. After the crowd was
pried loose from Hunter's Point, there

was a three-mile paddle to a portage

into Little Birch to the portage into

Big Birch. While we were eating

lunch at the end of the portage, there

were two delaying and unfortunate

episodes. Potter massacred his foot

on a rock while swimming, and Phelps

left his axe on the previous portage.

These occurrences plus some ineffec-

tive paddling in the afternoon cut us

short of our objective, Sassaginaga

Lake, and camp was made at the

ranger's cabin at Pratt's Narrows on
Big Birch. Ray Riches, the ranger,

happened to be there at the time.

Saturday, July 28: After a rather late

start, the five miles to the first of two
portages into Sassaginaga was paddled

rather quickly; in fact, too quickly

for Muir and Phelps who, having

gained a commanding lead, breezed on
past the portage and took another

portage from the foot of Big Birch into
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Coucoushee. They were finally ap-

prehended by Rod who spied them
from afar trying to wade their canoe

up a stream. The total delay was
perhaps an hour and a half. There
were two portages into Sassaginaga,

each was about n^ile; and on each

we were assisted by the use of a small

hand car which could be pushed on
tracks. This arrangement was con-

structed for use of forest rangers and
lumber companies. We had a quick

lunch at Sassaginaga and pushed on
to Wolf Lake that afternoon. This

included two Y2 i^H^ (ot less) portages

via hand cars and about 12 miles of

paddling through Sassaginaga, Ogas-
cana, and Wolf Lakes.

^undLa-^, July 29: Today was a rest

day spent at Wolf Lake. It is of in-

terest to note that a man by the name
of Andy Young used to live here with

his family (very numerous), and al-

most entirely single handed con-

structed canoes which he sold to the

forest rangers, Kippewa Supply Co.,

etc. Now, however, the lake is de-

serted; and Young's buildings are in a

state of complete collapse. Today was
beautiful, and most everyone spent the

day swimming on one of the many
sandy points. A few brilliantly colored

rear ends, particularly one ]. Stubbs,

resulted. A complete survey of the

map was made by all in an attempt to

alleviate the constant barrage of ques-

tions being fired at Rod. Also to

prevent the continual loss of forks,

pannikans, and spoons, the "no
sugar" program was instituted whereby
anyone not placing all eating utensils

exactly where directed by current

"wallopers" (dish washers) was placed

"off sugar" for one day. Also at this

time the various terms used might be

clarified. For example: "pannikan"
means cup without handle, "wanigun"
means food box, and "baby" means
duffle with food, and "bannock"
means bread baked in the reflector

oven. At this point by dint of con-

stant directives and explanation the

boys were taking over most of the

cooking from Rod and were vieing

with each other for the task of baking

the evening bannock.

To get back to the day's events,

Beebe, Muir, and D. Kennedy de-

parted on an evening fishing expedi-

tion and returned with numerous wall-

eyes and the wreck of Don's fishing

rod which was now in its last stages

of disintegration. The northern lights

were the best, that night, ever wit-

nessed by the author of this article.
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Monday, July 30: An early start

was made and Brule Lake was reached

at lunch time where the usual hash,

bannock, and tea were consumed in

short order on a beautiful sandy

beach. Grassy Lake was reached that

afternoon where our camp site was
near the ranger's cabin at the exit of

the Kipawa River. The two rangers,

Dave and Paddy (a not very talkative

Indian) happened to be there, and
some mediocre attempts were made at

conversation. Many wall-eyes and
several northern pike were caught

that evening by Rod, Don, and
*'Stubby." Don's rod was by now
nearly extinct. Incidentally by now
the boys had developed a nice taste

for fish.

Tuesday, July 31: The first real

early start of the trip was made this

morning as all were up by 6:10 a.m.

and packed and off by 8:30. The
morning was spent poling and wading
up 12 miles of small rapids on the

Kipawa River. There were two por-

tages and many, many small rapids to

push up and wade. At the dam where
the water flows out of Dumoine Lake
a large meal of beans, bannock, and
tea was consumed; and reluctantly

we started a 15 mile paddle up Kipawa
Bay into Lake Dumoine. This was
made uneventfully in about 33/2 hours,

and a fine camp site at the foot of

Dumoine Lake was reached about
7:30 p.m. For about the first time on
the trip the mosquitoes were bad but

eventually were driven off by a large

smudge.

Wednesday, August 1: Today was a

rest day. Every one slept late and
consumed a breakfast of pancakes
which, being made with the correct

recipe, were less on the synthetic

rubber variety than Stubb's Wolf Lake
specialty. After lunch six of the

group went up the Dumoine Lake
fire tower which incidentally was
85 feet high as compared to Butney
Narrows' 70 feet and which had just

been constructed. Despite a slight

haze there was a fine view. This was

the domain of one Thomas Tate
who, upon receiving some of our
eloquent conversation, managed to

sell us five lbs. of badly needed sugar

and three cans of plums. The usual

trio of Stubbs, Beebe, and D. Kennedy
ventured out into the lake and returned
with their usual good catch of eight or
nine wall-eyes.

Thursday, August 2: 6:30 was the
rising hour due to the fact that Rod
slept over. During breakfast we
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were favored by a visit from our
friend, Thomas Tate, the ranger, for

some unknown reason. He peered at

the thoroughly extinguished fire and
left. A mile or so down to the foot of

the lake brought us to the Y2 rni^^

portage into the Dumoine River. At
this point it may be said the boys were
well hardened to the portages. Every-

one had two trips each except Rod and
Stubbs who had three each. One of

the more unpleasant loads although

not very heavy was the potatoes

which, portaged by Dick Kennedy or

Tom Staley, carried with them a rather

peculiar odor. The first part of the

trip on the river was uneventful, as

it was largely lake travel. We had
lunch on a sandy beach near Buckshot
Lake and a great many of the last

evening's catch were consumed. Late

in the afternoon, after portaging

around two falls, the first three or four

rapids of the trip were run with little

difficulty except for Erwin and Stubbs

who got hung up on a rock; Erwin
performed a few aquatic stunts in

chasing his lost paddle. Another
shallow rapid was waded with the

necessity of removing several trees

from midstream. Camp was made on
a portage around a series of falls. A
mediocre and failing attempt was
made to pick blueberries for bannock.
Most of the tent sites were on various

and sundry boulders, but only Rod had
to sleep with the potatoes.

Friday, August 3: Today was the

first cloudy day of the trip; in fact,

the only rain so far had been the first

night at Smith's Bay. Featured by
intermittent showers, three or four

rapids were run and two portages

made. The rapids were somewhat
shallow due to the extremely low
water in the Dumoine, but there were

'

no major mishaps. Two minor mis-

haps occurred. In the first rapid

Staley and Dick Kennedy got hung up
broadside to the channel and had to

do a spot of wading. Also in the

same rapid Muir and Phelps hit one
rock, spun into another, and hung
broadside on a third but managed to

get free. At lunch there was a short,

tough rapid and then a short portage

around a fall or chute. Rod and
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Stubby ran all five canoes down this

one; and the amateur photographers

did their stuff. The afternoon passed

in running ten or more rapids and
wading a few more. The only major

catastrophe was when, at the end of a

flat, shallow rapid, Smith and Kennedy
got hung up broadside across the

channel and the fourth and fifth

canoes piled in, thus causing a con-

siderable traffic' jam. The net result

was that Staley's and Dick Kennedy's

canoe got two cracked ribs; Smith
had some trouble disengaging his

foot; Erwin had to swim after his

paddle; and six dufiles and the now
well-ripened potatoes became slightly

moist. There were no more major
traffic jams but plenty of individual

difficulties in flat, shallow rapids.

As it was found impossible to make a

decent camp site, camp was made on a

nice soft rock pile. As usual, Erwin
and Potter pitched their tent and left

the worst spot to their tent mate,

Beebe. There was many a wet blanket

in more ways than one that night;

and Rod's dry clothing was apportioned

out among several wet and dismal

specimens.

Saturday, August 4'- Today started

out as if the weather was to turn

against us, but later in the morning it

cleared up beautifully. Many rapids

were run with little or no mishap and
after about six hours steady travelling

a fine camp site was reached near

Sauve's farm. As the sun was now
out in fine style, the afternoon was
spent in drying wet clothes and resting.

Negotiations were carried on with

Mrs. Sauve for the purchase of a

dozen eggs, and they were promised for

the morrow.

Sunday, August 5: As we were now

well ahead of schedule, it was decided

to spend a rest day at Sauve's. The
day was spent in swimming, resting,

and negotiating with the forest ranger

and Mrs. Sauve for various food items.

The net result was that Rod was able

to purchase one dozen eggs, some
onions, and five lbs. of flour. Phelps

and Smith, however, by some judicious

conversation, were able to obtain for

their own private provender three

cans of plums and one can of preserves.

These were carefully and minutely

handed out to eager recipients. Rod,
Hal Erwin, Don, and Stubby went
fishing that evening. Rod and Hal
managed to land a few wall-eyes; but
Stubby and Don spent most of their

time thrashing through the bush in

hot pursuit of ducks, frogs, and
squirrels.
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Monday, August 6: An early start

was made; two nice rapids traversed

safely; and the nine miles to Rowan-
ton covered in short order. Rowanton
is a few shacks holding the head-

quarters of Booth's Lumber Co. A
few small purchases of necessary food

were made, and Phelps and Muir
managed to tip their canoe over in a

foot of water. The high falls was

reached soon after, and a ^ mile

portage taken. Here was encountered

a recently slain bear and a bit of con-

versation with a somewhat odd youth

who was staying at the caretaker's

cabin. We had lunch at the other

end of the portage, ran a few rapids,

and paddled into Robinson Lake

where we camped just ahead of our

first real rain. Rod, Stubby, Don, and
Erwin went in search of the wily bass

and returned with 4 nice bass and a

4 pound pike caught by Stubbs (much
to his pride). At 6 a.m. the next

morning out went the intrepid anglers

minus Erwin. Don Kennedy's equip-

ment was now down to a string and a

hook, and Stubb's had less than this,

if possible. At least a dozen nice

bass were caught on frogs and on
Rod's fly rod mouse. The bass struck

on this on every cast, and one par-

ticularly bold finny friend seized it

when Don was dipping it in the water.

Fortunately it was regurgitated! The
day's journey consisted of numerous
rapids, one tough portage, and two
short portages along the shore. Lunch
consisted of tea, apple sauce, and fish.

There was no bannock, as Hal Smith

had made the unfortunate mistake of

putting in 2 pannikans instead of 2

spoons of baking powder. Fortunately

Erwin dropped it in the river. Camp
was made in a clearing near a re-

markable 200 foot cliff. For practically

the first time on the trip the intrepid

anglers had no luck.

Wednesday^ August 8: This was our

last day on the Dumoine and passed

uneventfully except for Kennedy and
Smith who: 1. edged their canoe too

close to some falls at the start of a

portage, and 2. got into the main
current of a rapid before their turn.

They were spoken to fairly strongly in

connection with these episodes. There

were 3 portages around the waterfalls

and a mile and a half portage from
Dumoine to the Ottawa River. These

were taken in stride by a now thor-

oughly hardened group. Camp was

made near Hector Meilleur's cabin on
the Ottawa. Hector, an old acquain-

tance of Rod's, looked at the permits

and made a little conversation.
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Thursday, August 9: Today we all

headed down the Ottawa, stopped for

a few minutes at Jack Carruther's

cabin (Jack's cabin was situated near

where the remnants of Camp Kipawa,

run by Boyer Davis, Carl Williams,

and Rod Beebe now rests) and then

walked 13^ miles into Rapides des

Joachims (pronounced "des Swisha").

Potter finally made it; and a wonderful

meal was enjoyed by all at Kay Jou-

drois' hotel. After some pictures were

taken of the tremendous rapids, the

return trip was started with little or no
enthusiasm. En route Camp Kipawa
was examined. Some dishonest In-

dians were found to have removed
most of the camp and used the rest as

combination stable and outhouse.

Here Rod, Dick and Don Kennedy
left the group and took a l}/^ mile

portage into McConnel's Lake. For-

tunately, Jack Carruthers kindly

loaned us a canoe which was already

at the lake. The portage was made
with considerable difficulty due to a

bad and dim trail, and was barely

completed before dark. A four-mile

paddle was made to the foot of the

lake; and, as it was nearly dark, little

real fishing was done. Meanwhile,

the rest of the crowd had returned to

the mouth of the Dumoine to spend a

rest day before returning to Kieve.

Back at McConnel's Lake, Rod got

some excellent early morning bass

fishing, getting six bass and one four

and a half pound pike (edging out

Stubb's monster of Robinson Lake).

The bass were caught on the usual

mouse and the pike on a small red and
white bass bug. After an unwelcome
visit by two small natives of the

"Swisha," we had a good swim, some
more good fishing, and an atrocious

return portage. Jack Carruthers there-

upon invited us to stay for supper

which was accepted with relish. About
8 p.m. the rest of the group was en-

countered at Macky, canoes, etc.

were packed for the return trip to

Kippewa, and we boarded the Mon-
treal train at 11:20 p.m. Fortunately

better sleeping conditions were en-

countered.

Saturday, August 11: A good break-

fast was had by all in the St. Bona-
venture station, and a dull train trip

down was interrupted by Uncle Don
at Yarmouth who, after treating us to

a fine supper in Brunswick, returned us

to his house where we did full justice

to steaming hot baths with scented

soap and ravenously consumed a

second supper. Then to our bunks at

Kieve to end a wonderful trip which
was most thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Signed: Rod Beebe
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^he Long Voyage

Monday, July 30: We were up — but

not awake— at five o'clock; we
stumbled to Pasquaney still asleep and
ate breakfast. Some of us awoke at

the sight of food. At 5:45 the rest of

us awoke as Japanese ack-ack began

flying through our dreams. No, it

was merely Mr. Plummer and his

truck arriving to take us on the first

leg of the famous Long Voyage. Now
we're wide awake!

Mr. Plummer, Throop Wilder, and
ten of us— Ben Chapman, Jim Fanning,

Ned Almy, John Hartzell, Zeke Hickin,

Bobbie Nichols, Andy Kaul, Dick

Robinson, Holly Whitney and Petie

Wurst— all joined in a feeble cheer

as the truck rolled down the hill

bound for the Rangely Lakes, some
140 miles away; twenty-five miles

from the Canadian border, and some
fifty miles of canoe paddling on the

lakes. On the trip up we stopped at

Farmington, filling up on our quota

of pop, candy, and ice-cream.

At about quarter past one we
reached Haines Landing. We un-

loaded the truck and packed our
stuff to the water, stowing it in the

canoes. Our first camping spot was
to be Big Birch Island with a stop on
the way for drinking water at Cold
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Springs. We paddled and we paddled,

finally reaching what we thought was

Cold Springs— only to find that we
had paddled four miles in the wrong
direction! So we paddled four miles

back and two miles on to Cold
Springs; then some more miles, until

we reached Big Birch in Cupsuptic

Lake about seven o'clock.

As we broke out our provisions for

supper, we experienced our second

set-back; there were no plates or

cups, and no large pots for cooking!

The latter deficiency was remedied

by finding a kettle off shore, which,

after plugging the holes with wooden
pegs, served us after a fashion through-

out the rest of the trip. The lack of

cups and plates, however, was only

overcome by paddling some more.

Mr. Plummer and several of us

paddled over to a small resort and
borrowed some old china from Mr.
Morrison!

Tuesday, July 31: Breakfast was late,

at 8:00, the next morning; and we
finished it hurriedly because we had
decided to have lunch on the summit
of Deer Mountain. After a hike up
its 3,500 feet, we reached the top

about 1:15 and ascended the ranger

tower another fifty feet. There we
ate a quick lunch after looking out

toward Canada and the surrounding

territory. Ben Chapman relieved the

tedium of our trip up and back with

his dry wit, and we arrived at our
camp about four o'clock. Little of

moment happened as we whiled away
the evening resting at camp before

turning in fairly early.

Wednesday, Aug. 1: We broke camp
the next morning, retracing our route

to Cold Springs, which we made in

about forty-five minutes. Entering

Lake Mooselookmeguntic, we ran

smack into a strong head-wind and
large waves, which are not easy to

navigate in a canoe. It took us five

hours to make the next six miles, and
it was about four in the afternoon

when we reached our second camp-
site, Student's Island. Here we set up
camp, cooked supper, and told stories

until bed-time.

Thursday, Aug. 2: We made a quick

get-away from Student's the next

morning, being on our way by nine-

thirty, after breakfast and breaking

camp. At a small village called Upper
Dam we stopped, looked the place

over, and proceeded to buy out the

small store. Petie Wurst and Zeke
Hickin, our intrepid Waltonians, spent

their money at Mrs. Carrie Stevens,

the maker of the famous flies. They
bought Salmon flies, which they care-

fully treasured throughout the trip

and proudly displayed upon their return

to Kieve.

At Upper Dam, we portaged into

Upper Richardson Lake, where we
met another head wind; from there

on it was rough. (Editor's Note: Un-
derstatement! Head winds were the

order of the day on the Rangeley Lakes
throughout this year's trip.) In fact, it

was so rough that we took almost three

hours to make the next half mile; so

we stopped off on the mainland, ate

supper, and awaited calmer going.

It was almost 9:30 when we reached
Little Pine Island, our campsite for

the night. We made ourselves ship-

shape for the night— we thought!

We crawled into our sleeping bags.

We snored— for about an hour.

Then came the deluge! Our tents

nearly floated away; our clothes were
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soaked; our blankets were soaked.

In fact, we were soaked. We made a

mad dash for the lean-to where the

councillors were ensconced, and tried

to get semi-comfortable there. Every-

body had about three hours sleep

after that. (Second Editor's Note: Un-
derstatement again! Twelve people

on a table are ten too many; in fact

what's a table to sleep on!)

Friday, Aug. 3: The morning was
passed in drying the articles which
Zeke Hickin salvaged for us the night

previous; personally, we didn't care

what happened to them in that rain!

Petie Wurst caught a beautiful carp

on his new Salmon fly!

About four o'clock, we pushed off

for our next camp-site. Spirit Island.

We passed through the narrows into

Lower Richardson Lake; and, after

travelling for several miles, reached

Middle Dam, a sporting camp much
like Upper Dam. Here we found a

slot machine. We took the con-

sequences; it took our "dough."
Between Middle Dam and Spirit we
had our first tail-wind. What a relief!

Everyone rigged a sail with the aid of

ponchos, and we sailed down to

Spirit Island.

The Island consisted of a few rocks

jutting out of the water with a few
pine trees jutting out of the rocks.

Arriving about nine o'clock, we tried

to make ourselves comfortable for the

night. The choice of camping spots

was so meagre as to be non-existant,

and the next morning we all resembled

pretzels until we became "unkinked"

after an hour of exercise getting break-

fast.

Saturday, Aug. 4: Despite all of our
difficulties we greeted our last morning
with sadness. We broke camp about

9:30 and reached South Arm, the end
of our trip, about an hour later. There
we found the truck and a splendid

meal awaiting us. Dick Cromwell
and Bill Genthner had steak, potatoes,

and blueberry pie ready! We anni-

hilated that in short order and were

on the truck bound home before

dinner time.

At Rumford we stopped long enough
to return our borrowed chinaware to

Mr. Cummings, who knew Mr. Mor-
rison well, and could return them on
his next visit to Haine's Landing.

Our trip from there to camp was
passed in joshing one another and in

singing lustily if not tunefully: we
arrived at Kieve soon after six o'clock

and fell to at the supper table as

though no steak and blueberry pie

had ever existed; but the memory of

our Rangeley experience will live for-

ever in the very fibre of each of us.

Signed:

John M. Hartzell

Results of our voting after our re-

turn:

Best camper: Ben Chapman
Most helpful: John Hartzell
Water babies:

Ned Almy and Holly Whitney
Laziest: Zeke Hickin
Miss Long Voyage: Dick Robinson
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Pemaquid River Trip

Councillors

Mr. Hickin Charles Kenny
Faison Hicks

Boys

Gordon Boone Carl Metzger
Seymour Bultman Stan Phelps

Jimmy Chaplin Hazen Pingree

Bob Glendinning Steve Smith

Joe Johnston Eric Stroh
George Kilby Jimmy Toumey

The Pemaquid trip really began

Sunday evening when we loaded our

gear and canoes on the truck and
Uncle Don took everything over to

the head of Pemaquid Pond, leaving

Faison and Chuck in charge of the

"material" and at the mercy of the

mosquitoes.

Monday, July 30: We were "up and
at it" early, eager to be on our way,

but a "slight disturbance" in our

dormitory the night before resulted in

a warm feeling in the posterior region

as Cromwell took us "over the

bumps" at optional dip. Then Mr.
Hickin took the swelling out of our

ebullience when Uncle Don appointed

him to inspect our quarters before we
set out.

The result of this inspection was
that we did not get under way until

10:15 when De Lone Ranger and Mr.
Hickin captained the two war canoes,

filled with a mixture of the exalted

Pemaquidders and some insignificant

"smaller fry," and raced down Mus-
congis Bay to the portage across to

Pemaquid Pond. The Green Dragon
won by a country mile, and we

assembled for the first real leg of our

trip together before Pete Saint Francis*

house. The walk across to Pemaquid

was uneventful, except that we did

not lose our way, as our Seniors had
on the previous journey.

The day was fair and the sun strong

and we arrived at Pemaquid to find

our gear intact— and our councillors

gone! Mr. Hickin cogitated and con-

jectured— aloud! Just as he and Joe

Johnston reached the farm house at

the top of the hill, the two errant

Scouts arrived below. News of their

arrival could be heard in both Damaris-

cotta and Waldoboro, so Joe and Mr.
Hickin retraced their steps to find

that Kenny and Hicks had set out in

search of us. Hicks having made the

trip with the previous Pemaquid,

assumed that we had missed our way
as they had. My! My!

After paddling about half the length

of the pond, we stopped at a sandy

beach, the site of some former camp.
Here we had a great swim and frolicked
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with a small duck boat, which we
found on the shore. The site was

ideal and we prepared and ate lunch

before pushing on.

Faison, our guide, seemed non-

plussed as to landmarks. He said

that it was raining when they reached

the foot of the lake; then, too, the

water was higher. We found the

passage into Biscay, however, without

too much trouble and went down
Biscay Pond almost to its foot before

making camp on a high bluff to avoid

the mosquitoes! Mr. Hickin went up
to the farmstead, and the Misses Tailor

welcomed us most kindly. Jim Tou-
mey, with the experience of Genthner's

cove under his belt, assumed master-

ship of the pots and pans; and Stan

Phelps was self-appointed fire-boy.

We pitched our tents; gathered wood;

cooked dinner; and retired with a

sigh. We did not, however, escape

mosquitoes. The reconnaissance

group found our weak spots, and the

fighters and bombers followed them
in clouds. The next morning we all

felt like the topography of Bremen
after a heavy attack.

Tuesday, July 31: An early breakfast,

however, raised our spirits; and as

the day was beautiful, we set out

down the lake singing the "Coast

Guard Cavalry" lustily. Again
Faison "sorta disremembered" the

outlet, but the woods "sense" of

Kenny and Hickin stood up, and we
went into the Pemaquid without

searching.

The torturous deviations of that

stream were relieved of boredom by
the blooms of great masses of water-

lilies; constantly wild ducks with

broods flapped and quacked ahead of

our paddles; and often huge blue

herons winged quietly into the forests

on either side. By noon, we reached

Bristol and our first real portage.

Hicks, Kenny, and Hickin were

wise. We portaged under the impetus

of a store at hand and made short

work of a heavy load. Bob Glendin-

ning did yeoman service with Mr.
Hickin in carrying two canoes with

him. Oaly one mishap barred this

carry: Faison, leading the way, took
the wrong road — but not far!

A good spring by the roadside

quenched our thirst, and the store was
stormed as soon as Eric Stroh struggled

down with the last duffle. The
"breather" was a welcome one, and
we entered the swifter Pemaquid
below the dam full of confidence and
sundry eats and drinks, aside from
the quick smack wangled from the

supplies at hand.

"General" Toumey in the bow of

Mr. Hickin's canoe, engaged in the

task of keeping "commander" Hickin

dry because of his advanced age, had
to give up in despair as the alder bushes

grew denser and the logs increased.

Soon "Commander" Hickin was
floundering with the rest. The general,

however, brought his canoe through

the first rapids handily and emerged

on Boyd's Pond well ahead of Stan

Phelps and Bob Glendinning. To-

wards the foot of Boyd's these two,

with Steve Smith, drew up on shore

to allow the others to catch up.

Entering the lower Pemaquid, we
made a quick trip to the portage into

the salt water of Pemaquid Bay. Here

again Glendinning proved his sturdi-

ness, carrying three canoes with Mr.
Hickin and making five trips across

the portage.

We set out together, as evening

drew on, across the upper reaches of
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Pemaquid Bay, Faison finally coming
to the fore as a guide and directing us

to Bill Brown's landing. It was then

about seven o'clock. By now, being

seasoned campers, we pitched our

own tents; and as it was quite late,

our councillors made a quick trip to

Gilbert's Lobster Pound bringing us

back an ample supply of succulent

lobsters which we devoured in short

order.

Wednesday, August 1: No one was
at the farm house up the field; it was
all locked up; no one appeared at

Brown's landing during our entire

stay. We were assured that we would
be towed across the Bay to The Gut
by everyone at Gilbert's; but when we
arose at the crack of dawn and
paddled over to Gilbert's with our
tents, duffles, and food all stowed, we
inquired in vain of all the fishermen

up and down the river: no one was
going near "The Gut."

Finally, as the weather was clear and
the water calm, we made the sea-

stretch in fine style, enjoying the roll

of the swell as it rose and fell under
us.

South Bristol was sound asleep

at six forty-five when we arrived at its

wharves, but we soon awakened it.

*'Gen." Toumey and "Dan'l" Boone
were still recovering from too much
"Bristol Mills and Lobster," but Boone
was feeling better and Toumey worse,

so Mr. Hickin took Boone aboard and
gave Toumey a rest. He had done a

splendid job of paddling. Fortunately

we did not follow the advice of an
"oldster" at South Bristol and cross to

East Boothbay, going up the west side

of the river. A strong tide was going
out, so we hugged the east shore up
stream.

After several miles of paddling, Mr.
Hickin judged that we should be near

Fort Island. Some lobstermen coming
downstream were accosted with regard

to what appeared to be an island ahead.

They had never heard of Fort Island,

and said that the land ahead was just

a point sticking out into the Damaris-

cotta. Again, fortunately, Mr. Hickin

did not take their word; it looked like

a likely camping spot to await the

turn of the tide and to eat; so we
made an exciting trip from above
stream, across the current to a beach
on the "point."

A tour of investigation soon dis-

covered the remains of a fort, and
Chuck Kenny verified our surmises

from a lobsterman around the other

side when he pushed off on his own.
A cheer went up from the hardy
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Pemaquidders when this news broke

and a greater cheer arose when Mr.
Hickin announced that we should

spend the next two days on "Paradise

Island" as we later nick-named it.

Here we cast our log to the winds

and all our toils and tribulations with

it. Time meant nothing, and only a

poet could do justice to our days

passed together on the "island of

dreams." Camp was pitched on a

grassy point facing down-stream.

Chuck Kenny and Al Hickin with

Steve Smith, General Toumey, and
Seymour Bultman strung the fly be-

tween two massive oaks. Faison

Hicks and Joe Johnston put Faison's

pup-tent mid-way between these two
focal points as a liason link, and Eric

Stroh made a pup tent in an exclusive

suburb. We found a table already

built and fire-wood already cut —
"all the comforts of home with none
of the responsibilities," cracked Faison.

A pleasant walk lined with blueberries

led up to a perfect spring, and we had
salt water in which to swim literally

right off the front porch. In a flat

on one side of the island we found
an abundance of clams, and a mycolo-

gist (mushroom expert to you!) would
have had a picnic on "The Fort."

An investigation of the Fort itself

proved interesting and led us back to

the books of Kenneth Roberts. We
imagined the British troops guarding

the river reaches above from this

strategic point against the power of

France. Then as now the cormorants

and gulls screamed whenever a boat

passed and the tides rushed up and
down ceaselessly. The past was readily

and romantically recaptured sitting

in the redoubts gazing out to sea as

dusk came on. We found a deep

rock-lined hole near the fort and

speculated on its use as a well or a

powder magazine.

More recent occupation, too, caused

our fertile imaginations to run rife.

The remains of a platform; a scrap of

paper with Camp Medomac was a

clue to the firewood; an overgrown
ball-field; a well-appointed "bank" —
the deductions from all these recent

mementoes of others than ourselves

would fill a book, a very amusing book!
Expeditions set out momentarily on

all sorts of projects: to dig for clams

in the flat; to circumnavigate the

island; to find crabs under the heaps

of sea-weed- on the rocks; to gather

blueberries for morning pancakes; to

search for the island's second spring,

for the lobsterman informed Chuck
that there was a second spring, but

he didn't know where. Robinson
Crusoe on his idyllic island had
nothing on us. We contrived all

manner of additions to our comfort

and delicacies for the table.

One notable event, shared by some
of us, was the trip to Boothbay Harbor
on Thursday afternoon. We had our

choice about making the crossing to

the mainland and chancing a ride to

the famous village some five miles

away. Many of us chose to save our

funds for one last grand "splurge" in

Damariscotta, but Mr. Hickin chaper-

oned a group of five for whom "the

lure of the bright lights" was too

great; Jimmy Chaplin, Carl Metzger,

Stan Phelps; Steve Smith, and Eric

Stroh made the trip. We had ex-

cellent luck and spent some three

hours walking up and down the

"main stem" sampling the wares of

the various candy and icecream par-

lors, while Mr. Hickin emerged from a

barber shop with only a slight Indian

scalp lock left on his rapidly receding
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hair line. It was on this expedition

that Eric Stroh acquired the name
*'Moxie;" he carefully carried a large

quart of the stuff slung by a strap all

the way from Boothbay to camp and
from there to Damariscotta!

Our trip back was broken by watch-

ing a huge truck pulled from the ditch

just where we turned off the main
road. While watching this operation,

we found a ride almost to our canoes

and were back in camp by six-thirty.

In our absence, Seymour Bultman
had put on a one-man sleuthing act

to the merriment of all. A sailor and
sweetheart had landed at "the Fort,"

and Seymour feared that he was an
enemy agent in disguise; so he tagged

along, much to the discomfiture of

the young couple. The sailor finally

chased Seymour, but he wasn't as

familiar with the island as was our

Sherlock and Seymour soon lost him
among the juniper bushes.

Mr. Hickin was awakened Thursday
night by the advancing rumble of a

good, old-fashioned thunder-storm.

He walked about the camp, saw every-

one under cover and snug, and re-

turned to his own peaceful spot. The
thunderstorm was a "rouser," but

lasted only about a half-hour. There
was no chattering or chirping; so Mr
"Hickup" went back to sleep. Imagine

his surprise the next morning when he
awoke with the canvas fly resting on
the bridge of his nose— a rope had
slipped — and the rest of the camp
all safe and dry!

The many happy moments passed

at Fort Island and the incidents of

interest there are too numerous to

record. We found many different

shells and a variety of different bird

feathers. We found tracks of deer

and raccoon and saw herons and par-

tridge. And Mr. "Hickup" and Chuck
Kenny found the other spring!

Friday, August 3rd: But all dreams
have an ending. Friday morning,
after the thunderstorm, dawned beau-
tiful, clear, and warm. We laid out
all our sleeping bags and blankets to

air and dry out well. We chopped

wood to replace what we had used.

We thoroughly policed all our sur-

roundings. We had breakfast and
packed. We carried all our gear to the

tidal line— and awaited the course of

nature! Many sighs and stories were
exchanged as we prepared to leave

"The Fort" and awaited an incoming
tide. A quick lunch of the remains of

our bread, peanut butter, and jam,

with one eye on the buoy below the

island, set us just right. We swung into
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the upstream current about two o'clock

and made a quick trip up-river. Once
more "Gen" Toumey and "Hickup"
teamed up and they advanced so ra-

pidly that they stopped and had a dip

while awaiting the rest of us. A
lobster pound in mid-stream interested

us greatly, and we spent a half-hour

gazing at succulent food "on the

claw," so to speak. The lobsters

were left intact.

We arrived off Dr. Belknap's place

below Damariscotta about five-fifteen

and soon had camp pitched. We our-

selves commented on our increased

paddling and camp-pitching ability

compared to that first night on the

bluff at the Misses Tailor's when the

councillors had to show us everything.

After a hurried snack and a quick

greeting to the Belknaps, who were

very kind, we rushed to town and
every kind of food and entertainment

furnished there; Most of us went to

see "Woodrow Wilson," but none of

us enjoyed it half so much as Faison

Hicks! After the movie we returned

to Clark's Spa for a last icecream

cone; then back to the point and bed.

We slept long and well that night

with the realization that we were

almost home.

Saturday, August 4: Saturday and
the last day of a memorable trip;

never-the-less, we were eager to be

off and would not await the tide,

which by then was running out

strongly. We dallied until about ten,

then set out. At the bridge rapids in

Damariscotta we had a wonderful

time to the delectation of an audience

gathered overhead. We waded our

canoes along the edge, and went on.

The second series were managed the

same way; but at the third series, the

strong team of "Docker" and Glen-

dinning decided to push through.

They swung broadside; a good wave
slapped them; and the next we knew
Bob was in the water swimming after

his paddle and "Docker" was yelling

and paddling for shore. "A merry
time was had by all" — but Glendin-
ning!

Throughout the trip up to the mills

we had a head wind and the tide to

buck, and it was almost three-thirty

before we reached our last portage

from the lower salt river into Damaris-

cotta Lake.

Here the boys carried all the gear

and Faison and "Hickup" carried all

the canoes, as we did not wish to stop

to eat and felt that the burden on the

boys would be too much without

nourishment. By now our commis-
sary, moreover, was so depleted that

only things requiring cooking were

available, so the gear was quite light.

We paused for our elections, on the

shores of the lake there at Damaris-

cotta Mills; then took off in the face

of a strong wind for the last trek to

camp. Stroh had had a lesson in

paddling from Mr. Hickin between
Damariscotta and the Mills; so he
and "General" were together, and
Jim Chaplin and Mr. Hickin pushed
off together last.

Never-the-less this team worked
well, and they and Docker and Bob
were well ahead of the rest when we
rounded the point into the home cove.

"Oswald Damariscotta Pemaquid," a

turtle, and various horseshoe crabs

were with us throughout the trip from
Fort Island to Camp Kieve; and Os-

wald resided for some days on the end
of a fish-line in our own cove. Finally

the influence of such erudite surround-

ings sank through even the tough
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plates of Oswald; and we awoke one

morning to find that he (she?) had
*'chawed" the line in two, and had
joined numerous other turtle relations

in Damariscotta Lake. But the de-

parture of Oswald marked only a

physical loss; inside, we were un-

changed; we had shared a common
experience; faced adventure and a

certain unknown together; learned

much together— we were *'The Pema-

quid 1945!"

Signed:

Gordon Boone
George Kilby

Revised by Al Hickin

Results of voting:

Best Camper: Bob Glendinning
Most Helpful: George Kilby

Most Generous: Jim Toumey

Sandiest: The Canoes!
Water Baby: Bob Glendinning
Most entertaining: Eric Stroh
Miss Pemaquid: Steve Smith

Sights and Sounds around the Camp:

"T-o-o-o-mey!" — Everyone

Moxie and his bottle

Faison and Joe Johnston— Damon and
Pythias

"Assume the angle!" — Faison Hicks

Seymour wandering hither and thither

among the bees and buttercups

"Let's eat" — Everyone

"Now and noble and Greenough,"
Chuck Kenny

"Mr. Hickup!"— Everybody
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Otter Island

Boys

Billy Coyle Emerson O'Brien

Charlie Duncan Leonard Smith
Chuck Evans Charlie Southall
Mac Hickin Johnny Stroh
Ian Lowis Varick Tunney

Bobby Wiese

Councillors

Captain Smith Tom Fish Ruth
Senor Miguel d'Alvarado

Tuesday, July 31: We left camp in

good time and started our journey by
truck to Friendship, Maine, where we
were to take boat for the island.

Enroute we stopped at Waldoboro
where we all had a quarter to spend.

We found Captain Thompson await-

ing us at the dock in Friendship when
we arrived. As there were too many
of us making the island trip to be

carried in one trip, Captain Thompson
decided to take us on the second trip,

about an hour and a half later than

the first.

Off the Island Mac Hickin was
banished to the stern for fooling with

the Janet's anchor.

Arrived at Otter Island, finally, we
all fell to and set up the large tent;

then the writer, Leonard Smith, and
Mac Hickin erected a pup-tent and a

poncho tent as well. After a good
supper we played "kick the can;"

then went to bed. In camp, all night

sounds are mysterious. About mid-

night, some of us awoke with visions

of pirates, as we heard clanking chains

and saw winking lanterns off-shore;

but it turned out to be some herring

fishermen laying a net!

Wednesday, August 1: Arising quite
late, we had a good breakfast of
cereal, bacon, toast, and cocoa.
Charlie Duncan, seeing the success of
our poncho pup-tent, erected one of his

own when breakfast was over. All of
us were engaged in exploring as soon
as the dishes were finished. After an
excellent lunch a party composed of
Bobby Weise, Mac Hickin, and Emer-
son O'Brien went on a fishing ex-

pedition, returning late with some
twenty different varieties. Heinz had
nothing on them! As a result, we had
fish with some delicious lobsters that
Captain Smith bought for us. The
poncho tents and the beautiful weather
emboldened Chuck Evans and Johnny
Stroh to decide to sleep under the
stars; and when the rest of us retired,

after playing games, these two moved
their beds outside, where they spent
the night quite comfortably.

Thursday August 2: After a good
breakfast of cereal, eggs, toast and
cocoa, we watched a schooner for a
long time. It was one from the R. J.

Peacock Canning Company, and was
engaged in hauling up the herring net
which had aroused us night before

last. The haul was tremendous;
and shouting elicited from the men
aboard the reply that there were
some ten thousand herring in the net.

An exploring expedition discovered a

large jelly-fish and numerous sea

urchins.

We were by then organized into

three groups to draw water from our
spring across the cove for our camp-
site, and as it was time for lunch, the
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dinner group set out. Lunch over, we
explored, played games, and swarmed
over our Island as usual. Mac Hickin,

Charlie Southall and Len Smith went
to discover the secret of the haunted
house. We all got a "large charge" out

of their reports when they returned

about supper time— in time to duck
*

'water duty!" Supper consisted of

corn, beets, carrots, baked beans, and
lobster. What a feed!

Charlie Duncan, prophet par ex-

cellence, announced after supper that

we were due for rain. We spent the

time between supper and bed-time

iishing and playing games. Charlie's

prophecy was forgotten. That night

it rained "but hard"! Into the big

tent charged the outdoors men and
the poncho experts. Johnny Stroh,

Chuck Evans, Mac Hickin, and The
Prophet himself were the wet ones.

The big tent was a mad-house. In

their ittle pup-tent Charlie Southall

and Len Smith lay peacefully sleep-

ing -?!)

Friday, August 3: According to the

experts there were certain damp dis-

tricts in various Smith and Southall

areas this morning! Perhaps even
pup-tents are not immune to thunder-

storms. A good breakfast, however,

put us all on the right side of the

ledger, and as soon as breakfast was
over we began breaking camp. This
was not too great a task and was soon
completed. Some of us then decided

to search for the Painted Forest,

better known as The Sea gulls' Bank.

Time, however, was too short, and we
had to return unrewarded.

About two o'clock Captain Thomp-
son and the "Janet" arrived to take us

back to the mainland. Arrived at

Friendship, we were picked up in the

truck; and after a stop once more in

Waldoboro for the inevitable "goo
and bellywash," we landed back at

Kieve in time for a tub before supper.

Signed:

Charles Southall
Revised by A.T.H.

Result of our voting:

Best Camper: Mac Hickin

Most Helpful: Bill Coyle
Glutton: Ian Lowis
Best Cook: Charlie Southall
Water-Baby: Charlie Southall
Miss Otter Island: Chuck Evans
Laziest: Tom Ruth
Sandiest: Len Smith
Most Improved: Varick Tunney
Best Liked: Mac Hickin

Most Cheerful: Charlie Duncan
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^arhor Island

Boys

John Cabot
John Cochran
Jon Davis

Jack Geary
Tom Hartzell

George Johnston
Alex Neilson

Henry Porter
TiMMY Thacher
Bill Torrey

Mike Wright

Councillors

Uncle Don Pete DeLone
Ralph Lasher

The day we started out was perfect

except for a little fog at Friendship.

We stopped at Waldoboro and bought
fishing tackle and candy, etc. On
arriving at Friendship, we had a

sandwich lunch and then went on
our way. We found a nice place and
unpacked our duffels. After a hearty

supper and a story from Alex Neilson

we went to sleep. When we got up,

we found it a bit foggy, but after

breakfast it started to burn off. Timmy
Thacher, Michael Wright, Henry Por-

ter, and Tom Hartzell went out fishing

in the lobster dories and caught

eighteen harbor pollock.

Lunch consisted of fresh lobsters

which were given to us by a kind old

lobsterman, named Irving Burns. The
greater part of the afternoon was
spent touring the island or sleeping.

After a good supper, we went to bed
and slept soundly until three a.m.

when the heavens let loose and just

about washed those of us who were

sleeping under the stars into the sea.

Bill Torrey, John Davis, Timmy
Thacher, and Ralph Lasher went over

to the lobsterman's house to go out

and collect lobster pots, but they

found it was against the law.

After breakfast, some of the boys

went fishing while the rest played
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along the shore or explored. Henry
Porter found an osprey's nest and
Uncle Don took pictures of the three

babies. After another lobster lunch,

more exploring was done; a new
lobster pot in perfect condition and
some buoys were found. Because this

was our last night and supper, we ate

and ate and ate and finally went to

bed.

The next morning, we slept as late

as we wanted and then ate breakfast.

After breakfast we helped clean up
and took the stuff down to the shore.

After a swim and cold lobsters, we
boarded the Janet and there ended
our happy stay at Harbor Island.

This is what we voted:

Most Popular: Timmy Thacher
Best Camper: Timmy Thacher
Most Helpful: Bill Torrey

Sandiest: Jon Davis

Most Generous: Alex Neilson

Water Baby: Dusty

Signed:

Tim Thacher

l£)hat Would happen If - -

Tomfish didn't claim a councillor's

shirt after a meal?

Mr. Mann didn't say, 'T-l^e-a^s-e

memorize your parts"?

Beaudette didn't lose some article of

clothing?

Makaria folded up, DeLone?

Bob Smith's table manners improved?

The table boys under Faison didn't

get enough to eat?

Everyone brushed their teeth?

Docker reduced?

There weren't any more Tennis balls,

Dusty?

Staley won a ball game?

Charlie Kenny didn't get a certain

letter everyday?

Arthur Stetson sat on Pete Robert-

son?
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QaldwelVs Island

Boys

Bruce Beaudette Brad Norman
Larry Bird Russell Nourse
Jimmy Bishop Rogers Southall
MixEY Buckler Peter Robertson
Land Lindbergh Henry Thomas

Jonathan Tunney

Councillors

Mr. Mann Dick Cromwell
Bob Smith

Tuesday, July 31: Since Caldwell's

Island was the nearest to shore of the

three Island camps, our equipment was
loaded on "The Janet." Dick Crom-
well's duffle was stowed in the dory

which was towed; so he was delegated

to hold the painter.

Upon arrival, the big tent was duly

set up and the rest of camp pitched.

The fly, which was used as a pantry,

was placed along side Mr. Mann's
tent— for obvious reasons! Crom-
well and Smith pitched their pup
tent down near the water's edge. One
spring, being clearer than the other,

was used for drinking water; the

other, for cooking purposes.

After two fire-places were built,

supper was cooked. By the time the

dishes were cleaned and camp generally

straightened, it was time "to hit the

hay."

Wednesday, August J, We awoke to

find a heavy blanket of fog surrounding

us. At first this dampened our spirits,

as we thought it might rain, but the

fog soon "burned off" and the sun
shown brightly on our first real day.

After breakfast, a starfish hunt de-

veloped. Land Lindbergh finding the

largest— one almost a foot in dia-

meter. Later, a variety of activities

were instigated: a group went ex-

ploring island caves; others dried

their starfish; another group started

a war game; while the two Junior

Councillors went on a fruitless fishing

expedition. In the wood-collecting

contest Russell Nourse and Rogers

Southall won the prize of Graham
crackers for the best loads of wood
gathered.

After a rather "light lunch," ac-

cording to Brad Norman, Mr. Mann
projected an exploring expedition

across the Island and along the shore-

line on the rocks to search for some
iron bars for our fire place. The
search was without luck so far as the

bars were concerned, but we did

locate a fine gravel beach not far from
our own camp, and all took a quick

dip in the sub-zero water— all except

Skip Norman; we had to coax him
out of the water with threats of no
supper.

Next, we took a hike directly across

the island to the opposite side. Land
Lindbergh leading the way. Some
lobster buoys were sighted and every-

one tried to get one to take back to

camp as a souvenir. Arriving at

camp, we cooked a monstrous meal,

and after some drowsy conversation

we all turned in.

Thursday, August 2: Once again it

was foggy— evidently a sea-shore

characteristic— when we arose. After

breakfast Mr. Mann and Brad Norman
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went fishing, returning with a 15 inch

sand shark. This served as an im-

petus to that sport; so later "Bob-tail

Hoss" went with Land and Mixey
Buckler on a similar trip. They re-

turned with tall tales and several

larger sand sharks. Another foray

by Jimmy Bishop and "So Gay" Coch-
ran netted four fair grade pollock.

Needless to say, we all had to have
our pictures taken posing with the

fish! Lunch was merely an episode

between fishing trips — to all but

Brad! Fishing was the order of the

day.

On camping trips, the meal order

is sadly upset. Whereas in camp we
have our heavy meal at noon, on our

trips, we are far too busy to bother,

and our big meal of the day is the

evening one. Thursday night was no
exception, and we finally crept into

our sleeping bags for a good night's

sleep— only to be awakened about

midnight by a brilliant and heavy—
but fortunately brief— thunderstorm.

Many blankets were dampened, but

no damage done to our spirits, and
soon nothing but the distant rumble

of receding thunder was mixed with

"Bob-tail's" snores.

Friday, August 3: Early this morning,

the shrill whistle of the Coast Guard
Cutter lying off-shore awoke us to our

last day at Caldwell's. Packing and
breaking camp operations began even
before breakfast, so that by the time

the "Janet" arrived we had been

waiting about a half an hour. Nothing
of moment happened on our return

trip, except that Land Lindbergh in an
off moment of ebullience kicked out

one of poor "Janets" window-panes!

A lusty crew of Caldwell veterans

arrived at Kieve dirty but very wide

awake and repaired to the water-front

for a much-needed "tub."

Results of our Voting:

Best Camper: Russell Nourse
Most Helpful: Rogers Southall
Sandiest: Peter Robertson
Water Baby: Brad Norman
Miss CaldwelVs Island:

"James Bishop"

Most Amusing:

Charles" So Gay" Cochran

Familiar sights and sounds at Cald-

well's:

"Mr. Mann!!!" — Peter Robertson

Russell's and Rogers' Woodbox

Dirt on Bruce's face!

Dried Starfish everywhere

"Is this load big enough for a Graham
cracker?" — Everyone

"Come on, "So Gay." — Mr. Mann

"Cut it out. Bishop!" — Peter Robertson

"Who wants to play war?"— Lindbergh

Signed:

"Bob-tail Hoss" Smith
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<^ll (Ground cAchievements
Regardless of age, the top ten boys in various activities are here listed in order of their ex-

cellence. In this chart, performance only is counted; there is no attempt
to measure improvement or relative values.

NAME
Annual

Fishing

Dramatics

Sailing

Nature Tennis

Riflery

Baseball
Canoeing

Swimming

Diving

Woodcraft

Archery

Handcraft

Boxing

Orderliness

Total
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4
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C. Southall q 9 1

8

9qzy
Coyle 1 n O 1 414: 9QZy
Erwin 7 1 qly 9 98Zo
Potter o 9nzu 9 CI

Metzger O X 1 AD QO 9c;

S. Phelps A
4:

9 1 & 9A
Boone &O 4 1

1
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Chapman 1

1
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Nichols 11 1 7 oo O 1

Lowis cO lo 1 1 Aly
Wiese QO 1

D
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Evans O 1^72 O QO 1 C 1/

Porter 5 1^72 QO 1 7 1/

Z. Hickin 4. AD 7 1 71 /

L. Smith 1 Klo 9 1 71 1

J. Stroh 9 4 14
Thomas Qy rcO 1 A14
Toumey 9 oo Q 1 ±14
Chaplin D QO 1 A14
Bultman QO 1 OXU lo
Cabot 13 13
S. Smith 5 7 12
J. Johnston 8 4 12
C. Cochran 9 2 1 12
E. Stroh 4 6 10
Kilby 4 5 9
V. Tunney 1 2 2 4 9
Wright 5 4 9
Norman 8
Lindbergh b 3 8
T. Hartzell 8 8
D. Davis 1 5 6
Buckler o 5
Torrey 5 5
Robertson 3 1 4
O'Brien 2 2 4
Neilson 4 4
Geary 4 4
Duncan 4 4
J. Cochran 3 3
Pingree 3 3
R. Southall 3 3
Beaudette 2 2
Bird 2 2
Bishop 1 1

Gansel 1 1

G. Johnston 1 1

J. Tunney 1 1
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Wednesday, July 4

The first party to reach Kieve 1945

was the Boston group. They arrived

on the Kennebec Limited seventeen

strong about three-thirty, July fourth.

After hurriedly unpacking and stow-

ing trunks under bunkhouses, they

took camp clothes to the waterfront

and enjoyed a dip. The minutes be-

fore supper were passed in getting

acquainted on that memorable spot,

the porch of Pasquaney. After an
excellent supper, we gathered at Innis-

free where certain camp matters were
explained. We turned in early, after

prayers, only to be awakened about
ten o'clock by the advent of an ava-

Log
lanche in the shape of the Washington,

Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York,

and Detroit groups under the leader-

ship of Uncle Don. Soon sixty-five

noisy lads were peacefully asleep at

Kieve on the shores of Damariscotta

where only the previous night the

cries of the loon were the sole dis-

turbers of the peace.

Thursday, July 5

C.O.D. Rod Beebe. Rod awoke the

camp to its first day, and a clear one,

promptly at 9 o'clock— just an hour
and a half late! Beebe's clock was
slow! Rightfully, everyone just arose

and went for a dip and learned from
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Mr. Hickin at the waterfront that

canoes and rowboats were not per-

missable indiscriminately.

We all turned to and worked on the

courts after general duties, as the

prolonged spring rains had delayed

their earlier preparation. At 12:00

there was a general dip — the first of

the many for the year. Dinner was
about one o'clock followed by rest

hour. After rest everyone scampered
hither and yon acquainting himself

with all of the novelties of Kieve.

"Ikey" and his kindred received great

attention, and a dip was in order at

5:45; supper at 6:30. The ever popular

game of "nigger baby" entertained us

until campfire where Uncle Don told

us the history of West Neck. Our
campfire was that left over from last

year's Water Sports, so we felt com-
pletely orientated by taps which
sounded about 8:35 p.m.

Friday, July 6

C.O.D. Cromwell; weather misty.

The camp was allowed to sleep fifteen

minutes extra, although most of us

didn't really wish it! Breakfast by the

inimitable Arthur Stetson and wife

was welcome when it came.

Uncle Don and Chuck Kenny gave

rifle instruction in sighting at Innisfree

at 10:30 a.m.; while Rod Beebe held

forth on canoe management at the

waterfront. Rowboats and canoes

were popular on the waterfront.

The misty weather gave way to

rain during rest hour and boxing was
held in North Glenayre with Uncle
Don and Mr. Hickin watching the

boys through their paces. Many
fellows tried out and a good time was
had in general. Supper at 6:00 p.m.

At 7:15 Mr. Mann has his debut as

entertainment director. Charles

"So'gay" Cochran proved a smash hit

in his rendition of popular songs.

Uncle Don hitting on this appropriate

sobriquet for the ubiquitous Charlie.

A dull day had been brightened by the

ingenuity of Kieve boys. Lights out

at 8:40 after prayers.

Saturday, July 7

C.O.D. Mr. "Pierre" DeLone.
Weather fair. Reveille at 7:30 sharp.

Breakfast just as sharp at 8:00. Morn-
ing activities: Riflery — Mr. Kenny;
Shop— Jim Beighle and Mr. Mann.
Waterfront as usual called out island

and raft swimmers besides all those

who wished to pass canoe and sailing

tests. The Pemaquid-Wilderness group
practicing diligently under Rod's tute-

lage for the arduous trips ahead. All

the smaller fry rowed diligently and
the island swimmers practiced in

canoes. "Soak" was held at 11:30

a.m., and we all hit the water "magna
cum celeritate."

Dinner after our strenuous morning
was welcome; and although we hate

rest hour, it too had its uses with

comic books to be digested! Inspection

by Jim Beighle accompanied by Mr
Hickin. Jim showed all boys how
equipment should be placed and folded

No points were given for this first in-

spection of the year. After the rest

hour most of the boys who could,

either passed their raft or island

swims. John and Tom Hartzell and
Ian Lowis swam the island and prac-

tically all of Bunker Hill completed

the raft swim. After supper, games
were held, and Mr. Mann read us

some Paul Bunyan stories at Camp
Fire. Taps sounded at 8:40 p.m.

Sunday, July 8

C.O.D. Mr. Hickin. Reveille always
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one-half hour later on Sunday,

was 38 minutes late, as Mr. Hickin

arose late. The weather was clear and

fine. Breakfast was promptly at 8:30

followed by duties. The first tub of

the year was held at 11:00 a.m. and
the first inspection that counted on the

point score was held at 12:00 noon.

Order of inspection: Harris, South

Glenayr, North Glenayr, Bunker

Hill

Immediately after inspection the

entire camp assembled at Innisfree

and the old custom of choosing part-

ners for the Chapel walk resumed.

Uncle Don chose for his sermon the

subject "Opportunities." Singing this

first Sunday was none too strong.

DeLone remarked that as an organist

he was a better trumpet player. Dinner
at one-thirty was a genuine treat. We
all stuffed until we could eat no more.

Ice cream and all the fixin's!

During rest hour it began to rain

slightly and by the time the councillors

met afterward it was necessary for all

the lads to get into their raincoats.

The first Tree Talk, therefore, was
held in Innisfree. Mr. Hickin spoke

about the force of habit in our lives.

The weather having cleared, it was
possible for us to follow the old tradi-

tion of "cooking clubs" for Sunday
night supper. Each group formed on
invitation of its older members and
"hot dogs" were cooked in all possible

styles. After announcements, at which
time Uncle Don announced that the

council had appointed Dick and Don
Kennedy C.A.'s, came prayers, and
then bedtime. The weather had en-

tirely cleared. Taps were sounded at

8:50 p.m. Our first Sunday of Kieve

1945 had passed.

Monday, July 9

C.O.D. Faison Hicks

Weather fair

Reveille 7:30 sharp

First call 7:57

Breakfast 8:00

Soak 11:30

First call 12:20

Dinner 12:30

Rest Hour 1:30

Rest over 2:40

General dip 5: 1

5

First call 5:55

Supper 6;00

Movies 7:45

Taps 9:00

Dick Kennedy's team beat Sandy
Muir's at baseball in the Senior League

in the afternoon. Eric Stroh and Dick
Robinson passed their sailing test,

and Rogers Southall was the first

Bunker Hillite "to swim his island."
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Steve Smith and Leonard Smith also

completed this long swim.

Tuesday, July 10

C.O.D. "Chuck" Kenny. Weather
very overcast. Morning dips were

foregone by even the hardy crew of

Len Smith, Ian Lowis, and Alex
Neilson. Sweaters were in order at

breakfast, as Uncle Don looked around
the dining hall. Breakfast of warm
cereal and eggs was indeed welcome.

The morning was passed in regular

duties by all but the departing "Pema-
quiders," who under Rod Beebe,

Faison Hicks, Ralph Lasher, Tom
"Fish" Ruth, and Dave Shriver got

under way on the first camping party

of the year— a swift paddle over the

famous Pemaquid route in preparation

for the Wilderness trip. The shop
with Jim Beighle and Ralph Mann
drew heavily on the rest of the camp.
Soak was called at 11:30.

By dinner call the weather had
turned for the worse. It was raining

steadily, and we all commiserated

with the absent group who were

groping over the first portage of their

trip. Rest hour and more boxing

occupied much of the afternoon.

Supper call was held on time. After

supper for campfire we had the second

installment of the movie, 'THE PRIS-

ONER OF ZENDA," starring Ronald
Coleman.

The weather was steadily clearing

throughout the moving picture period,

and by taps at 8:45, the sky was clear,

as the bugle notes matched the sky.

One of the big events of the day was
the arrival of Captain 'Thil" Smith,

who had been detained by the serious

illness of an old friend. We were all

glad to see him.

Wednesday, July 11

C.O.D, Mr. Mann. The day
dawned clear, but with a high wind so

that the lake was filled with white-caps.

A hurried consultation of the older

heads resulted in a postponement of

the first camping parties setting out as

planned immediately after breakfast.

Breakfast was held on time, and we
all gave a "locomotive" for Chuck-
Maloney who left us for the Navy
immediately after breakfast.

The morning was passed in duties

and in preparation of all equipment
for the camping trips. We met at

Innisfree at 10:00 to assemble our

gear and carry it to the Waterfront.

Soak was held early, and an inspection

took place at 12:00. At 1:30 after a

hurried and excitable dinner, we
rushed to the beach and packed our

respective canoes and boats. Dusty

and Sambo put on a "finale" at the

waterfront in the form of a good old-

fashioned brawl with both dogs adding

the water hazard to stimulate interest.

Baldwin's Point got off first, closely

followed by the other groups. Quiet

reigned at Kieve, as not a single boy
was left behind in the infirmary.

Thursday, July 12

No one in Camp Kieve, an un-

earthly place without its noisy gang.

Miss Ciaburri and Jim Beighle took

the motor-canoe and visited the various

camping parties to check on the health

of each group. No one was ill. Aunt
Harriet got a brief rest from the ar-

dous management of all the camp
supplies. Captain Smith left to attend

the funeral of his friend.

Friday, July 13

All quiet at Kieve until the Pemaquid
trip under Rod Beebe arrived at the
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dock in the cove about 3:30 p.m. The
enchanting spell of quietude was then

rudely shattered. The loons, reposing

peacefully in the cove, dove once and
departed for less noisy haunts. The
mirror surface of the lake shivered

under the impact of eight tired but

tried Pemaquidders. It was good to be

back after the fun of the arduous salt

and fresh water trip. It was a tired

crew who hit the hay soon after a good
supper.

Saturday, July 14

The camping parties began arriving

as early as 10:30 Saturday morning.

The motor-canoe brought back parts

of both Great Bay and Loon Echo.

Larry Plummer was appointed C.O.D.
Sandy Cove was the first complete

party in; closely followed by Baldwins

Point; then the rest of Loon Echo and
Great Bay arrived; finally Genthner's

Cove put in its appearance after the

Sandy Cove war-canoe was sent out

with some of the Junior Councillors

as a searching party. All the parties

were back by 12:15, and the major
part of the camping gear was stowed

away before dinner.

Whereas the morning had been
quite misty, the southwest wind cleared

everything, so that by rest hour the

day was bright and clear. Dinner
and rest hour were quite late, because

of the return of the various trips.

Saturday inspection was held after

rest hour with South Glenayr, Harris,

Bunker Hill, and North Glenayr in

that order. The sky became overcast

about 4:30, and we had a light shower
between five and six p.m. Supper of

the famous salad and cereal was
promptly at 6:00 p.m. After supper
various games interested us until

movies at 7:30. A variety of short

subjects gave us enough of the humo-
rous, so that after prayers taps were

not too unwelcome. All clear at

Kieve at 8:40.

Sunday, July 15

For the first time rain met us at

Kieve upon our awakening. Never-

theless things went along as usual,

but the prospect of a rainy Sunday
was none too inviting as Reveille

sounded at 8:00 a.m. First call was
8:25, and breakfast promptly at 8:30.

After tub at 11:00 inspection was held,

and Harris won; Bunker Hill was 2nd,

South Glenayr, 3rd, and North
Glenayr last. Church service was
held in Innisfree at 12.15 when Uncle
Don spoke on "Hard Work." Sunday
dinner was at 1:30, and was its usual

high standard. The weather had
cleared before dinner, but just before

rest hour was over it began to rain again.
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The Camp Society held its first

meeting at which Sandy Muir was
elected president. The council held a

long meeting from about 3:45 until

7:15. The talk by Wilder was omitted.

Supper was held between showers,

and the councillors did the usual

kitchen chores on Sunday night.

Announcement was made of Tom
Staley's election as a C.A. At taps

(8:40 p.m.) it was still raining hard.

Monday, July 16

The day broke cloudy and gloomy.

Because of that Dave Shriver, the

C.O.D., let the boys sleep until 7:45.

Breakfast, of course, was somewhat
later than usual. At 10:00 the weather

had cleared and the sun came out.

Swim was held at 11:30 as usual, but

without the services of Bill Torrey,

Jackie Geary, and Russell Nourse,

whose activities had been such that

they were "docked" for the day!

A hectic but one-sided ball game in

the Senior league was held during the

afternoon after rest period. Barry

Phelps's Pounders defeated Staley's

"Stinkers" 14 to 5. The game was
featured by the Ruth to Beebe com-
bination for Phelps' flippers and the

ineffective hurling of councilman

Hickin for Staley's brigade.

Tuesday, July 17

C.O.D. for the day was "Bob-tail

Hoss" Smith (tough-nuggets!), and a

fair day once more met our sleepy

eyes at reveille. The day was calm

and the waterfront was popular.

Charlie Duncan swam his island in

the course of the morning. The tennis

courts have been very popular—
particularly as Jim Fanning kept them
hot. Pete DeLone and "Troop"
Wilder conceived the notion of ditch-

ing around the courts to prevent ero-

sion— a heroic undertaking. This

task they completed today. More
power to the lads! After dinner and
rest hour as usual, a Junior League

game was held between Porter's Pum-
melers and Thacher's Thweethearts.

The Plummelers won 11 to 3. Michael
Wright and Bill Torrey tied for top

batting honors in this torrid battle.

Both the teams enjoyed a short base-

ball dip, and supper was a welcome
call.

An older boys group, together with

some of the J.C's and Mr. Plummer,
journeyed to Lincoln Academy to

organize some basketball after supper;

but as the court had been freshly

painted, they contented themselves

with a game of "suicide" on the field

outside. "Suicide" for the unintiated

is basketball with football rules.

At campfire Charlie Cochran stole

the show with his rendition of popular

songs in the inimitable Cochran-Mc-
Carthy manner. Holly Whitney ar-

ranged, also, an all-star stage show.

Everyone enjoyed himself to the limit,

and we went to bed chuckling as taps

sounded about 8:35 p.m.

Wednesday, July 18

After a cloudy, misty dawn, the

weather, on Stubbs' first C.O.D. duty,

cleared around eleven. Reveille was

a few minutes late as was breakfast.

Rod Beebe had the Wilderness boys

out practicing strenuously for the

rapids in the Canadian rivers. Sandy
Muir and Jim Fanning defeated Hal

Erwin and Ben Chapman in the first

senior's Doubles Tournament match
6-2; 6-1. Mr. Plummer planned a

Nature Talk, but no one showed up,

so it was necessarily postponed.

At dinner popular opinion and the
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famous call, "Outside, outside," forced

the late councillors to the confines of

the porch. After rest period, which
ended at 2:40, Dick Kennedy's team

defeated Barry Phelps' 12-6 in a

Senior League game. The redoutable

Bill Genthner removed the hay from
the archery range so that Stubbs and
Lasher could get their archers under

way.

The day was heavy with the threat

of a thunder storm that never broke.

Supper was enlightened with the

celebration of Neddy Almy's birthday.

A cake was baked by the Stetson's

and Neddy beamed on the whole
camp as he made his famous speech of

acknowledgment. The campfire
period was given over to the first

camping party skits. Great Bay won
with an uproarious parody of the

Japanese. All the other skits deserved

mention, and Miss Ciaburri, our
popular nurse, had a difficult decision

to make. The prize was enjoyed by
all who won — a candy bar each!

Taps at 8:40 p.m. after prayers.

Thursday, July 19

Captain Smith, having arrived back
in camp on Tuesday last, took over

most of the responsibilities of assistant

director. Today he was C.O.D. as

well. Optional dip before breakfast

was well attended, as the day dawned
clear and the lake was still. Mr.
Plummer called on the boys for a na-

ture talk and hike afterwards. All

new boys were required to attend.

There were more than thirty-five boys
to attend the talk and hike. Riflery,

Archery, Tennis, Shop, Baseball, Boat-

ing, Nature, and Canoeing furnished

a busy morning as Camp was truly in

full swing.

The humid day made "Soak" more

than welcome as the sun came out

hot about ten o'clock. "Soak" was at

the usual time followed by dinner and
rest hour. Johnny Stubbs had an
enthusiastic group of Archers at the

range in the afternoon. Jon Davis,

Carl Metzger, and Charlie Southall

were among the earliest enthusiasts.

There was quite a turnout for the

"Annual" Business staff, as the first

meeting of the year was called by
Larry Plummer.
Captain Smith was asked by Uncle

Don to inspect the "toothbrushers"

to boost the camp dental conscience

after supper, and "game night" took
the place of campfire with a tug-of-war

and "black and blue" the most popular.

Prayers and Taps at 8:45 p.m.

Friday, July 20

Dusty was first at the waterfront

with his inevitable tennis ball, which
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Mr. Hickin duly confiscated, chalking

up a 49 to the Dusty one's score for the

season! The weather being cool and
cloudy, Throop Wilder, the C.O.D.,

had the waterfront to himself for

optional dip. Rod Beebe and Al
Hickin being the only hardy plungers

who kept the "Troop" company,
Dusty having been banished for bad
conduct.

Uncle Don had one of his "brain

waves" at breakfast, so the Harris

boys and councillors took trusty axes

and went to the wood lot on the truck

with Bill Genthner and Pete St.

Francis to cut wood. Al Hickin

assigned duties to all the lads left on
the hill, and affairs at camp went on
as usual for those remaining, with

"Soak" on schedule at 11:30. At
dinner a hungry, hot Harris crew re-

turned. And after dinner another

contingent of councillors went out

with North Glenayr to the selfsame

wood lot! Each group labored to

outdo the vaunted exploits of the

previous choppers.

After a good and welcome rest hour,

the Harrisites returned, and the smaller

fry from South Glenayr and Bunker
Hill had a share in the work and fun.

At the end of the day a tired, hot,

hungry crew of campers "hit the old

dusty" off the end of Kieve dock and
soaked a-plenty; then up the Hill to

Pasquaney they stormed to be fed to

the full and hear the generous plaudits

from Uncle Don of work well done.

He told us that we had cut enough to

last the rest of the summer, and we
certainly hoped so, although, truth to

tell, we had fun doing it.

After a short campfire at 7:15 we
retired early. Taps sounded at 8:20

on a day of real accomplishment we
all felt.

Saturday, July 21

C.O.D. Rod Beebe (the full list of

councillors, with the exception of

Lasher, have now had the respon-

sibility of Kieve's day). Rod didn't

look at the duty list, but Pete DeLone
woke the Camp on time, and Rod was
late to breakfast as usual. Len Smith
joined Al Hickin for optional dip;

then Ian Lowis showed up.

At breakfast Jonathan and Varick

Tunney signalized their recent arrival

and forecasted their later sobriquets of

"nigger babies" by being sent out to

wash, together with such august com-
pany as Sandy Muir, Bill Coyle, Eric

Stroh, and Tom Staley.

The day was clear and hot. Canoes
and boats took a beating and everyone

tried to wangle a "dip" by every means
from mooring a boat to tennis dips—
everyone, that is, but the two Hickins,

Charlie Southall, and Andy Kaul,

who spent their usual morning with

Captain Smith and Chuck Kenny,

burning up Kieve's ammunition. Din-

ner was on time, and after rest hour the

usual Saturday inspection was held

by Captain Smith and the C.O.D.
The inspection was so poor that the

Captain raked the camp over the coals

at supper. Results of Inspection, ac-

cording to Captain Smith: North
Glenayr, least worst; Bunker Hill,

next least worst; South Glenayr,

terrible; and Harris absolutely lousey!

We managed, however, to bear up
fairly well. General dip at 5:30 found

everyone recovered, and after supper

the Saturday night movies were more
than usually hilarious. Four "shorts"

were shown: "County Hospital";

"Ghost of the Golden West"; "The
Great Train Robbery"; and "Boy
Meets Dog." Taps were a little late,

being at 8:50 p.m.
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Sunday, July 22

Our third Sunday at Kieve 1945.

Ralph Lasher was C.O.D. The
weather was fair. Bill Torrey and

Tommy Hartzell had to return to

make their beds, so their breakfasts

were delayed! Tub was delayed by

the exalted South Harrisites who
thought that the weekly scrub did not

include them. They were duly in-

structed otherwise to the amusement
of Kieve assembled at the Waterfront.

Sunday inspection was a complete

reversal from the previous day: Harris,

first; Bunker Hill, second; North
Glenayr, third; and South Glenayr,

fourth. It was the strictest and best

inspection to date. Uncle Don's

sermon on 'Tatience" has some of us

squirming in our seats. As Jimmy
Toumey says, "I knew Uncle Don
had my street address, but when he

began callin' me up, then I really

squirmed."

At dinner Bill Torrey had a birth-

day, but Sunday being a day of rest,

the Stetsons awaited Monday to

present him with the Kieve cake. The
clothes pile at the C.O.D. 's table was
larger than usual. After rest hour the

Kieve Society meeting was called by
Sandy Muir, and the Council held its

weekly meeting in the Councillor's

Shack.

The Councillor's meeting adjourned

at 5:10, and Dick Cromwell's Tree

Talk on 'Toliteness" followed before

the indoor-outdoor Sunday night sup-

per. At announcements Uncle Don
conferred on Sandy Muir the honor
voted him by the Council of "Coun-
cillor's Aid." Taps were early, follow-

ing prayers at 8:10.

Monday, July 23

The day got off to an early start, as

Uncle Don awoke the Wilderness

Cruise in Harris about 4:30. The
boys had been so excited that while

they had been resting up for several

days for the trip, they slept but little

in North Harris with Rod the night

before. After a very early breakfast

Rod and Stubbs with Dick and Don
Kennedy, Tom Staley, Hal Smith,

Hal Erwin, Sandy Muir, Barry Phelps,

and that inimitable woodsman, Samuel
Batcheldor Potter, left for Portland in

the truck on the first leg of their

Canadian Cruise of three weeks and
some two hundred and fifty miles of

canoeing in fast water!

The day was cloudy when the rest

of us actually arose to Pete DeLone's
bugle with Pete himself as C.O.D. We
had been awake since our Harrisites

awoke the welkin with their departure.

The weather cleared about ten-thirty
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and the day was pretty much a rou-

tine one except for Bill Torrey's cake

at supper. Everyone "wolfed" his

piece; then worked all the "drag" he

could to get a small portion from Bill.

After supper we played games until

Taps at 8:25.

Tuesday, July 24

The outstanding event of Dick
Cromwell's day as C.O.D. was North
Glenayr's penance for disturbing the

peace. The "northers" are rapidly

acquiring notoriety with "Toumey
and his henchmen" leading the attack.

Gordon Boone, Jimmy Chaplin, and
Eric Stroh are not exactly calculated

to bring peace to the soul of the war-

worn Councillor, and even Crom-
well's and Faison Hicks' heavy hands
have been unable to quench the fire of

this burning bunch. Cromwell swears

that unless the "burning bunch" sub-

sides they will burn elsewhere than in

their souls; while poor Hicks merely

swears. Aside from the nice long

rest hour which North Glenayr en-

joyed (?), the day was not in the least

unusual. Stories were told at campfire

and taps sounded at 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday, July 25

Reveille was on the nose, as Hickin

had his second go at C.O.D. The
weather was close and foggy and the

sky was overcast. Optional dip was
enjoyed by the select few: Steve Smith,

Len Smith, Ian Lowis, and Hickin and
finally Rod Beebe. The morning was
quite routine if any day can be routine

with about eighty males between eight

and eighty gathered on a hilltop beside

a beautiful lake. The shop was quite

popular because of the cloudy weather.

Seymour Bultman worked on his camp-
fire seat — a work of art began to take

shape.

With the noonday dinner came
clearing skies and guests. Mrs. Bishop
visited Jimmy and the Camp. She
brought with her two charming couples

who were interested in seeing all of our
activities. The friends left after rest

hour, but Mrs. Bishop passed the

afternoon with us.

Pete Wurst went fishing with John
Stroh and officially opened the pickerel

season with a fifteen incher. He also

caught a white perch. Johnny drew a

bye, but caught a nice bass on two
occasions in successive days later when
he went out with Al Hickin, who was
the goat on both these trips.

Jim Toumey and Alex Neilson had a

beautifully decorated birthday cake at

supper. The campfire was featured

by the dormitory skit. North Glenayr
volunteered to produce the first one.

It featured chiefly Toumey and the

rest of the Kieve Live Stock— the

rabbits, a lamb, and "Ikey." Ikey was
self-conscious and was not up to his

usual form. As he wouldn't butt,

Larry Plummer obliged very realistic-

ally.

Thursday, July 26

No one appeared for optional dip

when Chuck Kenny, the C.O.D.,

met Al Hickin at the waterfront five

minutes after Reveille sounded. The
reason was that the day was damp and
foggy. Breakfast was a little late

because the camp was permitted extra

sleep. Duties were regularly done, but

there was no "roller duty" on the

courts. Everyone went his way and
activities were as usual, with the

weather clearing and warm by noon.

Soak was held on time, and in the

evening there was a "general dip."

Mrs. Shriver, mother of Dave,

came out from town where she had
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been to visit Dave, our councillor

who had his appendix removed last

Tuesday. Dave's mother took dinner

with us and stayed to watch the

popular game, "Capture the Flag,"

won by the Blue team. Michael

Wright went fishing with Mr. Hickin

in the evening. After taps the Council

had a lobster feed. Later we learned

that many eager campers' eyes watched

the performance avidly!

Friday, July 27

The day dawned cloudy and cold,

but grew better as it progressed. Faison

Hicks and Al Hickin had several of

the hardy lads on hand for early dip.

Breakfast was welcome because of the

cold weather. Uncle Don sent us all

back for sweaters. The morning was

one of duties and activities. We race

and tear so hard each morning that

by dinner we eat like horses, and if we
had our way, we'd race right out for

the afternoon, but enforced rest

period chains us to supposedly quiet

dormitories for one hour.

Dick Cromwell had a busy session

both morning and afternoon with

his sailors, as the wind was good, and
his sailing test was posted. Quali-

fiers included Timmy Thacher and
Mac Hickin. Eric and John Stroh

were left over from last year. There
was no general dip, as the weather was
too cold. After supper the camp fire

was award night. The award for

Archery, Riflery, and Raft and Island

Swimmers are always too numerous
to recount separately. Taps sounded
at 8:40 p.m.

Saturday, July 28

C.O.D. Ralph Lasher says that the

day was overcast, but that the weather
cleared fairly early, and we had an-

other typical Kieve 1945 day.

The morning passed as usual with

duties, activities, and soak, but the

afternoon was full of interesting events.

Inspection, of course, came right

after Rest Hour, it being Saturday.

The Junior League teams of Charlie

Southall and Henry Porter clashed on
the diamond below the hill with

Southall winning, 7 to 6. Dick Crom-
well got his sailing ladder under way,

and the first race was held around the

triangular course outside the cove.

Johnny Stroh defeated Timmy Thacher
and Jim Toumey in this first race of

the season.

At supper the results of the after-

noon Inspection were announced to

the accompaniment of fervid cheer

and raucous boos. Harris was first;

Bunker Hill, second; North Glenayr,

third; and South Glenayr, last.

After a very satisfactory meal, we
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played a variety of games until time

for Saturday night movies, a variety

of ''shorts" — one an excellent se-

quence on swimming strokes and
form. Camp fire ended at 8;45 and
taps were blown at 9:00 p.m.

Sunday, July 29

One of Kieve 1945's few rainy

mornings greeted Captain Smith's

second C.O.D. venture. As a result

we all slept until reveille at 8:25. First

breakfast call was at 8:45, and break-

fast was at 9:00 with the traditional

Sunday "flapjacks" on the menu. All

duties except Galley, Kitchen, Tables,

and Police were foregone. Tub was

held at 11:15 and Camp Inspection

at 11:45. Owing to the wet weather.

Chapel was held in Innisfree at 12:15.

The usual pandemonium broke

loose in Pasquaney when Captain

Smith announced the Inspection re-

sults: Harris first; Bunker Hill second,

South Glenayr third, and North
Glenayr last! We all joined in the

usUal "scrumptious Stetson" Sunday
rep&st. Rest period on Sunday is

alwfeiys late because of the long, late

dinner, and we "retired" for an hour

at 2:35. The "Pemaquid Trip" and
"The Long Voyage" boys were asked

to report to the Infirmary for physical

checkups immediately following rest

hour, as they leave tomorrow for their

respective camping tours. The
Council met at three-thirty for their

weekly "set-to."

Captain Smith held forth at Tree

Talk on the subject: "Are You a

Mixer?" Sunday night supper was
held on the "in and out" basis, as the

weather had cleared as the day wore

to a close. Prayers; then Taps at

8:30 p.m.

Monday, July 30

Mr. Mann had his usual good luck»

a sunny C.O.D. day. Reveille sounded
on time and breakfast was as usual.

The Long Voyage had been up long

since, eaten breakfast, and departed

for the canoe paddle through the

Rangeley Lakes. The Pemaquid boys

had a little trouble getting under way,

as Cromwell found some of North
Glenayr quite unruly before Reveille,

and Mr. Hickin ruled a stiff inspection

of quarters before the boys got under

way at 10:15.

Soak at 11:30 as usual, and dinner

at 12:30. The day was quite routine

from then until supper with only a

"general dip" at 5:00 to be recorded.

After supper the truck, which had seen

heavy service the past 48 hours, was
loaded with boats, tents, and food for

the Island Trips on the morrow.
Campfire brought to Kieve a new

member of the Council staff, Senor
Miguel d'Alvarado, who entertained

us no end. Ralph Mann rubbed his

hands in a pleased fashion, and re-

corded in the C.O.D. log, "It looks

like many good campfires ahead."

Taps after prayers at 8:30.

N.B. The Log between Monday,
July 30 and Saturday, August fourth,

was non-existant, as only the skeleton

of a staff remained confined! The rest

of us were all out on camping trips,

enjoying ourselves to the full and en-

riching our experience with more per-

sonal contacts with nature and a small

group of our fellows.

Saturday, August 4

As the Island parties arrived in

Camp the evening previous Tom
"Fish" Ruth took his turn as C.O.D.
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He recorded the weather as *Very

fair." Reveille was not until 8:00, as

it gave the younger boys a chance to

rest up from the trip back the pre-

vious day. The whole day ran about

a half-hour late, with the morning un-

eventful, and dinner at 1:00 p.m.

With the end of "rest hour" came
one of the three events of an otherwise

quiet day. Inspection consisted of only

three dormitories^ as Harris was still

absent on either the "Long Voyage"
or "The Wilderness." North Glen-

ayr was first; South Glenayr, second;

and Bunker Hill, last. The second

stir of the day was the return of the

"Pemaquiders" about 5:30. They
came straggling in, a canoe-full at a

time, between five and five-thirty in

the afternoon. The entire "Long
Voyage" arrived in the truck just

prior to supper, about 6:05. Supper

was late on this account, being held

about 6:20. The climax of the day
was the regular Saturday night movies
whicn began at 7:35, with Prayers and
Taps about 8:45.

Sunday, August 5

A beautiful cloudless morning
greeted Kieve on its first morning
after returning and "Bob-tail Hoss"
Smith repaired to the waterfront for

optional dip duty as the C.O.D. when
Reveille sounded at 8:00. According
to the C.O.D. book everything was
"sharp" on Bob's tour as C.O.D.:
breakfast 8:30; duties 9:20; tub 11:30;

and inspection at 12:00, with Chapel
immediately following.

Uncle Don talked at Service on
*

'Truthfulness," and even the coun-
cillors squirmed— especially the

"Fishing Shackers." At dinner Larry

Plummer announced nine full pages of

advertising for the Annual so far.

Everyone cheered. Captain Smith

announced the results of inspection:

3rd North Glenayr; 2nd South

Glenayr; tie for 1st Harris and
Bunker Hill! Everyone jeered.

Rest period was uneventful, as

everyone was genuinely occupied with

a letter home about his recent ex-

perience on the various trips, not even

Cromwell had not a hair disturbed.

The Council was busy in meeting dis-

cussing the recent camping trips until

5:42, at which time *'Chuck" Kenny
gave his Tree Talk, "On Being a Gen-
tleman", which was well received,

"Chuck" Kenny being a popular

young fellow. Sunday suppers are

always late and always fun; this one
was no exception. There were plenty

of hamburgers after the cereal inside,

and plenty of peaches after the ham-
burgers. We finished off on some of

"Mrs. S's" famous cookies. Taps
sounded about 8:20 p.m.

Monday, August 6

The inimitable Pete DeLone, tennis

councillor "par excellence," was the

day's C.O.D. The weather was as

clear and calm as Pete. He and
Hickin held their usual communion
on the waterfront with the happy
dipsters. The day was one of easy

happy activity after a week away on
camping parties. Everything ran along

smoothly with typical DeLone aplomb.

Soak was held under a hot sun at

11:30. The rifle range began to attract

more and more boys as they practiced

up for the tournament. The courts

were filled with Smiths, Fannings,

and Muirs! Detroit was tennis minded.
In the afternoon the weather clouded

somewhat during a hectic rest hour
with the North Harris and North
Glenayr gangs acting too much their
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age! The cloudy weather did not,

however, deter a general dip at 5:30.

Supper was on time and after supper

games were played by all until camp-

fire.

At campfire Shelby Walker, an old

Kieve boy recently returned from over-

seas and a brother-in-law of Uncle

Don, told us some of his experiences

in the Air Corps over Germany.
There were thrills enough for even

Bunker Hill as our "minor friends"

gunned their way from the "Bank" to

bed! Taps sounded at 8:55.

Tuesday, August 7

Captain "Smees" again was called

upon to run our day as the weather

was cloudy and a light rain began to

fall. Because of this, Reveille was

sounded at 8:00 instead of 7:30.

Shortly after breakfast at 8:30 the

barber arrived and such a hacking and
a whacking as you never saw took

place in the High Chair at Innisfree.

The rain continued to fall lightly

throughout the morning; so the

popular spots were the shop and the

nature room. Naturally, these places'

habitues were a bit resentful of the

intrusion. It is rumored that Seymour
Bultman contemplated using a hammer
on Peter Robertson, which we all

regret; and without a doubt Land
Lindbergh pursuaded his bunny
charges to attack Chuck Evans on the

grounds that he was a lettuce leaf or

as green as one!

Commander and Mrs. Gene Tunney
arrived for a visit with their sons

Jonathan and Varick during the

course of the morning, and at dinner

Uncle Don asked Gene to say a word
to the boys. Gene impressed us with

the sincerity of his compliment to

Uncle Don and Kieve when, in his

remarks anent boxing, he stopped to

say that as director of the U.S. Navy
physical fitness program for the past

four years, he wished to take the

occasion to congratulate Uncle Don for

the physical appearance of the boys at

Kieve. He said some mighty fine

things about us, and we trust that we
deserve them.

We went to rest period with a mixed
feeling of pride and sadness — pride

at the Commander's remarks and
sadness over the loss of Ian Lowis,

who left this noon to return to England
aboard a British Man-'o-War. God
speed, Ian, most faithful of dipsters,

and may you return to Kieve in the

future! Meanwhile the barber plied

his shears manfully among the Wil-

derness of Kieve hair, and Captain

Smith held a boxing session in North
Glenayre. Uncle Don and a picked

crew went out with a power saw "to

make little ones out of the big ones"

which we had cut down previously.

Over ten cords of wood Uncle Don
reported were cut up. We were proud
of the job we did.

Supper over, we played games until

the gong called us to movies provided

by the Netherlands government. The
show went on at 7:30 in Innisfree, and
was preceded by a mandolin interlude

furnished by our friend, Senor d'Al-

varado. Prayers were followed by
taps at 8:30 p.m.

Wednesday, August 8

Throop Wilder began his C.O.D.
duty by naively forgetting to light the

fire — so he says. Reveille was on
time, but breakfast was fifteen minutes

late and Arthur was in a "thingummy,'

as they say. The day was cloudy any-

way, and rain fell during breakfast,

but the weather cleared rapidly and
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the sun came out, quickly drying the

grounds and making the day hot and
humid! The morning activities were

somewhat curtailed by the weather,

but after dinner and rest hour a Junior

League Baseball game was played be-

tween Timmy Thacher's and Henry
Porter's teams, which Thacher's
''Whackers" won 9 to 8. Play re-

hearsals for the Water Sport's play

had been confined to tryouts ever

since our return from the last camping
trip, but now that the play was cast

rehearsals must be part of the order of

the day. Dusty visited the Waterfront

during regular morning "Soak" and
racked a few balls to run the "Dusty
Derby" to 73 for the season thus far!

Brad Norman's father and the Joe

Johnstons arrived in camp, Mr. Nor-

man for a brief visit with Skippy;

and the Johnstons for several days,

being old friends of Uncle Don and
Aunt Harriet.

The tennis courts were busy with

tournament matches throughout the

afternoon as Ben Chapman took

Bobby Nichols into camp: 7-5, 9-7;

and Fanning finally downed Dick
Robinson: 6-2; 3-6; 6-4. First call

for supper was at 5:55 with record call

at 6:00 promptly.

The evening was passed playing

Capture the Flag with the Blues again

triumphant. Taps were at 8:30.

Thursday, August 9

Cromwell said that the weather

was good, so it must be true. He said

that everything was on time, so it was.

He said that Seymour Bultman and
Emerson O'Brien swam their island,

and they did—^ Tom "Fish" Ruth
saw them; so did Mr. Hickin. He
said that we had games after supper so

it must be true! Taps at 8:30, said

Cromwell. That's all he said.

Friday, August 10

Heavy fog reported by C.O.D.
DeLone as hanging over Camp Kieve

at Reveille. Now if that were yesterday

we might say that Cromwell had left

his glasses out in the dew over night,

but not DeLone Ranger! Perhaps it

was a Makaria fog, because by eight

o'clock and breakfast the weather

was "lovely."

The morning was consumed after

duties by early round tournament
tennis matches on the court, and
Junior Rowboat eliminations at the

waterfront. Elsewhere Andy Kaul,

Dick Robinson, and the two Hickins

were blasting away at Captain Smith's

headquarters, and play practice was

under way with Ralph Mann and
Miguel at Innisfree. Peter Robertson
was searching for arrows as Jon Davis
winged one after another— at the

target; not at Peter! Regular "Soak"
was, of course, held at 11:30.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Johnston were

here for dinner, and we had advance
information on Russia's entry into the

war. Dinner was late because of the

eliminations at the Waterfront. The
afternoon passed with continuations

of various eliminations in tourna-

ments and for Water Sports Day.
There was a general dip at 5:30.

Supper was on time.

Campfire presented a fine array of

talent as the various Island groups, the

Pemaquid Trip, and The Long Voyage
presented their skits for the delectation

of the audience. Mrs. Joe Johnston,

versed in dramatic work, was called

upon to act as judge, which she did to

the delight of the Harbor Island

party, who won the competition with

a rendition of the "Bride's First Dinner
Party," which they executed! They
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also executed a box of chocolate-

covered peanut bars offered as a

prize by Uncle Don! The regular

Friday night awards of Archery,
Riflery, and Island Swimmers were

also announced. We all knelt in

prayer and Taps sounded at 8:40.

Saturday, August 11

Mr. Hickin reported the weather

clear and the bugle on the nose— he
neglected to say whose! Moreover,

we knew that "DeLone Ranger"
was versatile, but—? The early

dipsters were: Andy Kaul, Neddy
Almy, Russell Nourse, Holly Whitney,

Pete Wurst, Len Smith, Stan Phelps,

and Jim Toumey. Timmy Thacher
came down, but was reminded that he

was "off water!" At breakfast Uncle
Don reminded us of the use of property

and its responsibility. After duties

the various activities claimed their

devotees — with the exception of those

in the cast of "Wappin' Wharf," the

Water Sport's Day Play!

Since the last camping trips many
boys have gained confidence in their

swimming ability, and Island swims
became more frequent. John Cochran,

Jackie Geary, and Jonathan Tunney
swam it this morning. After regular

soak the overweening ambition of

three J.C.'s led to trouble. Dick
Cromwell, "Troop" Wilder, and De-

Lone Ranger attempted a meeting,

throwing Uncle Don into the lake. A
"battle royal" between the Junior and
Senior Councillors developed, and
"Uncle" had to "Indian wrestle" them
into subjection one by one. As a

result, mess call was a few minutes

late, but peace again reigned at Kieve.

At dinner Uncle Don announced
that because of the extreme heat "rest

hour" would be held out-of-doors.

North Glenayre and Harris went
down by the stone monument, and
South Glenayre and Bunker Hill

went to the woods near the point

where the councillors read to them.

Rest hour was rather longer than
usual.

Island swimmers that afternoon

were: George Johnston, Land Lind-

bergh, Michael Wright, and John
Davis. "Skippy" Norman" swam his

Island just before his Dad landed in

camp several days ago! Land did a

combination submarine and tugboat

feature in swimming his, keeping up a

steady stream of conversation en
route. No one this year enjoyed the

trip more than he. Cromwell's sailors

had a race for the top of the sailing

ladder around the buoys off the cove.

Bob Glendinning bested Johnny Stroh

and Timmy Thacher for the top of

the ladder, finishing in that order.

The Rifle Range and Shop reported

great activity, although the fine

weather has drawn heavily from the

latter.

Supper was five minutes late. Cap-
tain Smith made the usual Saturday

announcement of Inspection results

to the usual accompaniment of cheers

and jeers. South Glenayre won in-

spection; followed by Bunker Hill,

North Glenayre, and Harris in that

order. The movie was announced
to begin at 7:10 because "Tarzan's

Revenge" was a long picture. The
title speaks for itself; everyone was
agog, and for days afterward the call of

Tarzan rang through the Camp!
Camp Taps sounded at 8:40 after

prayers in Innisfree.

Sunday, August 12

This was a typical Kieve Sunday.

C.O.O. was Faison Hicks. The weather
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was clear and warm. Reveille, 8:00.

There was quite a group of optional

dipsters. Breakfast was at 8:30 fol-

lowed by duties and a leisure period

before "Tub" at 11:15. Inspection

11:45 with Chapel at 12:00. Dinner
at 1:30 was a high point with chicken

and ice cream. Rest hour was at 2:15

for Sunday letters home. After "rest

hour" the Council held its regular

Sunday meeting.

The "high point" of the day was
Mr. Mann's Tree Talk at 5:20 on,

"Where Do We Go From Here?" a

rather philosophical outlook for Kieve

youth to the post-war future. Senor
Alvarado also rose to the occasion to

address the boys for a few moments
with regard to loving one's neighbor.

A brief swim was held because of the

hot weather at 5:50; then we all en-

joyed the "in-and-out" Sunday night

supper around our respective camp-
fires. The election by the Council
of Barry Phelps, Sandy Muir,

and Ben Chapman as Councillor's

Aides was announced, and Tom Staley

was given Senior Privileges. Taps was
at 8:30.

Monday, August 13

A very foggy day greeted us at 7:50

Reveille, as Chuck Kenny let the

camp sleep as long as it would. Some
dozen lads greeted Mr. Hickin and
Chuck at the Waterfront about 7:55.

Mess call at 8:20 found the sun
scorching down for one of the hottest

days of the year.

The barber arrived to "finish" all

boys who had not previously been
shorne. Uncle Don announced the

imminent arrival of Mr. Grant, the

Camp photographer, who put in his

appearance about the end of duties.

We all bustled about with Dusty
getting there first. He had his picture

taken in the barber chair as the first of

a series of "Dusty pictures." The
Camp ohoto was next, and we all

tried to "look pretty" for Mr. Grant.

Various groups had to be photographed
before "Soak"; so that we did not get

to the Waterfront until after twelve

o'clock, and dinner was about 12:50.

Again rest hour was held out-of-

doors; the heat was beginning to be

noticed even at Kieve. More camp
activities were "shot" by Mr. Grant
throughout the afternoon, as we went
about our various interests. Dusty
had a tour of the camp as he posed

hither and yon, much to his disgust as

he ruminated on the tennis balls and
the cool water he was missing. A
general dip was called for 5:30, and
supper was on schedule. Barry Phelps'

birthday cake came to him at supper,

having been held over from Sunday
when we all had too much to eat any-

way.

Camp fire was taken over by the

Wilderness Cruise, who made Bannock
a wood's bread, for all to taste. Each
member, also, gave us an anecdote

from his experiences on the trip, and
Rod told some of the high lights. It

must have been a great experience

from the enthusiasm shown by the

boys. Throughout the day Mr. Grant
went industriously about catching us

at our favorite pastimes.

Taps after prayers wasn't until 9:10

as the Campfire was so interesting.

To vary the monotony of this ending

to Kieve days, Harris had their half

hour light privilege "docked" for

their irreverent attitude toward coun-

cilor authority the previous night!
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Tuesday, August 14

The C.O.D., Ralph Lasher, found a

fair day as Reveille sounded on time.

Hastening to the waterfront to beat the

early arrivals, he met the waterfront

councillor who had already headed
off a group who jumped the gun by
making their beds before Reveille.

These hot days certainly made us

"water conscious!" After a "quiet

chat," with the miscreants, heard

verbatim only as far as Bill Genthners,

Mr. Hickin gave the usual "green

light" to the dipsters.

Breakfast and duties were as usual.

Tennis Tournament rounds were in

process, and both Archery and Riflery

were well under way. Play rehearsal

went forward at Innisfree with Uncle

Don joining forces to aid Mr. Mann
and Miguel. At the Waterfront sev-

eral heats of the Senior Obstacle

Race were run off as well as a qualifying

round of the Junior Double Canoe
Race.

For several days a spirit of deep

hatred had been festering between the

Junior and Senior Councillors. Threat

and counterthreat had been thrown
back and forth. Open mutiny arose

at the Waterfront, as has been related.

The cause of all this bad blood was

the imminence of the Junior-Senior

Council Baseball Game. Always it is

the lot of the underdog to rise and
rend the air with meaningless dire

warnings. This year was no exception,

and the climax was reached at dinner

when several Junior councillors

"needled" the Senior group. Hence,

it was decided to settle the issue on the

diamond after rest hour. The Seniors

went about their duties with calm

confidence; the Juniors, muttering to

themselves and to anyone who would

listen. The Camp divided in its

allegiance, and "rest hour" at the

point and the Stone Monument were

punctuated by argumentative explo-

sions. When the two teams took the

field at 3:30 promptly, the tension was
terrific. The issue, however, was not

long in doubt. The Junior Council
was over-eager playing hard but

pressing; whereas their Seniors, while

not so polished as some of the "squirts,"

played leisurely. Uncle Don pitched

the entire game, and bore down so

hard that at the end of the sixth

inning the score was 28 to 8. In the

final inning the youngsters scored

nine runs; while the old men were

content with two. The final score,

then, did not look quite so over-

whelming, as the game ended, Senior

Council, 30; Junior Council, 17.

A general dip was held at 5:45 while

the campers and councillors cooled

their arguments in Damariscotta Lake.

Dinner at 6:30 was late, and at 7:00

p.m. came the great announcement
for which we all had waited so long:

The War with Japan was finished!

The din was worse than the combined
Inspection announcements. But such

is the elasticity of youth that "Capture
the Flag" was almost as deadly as Iwo

Jima with the Reds finally winning.

Taps were early because of the )ate

hour the previous night; prayers

followed by taps were at 8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, August 15

This morning the fires being slow,

Reveille was withheld by C.O.D. Ralph
Mann until 7:45. The day was quite

windy with intermittent showers in

the morning. Dick Cromwell left us

this morning at breakfast time, and
Charlie Duncan also had to go home.
Dick turned over his Kitchen duty to
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Faison Hicks and his Sailing to

Throop Wilder. Charlie turned his

parachute activities over to Eric Stroh.

After duties there was play practice

as usual and the usual qualifying

rounds of various Water Sports events

were held. The tennis courts were

not open in the morning, but about

ten the weather cleared and the day

came off as fair as usual. Shop work
took on a new impetus when the

exhibition on Water Sports Day was

announced and because of the Rifle

Range and Tennis court morning
restrictions. Soak was called at 11:30,

and Dinner was on time. The after-

noon activities after rest hour were

more varied, as by then the grass and
courts were dry. No general dip was

held, as it was still too cool and windy.

Supper was on time, and after

supper, because Mr. Mann went to

Damariscotta with a quota of Junior

Councillors, Mr. Hickin took charge of

games on the hilltop. Swat-tag was
the popular game with the councillors

taking the worst beating! Taps sound-

ed after prayers at about 8:30.

Thursday, August 16

The optional dipsters did not take

up their option this morning, as

C.O.D. Larry Plummer had Reveille

blown on time. The day was quite

cool, and sweaters were a requirement

for breakfast entrance. Despite the

cold, the sky was cloudless and the

various water sports events went on
as usual. Preliminaries in the Sub-

Junior Rowboat, the Senior Obstacle

Race, and the Junior 40-yard swim
were held. Tournament rounds
in Tennis, Riflery, and Archery were
the order of the morning and soak was
held at 11:00, after play practice, to

allow time for Uncle Don to sandwich

in some qualifying rounds of the

Senior Canoe Tilt afterward, and to

qualify the Juniors in their 40-yard

race.

Kennedy and Kennedy dumped
Hal Erwin and Samuel "Hershey Bar"

Potter in a Canoe Tilt, and Timmy
Thacher defeated Joe Johnston in

a Junior Obstacle preliminary. Regu-

lar Soak was as usual at 11:30. Dinner

was on time, and except for "rest

hour" the afternoon was much as the

morning: more tennis, archery, and
rifle rounds; more waterfront prelim-

inaries — too numerous to list in-

dividually.

Supper, too, was on time and
Campfire at 7:30 was a combined
affair. Harris, under the tutelage of

Dick Robinson, gave the boys' version

of a Council Meeting. To say the

least, it was original, and everyone

enjoyed it. Mr. Mann, also showed
two more reels of the Dutch Free

Government movies. Prayers were

followed by Taps at 8:40.
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Friday, August 17

Another typical Kieve 1945 day
as Tom Ruth takes his turn as C.O.D.
Weather fair, cool; sky serene. Every-

thing as usual prior to watersports —
a round of purposeful activity. Soak
at 11:00, — early to run off Senior

75-yard swim preliminary. Two canoe

tilting matches were run off by Uncle

Don after soak. Dinner, like break-

fast, was on time. Rest period at the

usual hour. Throop Wilder ran a pre-

liminary sailing race in the afternoon

in which Hal Smith defeated George

Kilby and Charlie Southall in that

order. David Davis swam his Island,

and the courts, rifle range, and archery

range were active. There was a

"general dip" at 5:30. Supper was on
time, and Camp-fire was held at 7:30,

at which time a host of awards in

Riflery, Archery, and Island Swims
were announced. Prayers followed

and Taps sounded at 8:40.

Saturday, August 18

"Bob-tail Hoss" Smith's final C.O.D
tour found the weather characteristic

of Kieve 1945: fair and warm, no
clouds. As the hill was unusually

quiet, Reveille was not sounded until

7:45. There was quite a turnout for

the optional dip, and first and second

calls were just fifteen minutes behind

the normal. After breakfast and
duties the usual play practice got under

way, and at the Rifle and Archery
ranges the tournament rounds were

being scored. At the waterfront

Tom Staley Barry Phelps qualified

for the Senior Single Canoe Finals,

and in the consolation race for Senior

75-yd. swim second placement, Hal
Erwin qualified for the finals. In the

heats of the Junior 40-yd swim semi-

finals "Dan'l " Boone and Charles

Southall were first and second in the

first heat, with "Docker" Phelps and
Len Smith winning and placing re-

spectively in the second. Varick
Tunney won the consolation heat,

also placing for the finals. After soak

at 11:30 a Canoe Tilt was held by
Uncle Don in which Sandy Muir and
Hal Smith defeated "Zeke" Hickin

and Holly Whitney in straight falls. ,

Lunch was a bit late because of the

long activity at the Waterfront. We
all partook in an even heartier fashion

than usual— if that be possible! After

rest hour the regular Saturday Inspec-

tion was held by "the professor of

riflery." The afternoon activities were

fully as hectic as the morning; but

as the day wore on, it grew cooler, and
there was no general dip. At supper

Inspection results were announced by
their perpetrator. Captain Smith:

South Glenayre, first— booh!. North
Glenayre, second— booh!, Harris,

third— loud cheers!. Bunker Hill,

fourth— perfect silence!

The Campfire Saturday night, that

survivor of the pre-talkies was shown,
"The Covered Wagon." We all en-

joyed the picture and had a good laugh

at the costumes and antics of the film

stars of a period which antedates most
of us. We said our prayers; said

"goodnight" to Uncle Don; and taps

sounded about 8:35.

Sunday, August 19

Senor Miguel d'Alvarado was in-

troduced to us as the C.O.D. for the

first time. The day was a good one,

and things progressed much as our

previous Sunday mornings. Break-

fast, necessary duties, tub, and in-

spection followed in routine order.

Chapel service was held in our

beautiful outdoor spot and Uncle
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Don spoke to us on "Courage." The
responses and singing improved greatly.

At dinner those of us who had
missed Ikey were suddenly reminded

of his former tough nature. Good old

Ikey— he was good even after he

kicked the well-known cooperage! The
good Captain told us that there was a

two way tie for first in Inspection be-

tween South Glenayre and Harris and
a tie for last between North Glenayre

and -— you guessed it, Bunker Hill!

After "rest hour" there was a long

Council meeting, some of the results

of which were announced at supper.

Hal Smith was elected a Councillors'

Aid; and Sandy Muir, Ben Chapman,
and Barry Phelps were given Senior

Privileges. Because of the late hour in

and outdoor supper started right

after the Council meeting, and "John
D's" Tree Talk was made between the

in and outdoor portions of supper.

The announcements came at that

time also. "Stubby" talked on "duty,

a very integral part of our existence."

Out of doors we had steamed clams

added to the menu! Taps came at

8:33 p.m.

Monday, August 20

John D. Stubbs emerged from the

Wilderness Cruise to take over a

CCD, duty tour. The weather at

Reveille was uncertain and hazy, but

soon burned off into another "Kieve
1945." The bugles were on time; no,

the gong, because "DeLone Ranger"
had a sore lip. These nights on the

lake toward Muscongus Bay are wear-

ing!

After duties Stubbs, doubling in

brass, ran off four preliminary Senior

Cbstacle races. Don and Dick Ken-
nedy, Andy Kaul and Tom Staley

were the winners. In "Trooper's"

sailing race Don Kennedy came out

ahead. The tennis courts were filled,

as was the Rifle range, with tournament
shooters. Soak was at the regular

time, 11:30. Dinner was on the nose,

but was quite confused, as the pictures

had come back, and boys were excused

from table, as Uncle Don read off the

list, to make their selections.

Rest hour over, a double header

claimed our attention as Phelps' Flip-

pers subdued Muir's Maulers 11 to 7;

and Dick Kennedy's Crushers gave

Staley's Stinkers their usual shellacking,

12 to 2. A general dip was the order

of the day at 5:30, and Uncle Don
"attempted" to blow second call at

6:04. The usual campfire gave way to

another ball game in the evening be-

cause of the three way tie in the Junior

League. The championship tilt be-

tween Southall's Smackers and Porter's

Pirates resulted in a victory for the

former by a score of 6 to 5.

Evidently "John D." prefers the

Wilderness to a CCD. duty tour;

after taps at 8:15 he has noted, "Tough
day."

Tuesday, August 21

Optional dip immediately after Re-

veille was well attended— even Bunker
Hill is now coming down— as the

weather has been hot and clear for

days. DeLone was busy with his

fires, so Al Hickin watched over the

"dippy dipsters."

Play practice was announced at

breakfast. Pete ran off the finals of

the Sub Junior Doubles Champion-
ship. Russell Nourse and Rogers

Southall defeated Jackie Geary and
Bill Torrey by a score of 6-2. A canoe
tilting match was run off by Uncle
Don after soak, which was promptly

at 11:30. Two Juniors, Gordon Boone
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and Mac Hickin deserved great credit,

according to Uncle Don, for entering

the lists against the seasoned cam-
paigners Barry Phelps and Tom Staley.

The latter won easily, moving into the

semi-finals. Rest hour was so hot
that it was held at the two favorite

camp spots with stories read.

In the afternoon Ralph Lasher ran

off the semi-finals of the Sub-Junior

Boat race with Bobby Gansel and
Henry Thomas getting into the finals

in the first heat and Russell Nourse
and Jackie Geary, in the order named,
qualifying in the second heat. In

tennis the Junior Singles Champion-
ship went to three sets with Bob
Glendinning finally subduing game
"Docker" Phelps. About the time of

General Dip the sky became quite

overcast, but still no rain.

Supper was quite an event, as

"DanT' Boone had a birthday party.

After supper campfire was held at

7:15 because of the councillors' skit,

and movies both. The councillors'

production of "Dormitory Life" was
brief but hilarious. Miguel was its

director and producer, but a certain

pillow with loose feathers was the

star of the cast, and two canoe paddles

added a certain zest and speeded up
the performance. The movies after-

ward were an improvement on the

councillors' efforts. There were some
reels on the Netherlands, and Miguel
sponsored some technicolor pictures

on Mexico which were excellent.

Prayers; then taps at 8:45 p.m.

Wednesday, August 22

Day dawned hot and dry, but over-

cast. The night before we were dis-

turbed after taps by the wailing from
several canoes of Makaria, the girls'

camp some distance away. The hilltop

was agog for a half hour or more as

the feminine contingent sang their

siren songs. Only the J.C.'s, however,

were able to answer the "call of the

wild." They took off in a canoe post

haste. The classic story was reversed

in its results as are most of such en-

counters in modern times — the girls

were so interested in the arrival of

men that they turned too quickly

with the result that soon the sirens

were floating distractedly in the water.

The unchivalrous gallants from the

Kieve Council almost upset their own
canoe laughing., but they did manage
to rescue the fairer damsels with the

most mercenary of intentions. Mean-
while, Ralph Mann was getting an
undue amount of exercise running

between North Glenayre and Harris

like a Rocky Mountain goat, at-

tempting to restore order to the dis-

tracted dormitories.

Despite this unheralded and un-

scheduled, although welcome, inter-

ruption to our nocturnal solitude, some
twenty-five campers met Al Hickin at

the Waterfront before breakfast for

optional dip. Miguel furnished some
more comedy by escorting Bobby
Wiese and George Kilby to the Water-

front during the dip for an enforced

dip for disturbing North Glenayre's

peace before reveille with another

"Henry race." Wiese and Kilby will

doubtless furnish more disturbance

tomorrow, having enjoyed their pa-

jama act as much as the assembled

dipsters did!

During the morning the wind

changed into the northwest, and the

thermometer dropped several degrees.

Mr. Mann's temperature rose cor-

respondingly as he attempted to get

the Police I group to clean Innisfree —
feathers are not the easiest things to
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sweep! Ralph was down at Soak with

a bar of soap and an ice pick trying to

get the feathers out of his ears.

In the semifinals of the Sub Junior

Obstacle Race, Mixey Buckler de-

feated Bruce Beaudette by a whistle,

and Bill Torrey outdistanced Russell

Nourse. Mac Hickin worked his

way into the Finals of the Junior

Obstacle race by defeating Timmy
Thacher and Gordon Boone in the

upper bracket of that event. A
morning sailing race found Fanning
the victor over Dick Robinson and
Jim Toumey in that order. At "Soak"
Peter Robertson had his second raft

swim much against his better judg-

ment! Everyone at Innisfree heard

his ideas on the subject. The day
was a bit windy, so Carl Metzger and
Joe Johnston, using poor tactics, upset

a canoe and took a vacation from the

Waterfront for the rest of the day.

Chuck Kenny ran off his qualifying

round for the Senior Diving Cham-
pionship. The qualifiers in order of

their placing were: Tom Staley; Sandy
Muir; Bob Glendinning; John
Hartzell; Dick Robinson. Dusty
gathered his 101st tennis ball for the

season.

At dinner Uncle Don excused all

table boys and kitchen crew to get

their last laundry for the season! Alas,

the time draws shorter! Uncle Don
took over Al Hickin's C.O.D. duties

so that the dope could "catch-up" on
that Magnus Opus, "The Annual."
After a relatively quiet (?) rest hour
Pete DeLone ran off the finals of the

Junior Doubles Championship in

Tennis: Lenny Smith and Gordon
Boone versus "Docker" Phelps and
Bob Glendinning. Bob and "Docker"
won 6-2; 7-5. Len looked particularly

good for the losers. A "general dip"

was held at 5:30 p.m.

Dinner at camp went unattended

by Holly Whitney, Jim Toumey, Don
Kennedy, Rod Beebe, and Al Hickin;

the occasion was the annual banquet
of the Fishing Club. Holly Whitney
and Jim Toumey were the new mem-
bers. Petie Wurst, the Club's most
ardent fisherman, was in the Infirmary;

we all missed him. Al Hickin, who
had helped considerably with the

fishing, was an invited guest. The
select few met at the Shack about 6:30,

some of the members having spent the

afternoon on the lake. Aunt Harriet

had furnished hot dogs, corn on the

cob, cocoa, and apple pie in generous

quantities. After a late dip the

members slept in the Shack.

At Camp the Campfire was taken

over by Miguel. His mind reading

horse; his own mind reading; and his

Aztec dances accompanied by Uncle
Don on the piano were a great treat.

The Aztec costumes were so popular

that Miguel had to promise to pose for

photos tomorrow. Prayers ended the

day, and taps followed at 8:45 p.m.

Thursday, August 23

Faison Hicks, the C.O.D. , had Re-

veille blown ten minutes early, as he
went by the Harris clock instead of

whatever regular time exists at Kieve.

The crew who spent the night at the

Fishing shack reported in shortly.

Rod said he had a bass on, but no one
saw it! Either k was so small that its

mama didn't miss it, or the Fishing

Shack is conducive to fishing dreams!

The weather was cool, although the

sun was out; so the "dippy dipsters"

were fewer in number. Hicks left

the waterfront for his kitchen duties
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and Hickin saw only Whitney repre-

senting Harris, Charlie Southall,

Tourney, and Glendinning from North

Glenayre, and Brad Norman, Jimmy
Bishop, and Happy Thomas from

Bunker Hill in the water.

At breakfast Bob Smith, being na-

turally reticent, had Don Kennedy

announce the loss of one (1) pair of

gaberdine slacks with which he would

like to accompany Charlie Stubbs to

Boston. Unless recovered Father

Captain Phil says, "No pants, no go;

they're the only pair you have!"

The camp roared at the idea of "Bob-

tailed Hoss" rounding Boston Com-
mon in his Kieve drawers! Play prac-

tice was announced as usual. Faison

wagged his head as usual. Miguel did

his act as usual Breakfast was a

huge success.

The Waterfront was closed during

the period of the Senior's Doubles'

Championship Tennis Finals with

Dick and Don Kennedy and Sandy

Muir and Jim Fanning. Muir and

Fanning won, 6-1; 6-4. The Rifle

Range was active with numerous

tournament aspirants. Even Barry

Phelps, who hasn't been conspicuous

at the Range, was heard to say that

he was going to shoot "at" the target!

After "Soak" Uncle Don held another

Canoe Tilt. Ben Chapman chose

Jim Fanning as his partner because

Petie Wurst, his erstwhile companion,

had just come from the gentle hands of

Miss Ciaburri. They met Sandy

Muir and Hal Smith with little success.

Muir and Smith emerged the victors.

"Bob-tail Hoss" challenged the Long

Voyage crew to a tilt after the first

match; then wondered what to do for

a paddler. Rod Beebe volunteered

with a gleam in his eye. The vaunted

Long Voyagers took a long wet voyage

to the delighted howls of "Bob-tail

Hoss" from "the Camp" on the Bath
House porch. Rod said nothing;

merely licking his lips contentedly

like the proverbial cat.

At dinner the Dramatic Club Ban-
quet was announced for assembly at

Innisfree at 4:30 p.m., "Scrubbed <Sl

tubbed." Even a good "Stetson

dinner" failed to stem the drooling of

the greedy thespians! Later, we all

found out the reason for the greedy

gleam: peanut butter and jam, tomato,

and spam sandwiches; corn on the

cob; chocolate milk, cookies, candy;

and ice cream. Even Eric Stroh

drooled!

Timmy Thacher repaired to the In-

firmary with a slight cold— enough to

spoil his competition in Water Sports.

His parents arrived, too, right after

dinner. What rotten luck. After

rest hour Throop Wilder held the

other semi-final bracket of the Junior

Obstacle Race. Johnnie Stroh de-

feated Docker Phelps to go to the

finals of Water Sports Day. Then to

show his versatility Johnnie took the

"Trooper's" other sailors into camp,
beating Sandy Muir and Jimmy Fan-

ning in that order in the first race;

then outracing Bob Glendinning to

land in the finals of the Sailing Tour-

nament with Don Kennedy and Hal
Smith.

The Archery range and Captain

Smith's rifles were kept hot throughout

the afternoon with tournament quali-

fiers. The Shop asked that all articles

be brought in for exhibition and to be

counted toward each boy's achieve-

ment record. Ralph Mann and Jim

Beighle have many articles made by

Kieve throughout the summer. Sey-

mour Bultman made a "Pullman seat"

for camp fire. It's even too nice to
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carve initials in! Larry Plummer
announced that all the Nature essays

and collections were now in his hands

and the entries were closed. Play

practice began as soon as the Dramatic

cast returned from the "feed." The
campers played games with the coun-

cillors until bed time. And after taps

at 8:20 the council started meditations

and ruminations to pick the Kieve

boy. The meeting adjourned at 12:50

a.m.

Friday, August 24

The flag on the top of the hill rose

to strains of Reveille promptly at 7:30

a.m. C.O.D. Kenny is always "on the

ball." Kenny and Hickin repaired to

the waterfront for the "dopy dipsters,"

but this time they weren't so dopey;

the weather was cold and raw; no
one appeared! At breakfast Ralph

Mann had a large collection to dole

out— the contribution of several

weeks leavings around Innisfree.

Everyone welcomed warm cereal, and
there was a concentrated attack on
the open windows as the breeze from
Damariscotta played "Stormy
Weather" along our spinal columns.

Duties were really duties this morn*
ing— everyone strove to put the

camp in apple pie order. Tomorrow is

Water Sports Day! Pete St. Francis's

scythe sang a merry tune along the

knoll by the lake where parents gather

to watch the events. Rod Beebe's

Water Sports camp fire was already

built— a marvel of ingenuity. The
fireplace for clams, corn and lobsters

was assembled out on the hill in front

of Pasquaney. Boys hurried to finish

duties and shoot off final rounds for

their various bars or archery require-

ments; others sought councillors to

complete requirements on the wood-

craft chart. In the midst of the hurly-

burly Bobby Wiese worked busily

drawing up the rounds for his Orange
Blossom Derby for nine Mexican
Jumping beans! Kieve the day before

Water Sports!

The finals of the Tennis Singles

found Sandy Muir pitted against

Jimmy Fanning. The match was ex-

cellently played. DeLone said, "Some
of the best tennis Kieve has ever seen."

Certainly it was close and exciting.

The final result was Muir's match
6-4; 4-6; 6 4. Nice Playing Fanning,

congratulations, Muir.

Rumor got around that Andy Kaul
had shot a 96 in his Riflery Tourna-
ment round. Andy did not wish to

discourage other aspirants. Andy is,

also, the soul of honor. Questioned,

Andy said, 96 what? Tomatoes?"
At the waterfront there was a "tub"

instead of the usual "soak." Every-

one made it as short as possible. The
day was really chilly. After "tub"

came the first of the semi-finals of the

Senior Canoe Tilt. Don and Dick
Kennedy dumped Glendinning and
Andy Kaul after a long, hard match.

Andy deserved great credit for his

pluck, and Dick looked a champion.
Dinner; then rest hour; then two
championship Senior Baseball tilts.

Dick Kennedy's "Crushers" won over

Don Kennedy's "Crashers"; score 8

to 3, clinching thereby the undisputed

championship of the Senior League
with four wins and no losses. Muir's

team defeated Staley's bunch, 5 to 0.

The archery range was open for the

last afternoon, but no one put in his

appearance. Captain Smith racked

the rifles for the last time, and South-

all and Hickin heaved gusty sighs

turning campward. On the water-

front the last qualifliers in the final
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unfinished event, the Senior Canoe
Tilt, faced each other under the

watchful eye of Uncle Don. Hal

Smith and Sandy Muir won over Tom
Staley and Barry Phelps to enter the

finals tomorrow. At supper, before

the early guests, Uncle Don presented

the Senior Baseball cup to Dick Ken-

nedy as captain of the winning team.

Bobby Nichols' parents, Mr. Perry, and

Mr. Whitney were our supper guests.

After meal chairs were carried to

Innisfree for the dress rehearsal of the

Water Sport's Play, "Wappin Wharf."

The performance was fine, and bids

fair to be better tomorrow. During

the performance Bill Prizer, former

Kieve Boy, and Jack Smith came in.

They, too, will join us at the festivities

tomorrow. Taps were quite late,

sounding at 9:40 after the chairs were

carried back to Pasquaney.

The Councillor's Aids took over the

dormitories once more, and the Coun-
cil betook themselves to the Council

Shack for the second session on the

Kieve Boy for 1945. The meeting

came to its final close at the stroke of

midnight— a decision had been
reached. A spirit of peace and amity

descended over the hilltop.

Saturday, August 25

Water Sports Day at last! This time

the rain started yesterday and con-

tinued through the night. Rod Beebe

was honored with CCD. for the day,

and the Camp was awakened at eight

o'clock instead of the usual 7:30 be-

cause of the lateness of taps last night.

The day was bleak, and a raw east

wind was blowing. As the day pro

gressed, however, the wind died away;

and while it was still cool, and the sky

overcast, there was no rain, for which

we were duly thankful.

Parents had begun to arrive the day
before, and as the morning wore on,

the line of cars on the hilltop increased

until by noon one was well aware that

gas rationing was no longer in exis-

tence. The Camp was a ferment: boys
did last minute errands; ''duties"

were chiefly "spit and polish" propo-

sitions; boys looked the horizon over

for parents or expected friends; coun-

cillors were alternately distracted at

last minute preparations of various

"worry warts and wreathing smiles"

at new feminine arrivals; boys wan-
dered about, worrying over their

various races — boys, councillors,

parents— more boys! It was typically

Camp Kieve on Water Sport's Day.

The morning, as has been said, was
a ferment; the afternoon was clock

work activity, accomplishment and
marvelous sportsmanship as event

after event held the visitors and the

Camp breathless. No race was easily

decided; every place was hotly con-

tested; but each match found victor

and vanquished alike in their respect

and admiration. The Senior Canoe
Tilt lasted some forty minutes and was
outstanding.

After the events were decided, the

judges met for a moment in conference

over the diving contests and to decide

the various general excellence results.

Uncle Don had appointed Kieve's

first woman head judge, Mrs. Almy,
who handled her job like a professional.

Mr. Nichols and Mr. Potter were

capable assistants and Captain Smith
acted as starter with his trusty little

"pocket piece" — a huge target twenty-

two calibre revolver of Chuck Kenny's.

Then came the moment that we
have all anticipated— a gastronomic

orgy, the Water Sports "feed." Guests
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and campers — even councillors—
gathered in the pines before Pasquaney

where clams, lobsters, and corn were

being steamed in gigantic quantities.

Guests and campers— even coun-

cillors— ate and ate some more until

they were utterly stuffed. Cake, ice

cream, cookies, and "belly-wash"

formed the general framework for

large blocks of clams, corn, and succu-

lent lobsters. What a feast!

Only a brief interval elapsed between

the banquet and Water Sports Play.

Parents and councillors talked, coun-

cillors and boys worked — everyone

talked and worked. Soon the pine

grove was cleared of all vestiges of

debris.

Innisfree was the place. Eight

o'clock was the time. The occasion

was the appearance of the famed
Water Sports Opus, "Wappin Wharf,"
ably directed by Ralph Mann, aided

by Uncle Don. Everyone assembled

early. Henry Porter opened the per-

formance and gave us the atmosphere,

and we were once more back in the

age of pirates. The play was extreme-

ly well done. Pirate-Prince Boone;
Pirates Toumey, Wurst, and Chaplin;

Darlin' Coyle; and that Siren Charles

"So-Gay" Cochran surpassed their

dress rehearsal "high's." A finished

performance was the result.

Rain began to fall during the play,

so the fine campfire built by Rod and
his fire boys will again survive! Camp-
fire was held inside. Uncle Don called

on Robin Beighle to present the awards
and a more charming donor couldn't

be found.. Judge Almy made a gracious

talk; then came the awards. Captain
Smith presented the winners in Riflery;

John D. Stubbs, those in archery;

Pete DeLone, in Tennis; Mr. Plum-
mer, in Nature; and Mr. Hickin

turned Water Sports back to Uncle

Don, who really had organized the

day. Uncle Don awarded Senior

General Excellence to Tom Staley,

Junior General Excellence to Stan

"Docker" Phelps, and Sub Junior

General Excellence to Bill Torrey.

Not to be facetious, but in the hub-

bub of this glorious day we almost

overlooked inspection — a very im-

portant feature to all of us at Kieve.

Harris won; North Glenayre was

second; South Glenayre was third;

and Bunker Hill was a poor fourth.

Taps sounded so late that Uncle

Don announced before prayers that

Reveille would not sound until 9:00

a.m.

Sunday, August 26

Rain was the order of the day at the

late hour of 9:00 when Reveille sound-

ed for Captain Smith's last tour of

duty as C.O.D. Everyone was still

sleepy after the exciting events, the

great repast, and the late hour of the

day previous.

Breakfast was not until 9:30 and
with all that goes with Sunday break-

fasts, was not completed until about

10:15. No "tub" was held because of

the weather, but a good scrub was in-

sisted upon. Inspection was held just

before Chapel; and when the outcome
was announced at dinner by the good
Captain, it was found to be most
unusual, as the Captain said, "a thing

unprecedented at Camp Kieve."

There was a quadruple tie for first

place.

Chapel was held in Innisfree because

of the weather and Uncle Don spoke

to the parents first along the lines of

their responsibilities; then he ad-

dressed the boys with regard to per-

severance. Later at dinner he
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congratulated the Camp on its best re-

sponse and singing in Chapel for the

whole summer.
For the only collection taken up at

Chapel in the entire year, the sum of

more than $83.00 was collected to-

wards endowing a free bed at the

Damariscotta hospital for the year to

aid the people round about us whose
means may be too meagre to pay for

their illness.

Dinner was another meal to behold:

steak, mashed potatoes, string beans,

and ice cream besides the usual soup

and other incidentals. After dinner,

during rest hour and later, parents

walked about the camp with eager

campers, rowed and canoed about the

lake, and generally became familiar

with Camp Kieve. Rest hour itself

was more strict than usual because the

Council felt the need for release from
the suspense and excitement which
had held the boys at a high pitch

throughout the week-end.

Uncle Don himself held a short

"soak" for the boys Sunday in the

late afternoon, as Al Hickin worked
over this work of art. Dusty officially

closed his season with a score of one
hundred and seventeen recovered ten-

nis balls, having fallen behind schedule

owing to the pressure at the water-

front during the week preceding and
the weekend of Water Sports Day!
The finals of the Sailing Tournament
between Hal Smith, Don Kennedy,
and Johnny Stroh were postponed
until tomorrow morning for lack of

a breeze. And because of the incle-

ment weather, Jim Beighle's Tree Talk
was postponed until Monday evening.

The day was a crowded one because

of the weather and the extremely late

Reveille. After evening meal the camp
''high-tailed it" to Innisfree and "Sta-

tistics," an occasion of much merri-

ment, as well as serious reflection.

Charles "So-gay" Cochran provided
the high spot of the evening, casting

his vote for "best sport" for Miss
Philippa Smith, and Yale triumphed
over Harvard and Princeton in that

order as the college of our choice.

Miguel provided a diversion by dis-

tributing the "Mexico" posters, from
whence many minor duels arose.

Prayers and Taps "and so to bed" in

the words of Mr. Pipy's.

Monday, August 27

CCD. Ralph Mann reports a

perfect day. Al Hickin, working on
the Annual, amends this slightly:

a perfect dawn, as he foregathered at

the Waterfront with his baby, the

"Annual" copy. Four dipsters showed
up at Reveille: Holly Whitney, Ned
Almy, Andy Kaul, and Bob Glendin-

ning took the last optional dip at Kieve

for the season for 1945.

Breakfast was at the usual hour,

but there were even more announce-
ments than usual, as so much of an
unusual nature was afoot at Kieve.

Duties took more time getting things

all in order for our departure. Packing

was part of the morning routine. At
the Waterfront an eager group of

Juniors and Sub-Juniors, including

Bob Gansel and David Davis helped

Uncle Don, and the group engaged in

stowing the float and dock away for

the winter. Backstage of Innisfree

was another center of activity as

Ralph Mann and his crew recovered

from the effects of two strenuous per-

formances of Water Sport's play.

The postponed sailing finals was
run off before a stiff wind in the course

of the morning and Johnny Stroh, the

first Junior ever to win this honor,
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won the K pennant which "Troop"
Wilder presented at dinner.

At dinner all the bathing suits, all

the towels, and a host of mislaid be-

longings were distributed. It was a

splendid surprise to see an "old friend"

recovered from the ample pile of mis-

cellaneous articles. Rest hour was as

usual, except at Harris where a "slight

disturbance" reached Rod Beebe work-

ing at the Waterfront. The results

were none too happy!

Immediately after rest hour we
assembled for the last and best Tree

Talk of the year. Quite fittingly

Uncle Don called on Jim Beighle to

address the boys. Jim's long experi-

ence with Kieve makes him the "dean
of the camp," and he chose a fitting

topic, discussing ^nd summarizing the

ideals of the Camp and what we should

have obtained from the season just

about to close. He spoke as only Jim
can, and we left with some deep re-

solves in our hearts.

There were other heavy tasks to

perform before we assembled at the

Point for the final and most endearing

gathering" of the year. After carrying

canoes to Harris and assembling the

boats in front of Pasquaney, we car-

ried with willing hands the supplies

necessary for our final "feed."

Rod was already at "The Point"

with his trusty axe, assembling fire-

wood. Ralph Mann as C.O.D. di-

rected the affair. We chose our fire

groups, built up the rocks, and as-

sembled wood. Then came the food:

corn in abundance, hamburgers
aplenty, cocoa to float it, and ice

cream cones until our tonsils froze.

We gathered around the camp fire

as dusk came on and the stars began
to wink out: Uncle Don started us

on the refrain that swept slowly

around the entire circle, omitting no
one. As each councillor's name arose

in the quiet air, he stood and said a few

words. Finally we reached the quiet

climax of our season together: Uncle
Don announced the Kieve Boy, his

son, Don Kennedy, Junior. The
din was terrific as Don arose; received

the cup from his father; and left the

campfire to take over the camp res-

ponsibility until we returned.

After a quiet service together, we
joined arms with various friends and
walked back to camp along the edge

of the Lake— Kieve 1945 in actuality

an already hallowed memory.

Tuesday, August 28

The Detroit group arose betimes

and were off with the early morning
sun; the rest of us arose at 7:00 with

breakfast at 7:30. It seemed strange

to see one another— boys we have

known intimately throughout the sea-

son— in our "city slicker" clothes; we
ourselves were uncomfortable, but ex-

cited.

Our final breakfast of orange juice,

hot cereal, fried eggs, toast, and milk

was exactly on a par with all our other

splendid camp meals — a supreme

tribute to Mr. and Mrs. Stetson; we
only hope that they will always re-

turn!

The truck was ready for us by 8:15,

and we said our last minute "good-

byes" to our friends, the assembled

councillors. Addresses were ex-

changed, together with strong hand-

claps and the warmest of wishes.

As the truck descended the hill and
"the shouting and the tumult died,"

a loon floated idly into the cove where

a buoy marked the raft's location for

another year. Kieve 1945 hail and
farewell!
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Camp Records

^he Kieve ^oy
1926 Perry Edward Wurst, Jr.

1927 Shelby Smith Walker
1928 Frederick Warren Marshall, Jr.

1929 Wendell Winslow Faunce, Jr.

1930 Charles Edward Test

1931 Richard Hall Henry
1932 Edward Trowbridge Collins, Jr.

1933 Alexander Balfour Smith

1934 Henry Blaylock Briggs

1935 Matthew Gault, Jr.

William Mann Prizer, Jr.

1936 Duncan Hunter Doolittle

1937 William Stanley Richardson

1938 Franklin Hodgdon Nichols, Jr.

1939 William H. P. Townsend, Jr.

1940 Douglas Donald, Jr.

1941 Iredell Waddell Iglehart

1942 Galloway Cheston Carey, Jr.

1943 Robert Richard Rodney Boyce

1944 Robert Chapin Smith

1945 Donald D. Kennedy, Jr.

Senior

General Excellence Diving

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

1926
1927
1928
1929

1945

1944

1943

1942

1940

1941

1939

1938

1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
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Obstacle Race

1926 Alonzo L. Neal
1927 Montague Mead
1928 Alonzo L. Neal
1929 H. Francis DeLone
1930 Richard H. Henry
1931 John Gribbel, II

1932 Edward T. Collins, Jr.

1933 Henry B. Briggs

1934 John M. Searing

1935 Howard C. McCall
1936 Joseph B. McCall
1937 William S. Richardson
1938 William H. P. Townsend, Jr.

1939 Richard D. Connely
1940 Richard D. Connely
1941 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1942 Richard Bannister

1943 R. Richard R. Boyce
1944 Donald D. Kennedy, Jr.

1945 Donald Davidson Kennedy, Jr.

Single Canoe

1926 Prentice J. McNeely
1927 Wendell W. Faunce, Jr.

1928 GraefF Miller, Jr.

1929 Alonzo L. Neal
1930 Richard H. Henry
1931 Stuart K. Aitken
1932 Henry A. Ross, Jr.

1933 Henry B. Briggs

1934 John M. Searing

1935 Howard C. McCall
1936 Arthur L. Wheeler
1937 Franklin H. Nichols, Jr.

1938 Franklin H. Nichols, Jr.

1939 Robert F. Nelson, Jr.

1940 Richard D. Connely
1941 Douglas Donald, Jr.

1942 Peter Maxtone Graham
1943 R. Richard R. Boyce
1944 Robert C. Smith
1945 Thomas F. Staley, Jr.

< Double Canoe

1926 Wendell W. Faunce, Jr.

Prentice M. McNeely
1927 Wendell W. Faunce, Jr.

Joseph T. Lambie
1928 Wendell W. Faunce, Jr.

Shelby S. Walker
1929 Wendell W. Faunce, Jr.

Richard C. Koelle
1930 Richard H. Henry

Charles E. Test
1931 John Gribbel, II

Edward T. Collins, Jr.

1932 Henry A. Ross, Jr.

Edward T. Collins, Jr.

1933 Henry B. Briggs

Samuel C. Finnell, Jr.

1934 Henry B. Briggs

Donald N. Test
1935 Arthur L. Wheeler

J. Benjamin McCall, Jr.

1936 J. Benjamin McCall, Jr.

Aubrey Huston, Jr.

1937 Bryan T. Bostwick
William S. Richardson

1938 Franklin H. Nichols, Jr.

William H. P. Townsend, Jr.

1939 Richard D. Connely
Frederick A. Moore

1940 Richard D. Connely
R. Pierre DeLone

1941 Thomas Wales, Jr.

George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1942 Richard R. R. Boyce
Richard Bannister

1943 R. Richard R. Boyce
William C. Whitridge

1944 G. Cheston Carey, Jr.

William C. Whitridge

1945 Barry Coon Phelps
Thos. F. Sraley, Jr.

Canoe Tilt

1927 John M. F. Dallam
Frederick W. Marshall, Jr.

1928 John M. F. Dallam
Frederick W. Marshall, Jr.

1929 Wendell W. Faunce, Jr.

Richard C. Koelle ^

1930 Richard G. Henry
C. Edward Test

1931 Stuart K. Aitken
Richard H. Henry

1932 Henry A. Ross, Jr.

Edward T. Collins, Jr.

1933 A. Balfour Smith
John M. Searing

1934 Henry B. Briggs

Donald N. Test

1935 William WiUard Sharon
Matthew Gault, Jr.

1936 Duncan H. Doolittle

Edward H. Pennell

1937 Bryan T. Bostwick
William S. Richardson

1938 Franklin H. Nichols, Jr.

William H. P. Townsend, Jr.

1939 James P. Booth
Iredell W. Iglehart

1940 Iredell W. Iglehart

Douglas Donald, Jr.

1941 Douglas Donald, Ir.

Iredell W. Iglehart

1942 Richard R. R. Boyce
John R. H. Blum

1943 Richard R. R. Boyce
Angus L. MacLean, Jr.

1944 Dudley R. Bohlen
G. Cheston Carey, Jr.
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1945 Donald Davidson Kennedy, Jr.

Richard Croft Kennedy

75'Yard Swim

1926 Shelby S. Walker
1927 Montague Mead *

1928 Shelby S. Walker
1929 Alonzo L. Neal
1930 George T. Pew
1931 George T. Pew
1932 Edward T. Collins, Jr.

1933 Fred G. Richards, Jr.

1934 Charles G. Richards
1935 Arthur L. Wheeler
1936 Frederick C. Wheeler
1937 George D. Fowle, 3rd.

1938 P. MacKay Sturges, Jr.

1939 Robert A. Riker
1940 Thomas C. Wales, Jr.

1941 George Baldwin, Jr.

1942 John R. H. Blum
1943 John R. H. Blum
1944 Frederick C. Brown
1945 Hal H. Smith

Tennis Singles

1926 Montague Mead
1927 Lewis C. Campbell
1928 J. William Townsend, III

1929 H. Francis DeLone
1930 Richard H. Henry
1931 Richard H. Henry
1932 A. Balfour Smith
1933 C. Thomas Fuller

1934 Guy Peters

1935 Henry B. Pennell, III

1936 Joseph B. McCall, 111

1937 B. T. Bostwick
1938 Peter V. Daniel
1939 William H. P. Townsend, Jr.

1940 Richard P. DeLone
1941 Douglas Donald, Jr.

1942 Richard Bannister

1943 G. Cheston Carey, Jr.

1944 G. Cheston Carey, Jr.

1945 William Kev. Muir, Jr.

Tennis Doubles

1926 Prentice J. McNeely
Montague Mead

1927 Joseph T. Lambie
Alonzo L. Neal

1928 Lewis C. Campbell
H. Francis DeLone

1929 Craig Koelle

Richard C. Koelle

1390 Richard H. Henry
Edward T. Collins, Jr.

1931 Richard H. Henry
Henry A. Ross, Jr.

1932 A. Balfour Smith
Edward T. Collins, Jr.

1933 C. Thomas Fuller

A. Balfour Smith
1934 Guy Peters

Henry Briggs

1935 Henry B. Pennell, III

Bryan T. Bostwick

1936 Bryan T. Bostwick
Edward H. Pennell

1937 Edward Starr

William H. P. Townsend, Jr.

1938 William H. P. Townsend, Jr.

P. MacKay Sturges, Jr.

1939 Johnathan Brown, IV
R. Barclay Ober

1940 Edwin S. Rockefeller, Jr.

Harold G. Hathaway
1941 Lawrence H. Gardner

George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1942 To be played.

1943 Dudley R. Bohlen
G. Cheston Carey, Jr.

1944 Dudley R. Bohlen
G. Cheston Carey, Jr.

1945 James S. Fanning
William Ker Muir, Jr.

Junior

General Excellence

1926 C. Wilson McNeely, Jr.

1927 Robert L. Wood, Jr.

1928 Howard Wood, III

1929 Thomas P. Townsend
Alexander H. Carver, Jr.

1930 Richard G. Wood, Jr.

1931 Brenton Brown
George A. Huhn, V.

1932 Caspar W. B. Townsend, Jr.

1933 Bryan T. Bostwick
1934 Bryan T. Bostwick
1935 Daniel B. Brewster, Jr.

James Colgate Jerome

1936 George N. Coburn
Wayne Trimble

1937 David L. Register

1938 Richard D. Connely
1939 Charles N. Robinson
1940 Richard S. Burroughs
1941 Edward P. VerPlanck
1942 Frank E. Rutan, III

1943 Barron P. Lambert
1944 Frederick J. Fisher, II

1945 Stanford Newton Phelps, Jr.

40- Yard Swim

1926 C. Wilson McNeely, Jr.

1927 James McC. Lambie, Jr.
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1928 Alexander H. Carver, Jr.

1929 Alexander H. Carver, Jr.

1930 Richard G. Wood, Jr.

1931 Charles S. Richards
1932 Caspar W. B. Townsend, Jr.

1933 Thorpe L. Richards
1934 Thorpe L. Richards
1935 Wayne S. Vetterlein, Jr.

1936 Wayne Trimble
1937 David L. Register

1938 Robert A. Ricker
1939 Liam O'Brian
1940 DeWitt E. Taylor, Jr.

1941 John R. H. Blum
1942 Frank E. Rutan, III

1943 William K. Muir, Jr.

1944 A. Gordon Boone, Jr.

1945 Alexander Gordon Boone, Jr.

Roivboat Race

1926 Joseph W. Lippincott, Jr.

1927 Robert L. Wood, Jr.

1928 Howard Wood, III

1929 Thomas P. Townsend
1930 Richard G. Wood, Jr.

1931 Philip P. Sharpies
1932 Henry F. Mixter
1933 Duncan Doolittle

1934 Byran T. Bostwick
1935 William H. P. Townsend, Jr.

1936 George M. Coburn
1937 David L. Register

1938 Richard D. Connely
1939 Richard P. DeLone
1940 Frederic E. Snow
1941 Frederic E. Snow
1942 Frank E. Rutan, III

1943 Waldo H. Brown
1944 Frederick J. Fisher, II

1945 Stanford Newton Phelps, Jr.

Obstacle Race

1926 C. Wilson McNeely, Jr.

1927 H. Francis DeLone
1928 Joseph F. Bailey

1929 Alexander H. Carver, Jr.

1930 W. Stevenson Hammond
1931 George A. Huhn, V.
1932 Robert S. Lewis
1933 Bryan T. Bostwick
1934 Persifor Frazer, IV
1935 Daniel B. Brewster, Jr.

1936 Earle Smith, Jr.

1937 Richard D. Connely
1938 George T. Purves, Jr.

1939 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1940 DeWitt E. Taylor, Jr.

1941 Edward P. VerPlanck
1942 Frank E. Rutan, III

1943 Barron P. Lambert
1944 J. Carey Thomas, III

1945 James Alexander McClure Hickin

Double Canoe

1927 John A. Cantrell
R. William Liggett, Jr.

1928 Frederick H. Schmidt
Joseph F. Bailey

1929 Thomas Hooker, Jr.

Thomas B. Faunce
1930 Robert C. Clunie

A. Edward Kennedy, III

1931 Brenton Brown
Morrison C. Huston

1932 C. W. B. Townsend, Jr.

Gibson Kennedy
1933 Bryan T. Bostwick

Bowman Kennedy
1934 Bryan T. Bostwick

Aubrey Huston, Jr.

1935 Andre W. Brewster, II

John T. Valdes
1936 Bryce Blynn, Jr.

William B. Stearns
1937 Warner Johnson Banes, Jr.

Ralph Starr

1938 Richard D. Connely
Iredell W. Iglehart

1939 Charles W. Robinson
Charles C. Townsend, Jr.

1940 Theodore H. N. Wales
Angus L. MacLean, Jr.

1941 Richard C. Kennedy
Donald D. Kennedy, Jr.

1942 Richard C. Kennedy
'

Donald D. Kennedy, Jr.

1943 Barron P. Lambert
Austin M. Taliaferro

1944 Barron T. Lambert, Jr.

A. McLanahan Taliaferro
1945 James W. Toumey

James Alexander McClure Hickin

Tennis Singles

1926 Richard C. Koelle
1927 J. David R. Harris
1928 Thomas B. Faunce
1929 Alexander H. Carver, Jr.

1930 A. Edward Kennedy, III

1931 John C. Bell, III

1932 Caspar W. B. Townsend, Jr.

1933 Bryan T. Boswick
1934 Bryan T. Bostwick
1935 David H. C. Dennis
1936 Thomas H. McKoy, III

1937 Robert G. Potter, Jr.

1938 George R. Montgomery
1939 Richard P. DeLone
1940 Lawrence H. Gardner
1941 Dudley R. Bohlen
1942 Donald D. Kennedy, Jr.

1943 James S. Fanning
1944 Barron P. Lambert, Jr.

1945 Robert Glendinning, II.
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Tennis Doubles

1926 Thomas B. Faunce
Robert L. Wood, Jr.

1927 J. David R. Harris

James McC. Lambie, Jr.

1928 Edward T. Collins, Jr.

Thomas Hooker, Jr.

1929 Gustavus Ober, II

Alexander H. Carver, Jr.

1930 Alexander B. Smith
Frederick B. Williamson, III

1931 Brenton Brown
Casper W. B. Townsend, Jr.

1932 Caspar W. B. Townsend, Jr.

Joseph R. Rollins, Jr.

1933 Joseph R. Rollins, Jr.

William M. Prizer, Jr.

1934 Bryan T. Bostwick
Edward H. Penneil

1935 David H. C. Dennis
James C. Jerome

General Excellence

1927 Thomas L. Lueders, III

1928 J. Morton Caldwell
1929 Donald N. Test, Jr.

1930 John Hill Tyner
1931 N. Peter Rathvon, Jr.

1932 Bryan T. Bostwick
1933 H. HoUingsworth Smith
1934 Lawrence Lewis
1935 Andre W. Brewster, II

1936 Frederic E. Schluter

1937 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

Liam S. O'Brian
1938 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1939 DeWitt E. Taylor, Jr.

1940 Daniel B. Alger
1941 John H. Thomas
1942 George H. Cassels-Smith
1943 Thomas S. Gates, III

1944 Stanford N. Phelps, Jr.

1945 William Ford Torrey, Jr.

25'Yard Swim

1934 Lawrence Lewis
1935 Andre W. Brewster, II

1936 Frederic E. Schluter
1937 Liam S. O'Brian
1938 Liam S. O'Brian
1939 DeWitt E. Taylor
1940 Richard C. Kennedy
1941 John H. Thomas
1942 Todd Baldwin
1943 A. Gordon Boone
1944 Anthony Thacher
1945 William Ford Torrey, Jr.

Obstacle Race

1934 William D. Stroud, Jr.

1935 Robert Barclay Ober

1936 Edward Starr, III

William H. P. Townsend, Jr.

1937 Robert G. Po^er
Ralph T. Starr

1938 Richard D. Connely
Robert A. Riker

1939 Richard P. DeLone
William V. Daniel

1940 Dudley R. Bohlen
Lawrence H. Gardner

1941 Edward P. VerPlanck
Richard C. Kennedy

1942 Richard C. Kennedy
Donald D. Kennedy, Jr.

1943 James S. Fanning
Barron P. Lambert, Jr.

1944 Garey T. Symington
Barron P. Lambert, Jr.

1945 Stanford Newton Phelps, Jr.

Robert Glendinning, II

Suh^Junior

1936 Frederic D. Schulter
1937 Lawrason R. Sayre
1938 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1939 Lawrence H. Gardner, II

1940 Daniel B. Alger
1941 Joseph W- J. Cooper, Jr.

1942 Edward Pierce Almy
1943 Thomas S. Gates, III

1944 Stanford N. Phelps, Jr.

1945 William Ford Torrey, Jr.

Punt Race

1934 Barclay McFadden, Jr.

1935 Peter Cuyler Walker
1936 William H. Dixon
1937 Murray McConnel
1938 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1939 DeWitt E. Taylor, Jr.

1940 Donald D. Kennedy, Jr.

1941 Robert H. Kanxler
1942 George H. Cassels-Smith

1943 Wallace W. Rich
1944 Stanford N. Phelps, Jr.

1945 John White Geary, III

Tennis Singles

1927 Thomas L. Lueders, III

1928 Richard N. Jackson, Jr.

1929 Raul Nunez
1930 Peter N. Rathvon, Jr.

1931 J. Benton McCall, III

1932 S. Bowman W. Kennedy
1933 Persifor Frazer, IV
1934 David G. C. Dennis
1935 Durham F. Jones
1936 Joel Rathbone, II

1937 Liam S. O'Brian
1938 William V .Daniel

1939 Lawrence H. Gardner, Jr.
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1940 Richard C. Kennedy
1941 John H. Thomas
1942 James Stieger Fanning
1943 John C. Cooper, III

1944 Frederick J. Fisher, II

1945 Frederick Russell Nourse, III

Tennis Doubles

1927 Thomas L. Lueders, III

George W. Pepper, III

1928 Richard N. Jackson, Jr.

Peter Van Pelt

1929 Henry F. Abbott, Jr.

Channing W. Daniel Jr.

1930 John Hill Tyner
Peter N. Rathvon, Jr.

1931 J. Benton McCall, III

Joseph R. Rollins, Jr.

1932 S. Bowman W. Kennedy
George K. Hoblitzelle, II

1933 Persifor Frazer, IV
H. HoUingsworth Smith

1934 David H. C. Dennis
James C. Jerome

1935 Durham F. Jones
Robert G. Potter, Jr.

1936 Joel Rathbone, II

Samuel L. Shober, III

1937 George S. Baldwin
Lawrason R. Sayre

1938 Richard P. DeLone
Liam S. O'Brian

1939 Lawrence H. Gardner, Jr.

William P. Rayner
1940 Richard C. Kennedy

Donald D. Kennedy, Jr.

1941 John H. Thomas
Arthur B. Hudson

1942 William T. Snow, Jr.

Barron Proctor Lambert, Jr.

1943 John C. Cooper, III

Robert L. Pettit

1944 Frederick J. Fisher, II

Stanford N. Phelps, Jr.

1945 Rogers Clarke Southall
Frederick Russell Nourse, III

ALL-ROUND ACHIEVEMENT

1934 Donald N. Test, Jr.

1935 Howard C. McCall
1936 Arthur L. Wheeler
1937 Bryan T. Bostwick
1938 Peter V. Daniel
1939 Frederick A. Moore
1940 E. Cullom Connely
1941 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1942 Richard R. R. Boyce
1943 Richard R. R. Boyce
1944 G. Cheston Carey, Jr.

1945 Andrew Kaul, IV

SAILING

Gustavus Ober Trophy

1929 C. Edward Test
1930 C. Edward Test
1931 John Gribbel, II

1932 Robert S. Lewis
1933 Edward Sampson, Jr.

1934 Matthew Gault, Jr.

1935 Arthur L. Wheeler
1936 Howard C. McCall
1937 Edward Starr, 3rd.

1938 P. MacKay Sturges, Jr.

1939 Frederick A. Moore
1940 Thomas C. Wales, Jr.

1941 Prosser GifFord

1942 John R. H. Blum
1943 John R. H. Blum
1944 G. Cheston Carey, Jr.

1945 John William Stroh, Jr.

NATURAL HISTORY

Collection Prize

1936 William B. Rogers, III

1937 Elliott Pew
1938 Lawrason Sayre
1939 Lawrence Lewis
1940 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1941 George H. Shattuck Jr.

1942 George H. Shattuck, Jr.

1943 Richard R. R. Boyce
1944 Robert C. Smith
1945 Andrew Kaul, IV

Essay Prize

1936 George N. Coburn
1937 Hunter Beahm
1938 Alfred Mulock
1939 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1940 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1941 Frederic E. Snow
1942 JohnPedler
1943 Richard R. R. Boyce
1944 George H. Shattuck, Jr.

1945 John Hartzell

General Excellence

1936 Duncan H. Doolittle

1937 George T. Purves
1938 George T. Purves
1939 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1940 George S. Baldwin, Jr.

1941 George H. Shattuck Jr.

1942 George H. Shattuck, Jr.

1943 Richard R. R. Boyce
1944 John P. Bankson, Jr.

1945 Robert Glendinning II
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The Boys^ Records

Edward Pierce Almy
Age 13. Noble and Greenough School. Kieve '42, '43, '44, '45. Pro-

Marksman '42. Marksman '42. Sub-Junior Obstacle Race '42. Island

Swim '43. Winning Junior Baseball Team '43. Canoe Test '43. Winning
Senior Baseball Team '44. Council Statistics, "Best Mannered" '44. Canoe
Test '45. Sailing Test '45. Marksman First Class '45. Sharpshooter '45.

Sargent '45. Jr. Bowman '45. Bowman '45. Winning Senior Baseball

Team '45. Yacht Club '45. Jr. Yeoman '45. Black Arrow '46. Long
Voyage '45.

Bruce Lee Beaudette, Jr.

Age 9. Medomak School. Kieve '45. Island Swim '45. Most Improved '45.

Laurence Alan Bird

Age 8. MacLean School. Kieve '45.

James Duane Pell Bishop, Jr.

Age 9. Bedford Rippowan School. Kieve '45. Winning Jr. Baseball Team
'45. Island Swim '45.

Alexander Gordon Boone, Jr.

Age 12. Gilman Country School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Pro-Marksman '43.

Subjunior 25 Yard Swim '43. Island Swim '44. Marksman '44. 40- Yard
Swim '44. Sharpshooter '45. Sharpshooter First Class '45. Junior Yeo-

man '45. Yeoman '45. Black Arrow '45. Junior Bowman '45. Dramatic

Club '45.

Humphrey Warren Buckler, III

Age 12. Gilman School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Island Swim '45.

Winning Jr. Baseball Team '45.

Seymour VanAlt Bultman
Age 12. Browning School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Marksman '45.

Island Swim '45. Dramatic Club '45.

John Godfrey Lowell Cabot
Age 10. School in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman
'45. Marksman '45. Marksman First Class '45. Sharpshooter '45.

Bar 1 '45. Jr. Yeoman '45. Island Swim '45.

James Crossan Chaplin IV
Age 12. Shady Side Academy. Kieve '44, '45. Island Swim '44. Pro-

Marksman '44. Winning War Canoe '44. Dramatic Club '45.

Benjamin Gaines Chapman, III

Age 13. Detroit University School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Pro-Marksman
'43. Marksman '43. Marksman First Class '43. Boys' Statistics "Best

Mannered" '43. "Sandiest" '43. Island Swim '44. Sharpshooter '44.

Boys' Statistics "Best Mannered" '44. Councillor's Aide '45. Long Voy-
age '45. Bar 1 '45. Bar 2 '45. Boys' statistics, "Most Generous" '45.
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Charles L. Laurance Cochran
Age 8. Saint Bernard's. Kieve '45. Island Swim '45. Dramatic Club '45.

John Drayton Cochran
Age 10. Saint Bernard's. Kieve '45. Island Swim '45. Marksman '45.

Marksman First Class '45. Winning War Canoe '45.

William Radford Coyle, III

Age 12. Trinity School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Dramatic Club '43, '44, '45.

Pro-Marksman '43. Editorial Board of Annual '44. Island Swim '44.

Marksman '44. Marksman First Class '44. Sharpshooter '44. Bar 1 '45.

Bar 2 '45. Jr. Yeoman '45.

David Theodore Davis

Age 9. Bryn Mawr School. Kieve '45. Winning Jr. Baseball Team '45.

Island Swim '45.

JoN Smith Davis

Age 10. Bryn Mawr School. Kieve '45. Pro- Marksman '45. Marksman
45. Island Swim '45. Jr. Yoeman '45. Yeoman '45. Black Arrow '45.

Jr. Bowman '45. Bowman '45. Blue Arrow '45. Jr. Archery Prize '45.

Winning War Canoe '45.

Charles Y. Duncan, Jr.

Age 10. Kieve '45.

Henry Parsons Erwin, Jr.

Age 14. St. Alban's School. Kieve '45. Marksman First Class' 45. Island

Swim '45. Canoe Test '45. Black Arrow '45. Dramatic Club '45. Annual
Business Board '45. Wilderness Cruise '45.

Charles S. Evans
Age 10. Penn Charter School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Marksman
'45. Marksman First Class '45. Island Swim '45. Winning Jr. Baseball

Team '45.

James Steiger Fanning
Age 13. Riverside School. Kieve '42, '43, '44, '45. Pro-Marksman '42^

Marksman '42. Marksman First Class '42. Island Swim '42. Sub-Junior
Tennis Singles '42. Junior Tennis Singles '43. Long Voyage '45. Senior

Tennis Doubles '45.

Robert Carl Gansel
Age 10. Garden Country Day School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Island Swim
'44. Pro-Marksman '44. Marksman '45.

John White Geary, III

Age 10. The Episcopal Academy. Kieve '44, '45. Sub. J. Boat Race '45.

Island Swim '45.

Robert Glendinning, II

Age 12. Chestnut Hill Academy. Kieve '44, '45. Island Swim '44. Pro-

Marksman '44. Marksman '44. Marksman First Class '44. Junior Tennis
Singles '45. Junior Tennis Doubles '45. Sharpshooter '45. Sailing Test '45.
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John Mayo Hartzell

Age 13. Detroit University School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45.

Marksman '45. Marksman First Class '45. Sharpshooter '45. Bar 1 '45.

Bar 2 '45. Bar 3 '45. Island Swim '45. Long Voyage '45. Yeoman '45.

Jr. Bowman '45. Dramatic Club '45. Annual Board '45. Natural History

Essay '45.

Tom M. Hartzell
Age 10. Detroit University School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Jr.

Yeoman '45. Island Swim '45.

Albert Throssell Hickin, Jr.

Age 13. St. Andrew's School. Marksman First Class '45. Sharpshooter
'45. Bar 1 '45. Bar 2 '45. Bar 3 '45. Winning Senior Baseball Team '45.

Island Swim '45. Long Voyage '45. Winning War Canoe '45.

James Alexander McClure Hickin

Age 11. Odessa Public School. Kieve '45. Marksman '45. Marksman
First Class '45. Sharpshooter '45. Bar 1 '45. Bar 2 '45. Bar 3 '45. Bar 4
'45. Bar 5 '45. Jr. Yeoman '45. Yeoman '45. Black Arrow '45. Jr.

Bowman '45. Bowman '45. Island Swim '45. Sailing Test '45. Yacht
Club '45. Jr. Double Canoe Race '45. Jr. Obstacle Race '45.

George Oliver Johnston, Jr.

Age 10. Detroit University School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Island

Swim '45.

Joseph Forney Johnson, III

Age 11. Jefferson School. Kieve '44, '45. Island Swim '44. Pro-Marks-

man '44. Marksman '44. Marskman First Class '44. Junior Yeoman '45.

Yeoman '45. Black Arrow '45. Junior Bowman '45. Bowman '45.

Andrew Kaul, IV
Age 12. Saint Mary's School. Kieve '42, '43, '44, '45. Pro-Marksman '42.

Marksman '42. Marksman First Class '42. Winning Junior Baseball

Team '42. Sharpshooter '43. Bar 1 '43. Yeoman '43. Bowman '43.

Island Swim '43. Canoe Test '43. Council Statistic "Sandiest" '43. Bar 2

'44. Bar 3 '44. Winning War Canoe '44. Bar 4 '45. Bar 5 '45. Bar 6 '45.

Winning Senior Baseball Team '45. Canoe Test '45. Long Voyage '45.

Archer '45. Archery Tournament '45. Riflery Tournament '45. Best

Nature Collection '45. All around achievement '45.

Donald Davidson Kennedy, Jr.

Age 14. Phillips Andover Academy. Kieve '39, '40, '41, '42, '43, '44, '45.

Pro-Marksman '40. Marksman '41. Marksman First Class '41. Sharp-

shooter '41. Sub-Junior Punt Race '40. Sub-Junior Tennis Doubles '40.

Junior Double Canoe Race '41, '42. Island Swim '41. Sharpshooter First

Bar '42. Junior Tennis Doubles '42. Junior Tennis Singles '42. Canoe
Test '42. Council Statistics "Best Sport" '42. Dramatic Club '43, '45.
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Long Voyage '43, '44. Business Board of ANNUAL '44. Color Guard '44-

Captain Senior Baseball Team '44. Fishing Club '44. Wilderness '45.

Senior Obstacle '45. Canoe Tilt '45. Counselors Aide '45. Senior Privi-

lege '45. Jr. Yeoman '45. Black Arrow '45. Yeoman '45. Jr. Bowman
'45. Boy's Statistics "Most Helpful" '45. The Kieve Boy '45.

Richard Croft Kennedy
Age 14. Phillips Exeter Academy. Kieve '39, '40, '41, '42, '43, '44, '45. Sub^

Junior twenty-five Yard Swim '40. Winning Junior Baseball '40. Sub-Junior

Tennis Singles' 40. Sub-Junior Tennis Doubles '40. Pro-Marksman '41.

Marksman '42. Marksman First Class '42. Junior Double Canoe Race
'41, '42. Canoe Test '42. Dramatic Club '41, '43, '44, '45. Island Swim '41.

Junior Tennis Doubles '41, '42. Sharpshooter '43. Long Voyage '43, '44.

Editorial Board oftheANNUAL '44, '45. Color Guard '44. Captain Senior

Baseball Team '44, '45. Wilderness '45. Vice President Camp Society '45.

Councilors Aide '45. Senior Privilege '45. Sailing Test '45. Yacht Club '45.

George Rowen Kilby

Age 11. Woodstock School. Kieve '44, '45. Island Swim '44. Yeoman '44.

Bowman '44. Sub-Junior Archer Championship '44. Sailing Test '45.

Land Morrow Lindbergh
Age 8. Unquowa School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Island Swim '45.

B. R. Ian Lowis
Age 11. Kieve '45.

Carl Buell Metzger, III

Age 12. Bala Cynwyd Junior High School. Kieve '42, '44, '45. Island

Swim '44. Yeoman '44. Marksman First Class '44.

William Ker Muir, Jr.

Age 13. Hotchkiss School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Yeoman '43, Jr. Bowman
Pin and Bar '43. Pro-Marksman '43. Island Swim '43. Canoe Test '43.

Black Arrow '43. Blue Arrow '43. Red Arrow '44. Sailing Test '43.

Junior 40-Yard Swim '43. Dramatic Club '44, '45. Editorial Board of

ANNUAL '44, '45. Archer '44. Winning War Canoe '44. Boys' Statistics

''Best Sport" '44, '45. Council Statistics "Sandiest" '44, Best Sport '44.

Boys' Statistics "Best Camper", "Sandiest," and "Best Mannered" '45,

Sr. Tennis Doubles '45. Sr. Tennis Singles '45. Captain Senior Baseball

Team '45. Yacht Club '45. Wilderness Trip '45. President Camp So-

ciety '45. Councillor's Aide '45. Senior Privilege '45.

Alexander Sleidel Neilson, Jr.

Age 10. Fessenden School. Kieve '44, '45. Island Swim '44.

Robert Morse Nichols
Age 13. Weeks School. Kieve '42, '43, '44, '45. Island Swim '42. Pro-

Marksman '43. Winning Senior Baseball Team '43. Marksman '44.

Winning Senior Baseball Team '44. Marksman '45. Sharpshooter '45.

Bar 1 '45. Bar 2 '45. Junior Yeoman '45. Long Voyage '45. Marksman
First Class '45.
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Bradford Norman, III

Age 8. St. Bernard's. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Marksman '45.

Marksman First Class '45. Sharpshooter '45. Island Swim '45.

Frederick Russell Nourse, III

Age 9. Dedham Country Day School. Kieve '44, '45. Island Swim '44.

Pro Marksman '44. Winning War Canoe '44. Sub-Junior Tennis Singles

'45. Sub-Junior Tennis Doubles '45. Yeoman '45. Black Arrow '45.

Emerson Hartley O'Brien
Age 11. Angier School. Kieve '45. Island Swim '45. Pro-Marksman '45.

Winning War Canoe '45.

Barry Coon Phelps

Age 14. Detroit University School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Island Swim '43.

Pro-Marksman '43. Marksman '43. Punt Race '44. Sub-Junior Obstacle

Race '44. Sub-Junior General Excellence '44. Sub-Junior Tennis Doubles
'44. Marksman First Class '43. Sharpshooter '43. Bar 1 '43. Bar 2' 43. Bar 3

'43. Business Board '44, '45. Dramatic Club '44. Boys' Statistics ''Most

Enthusiastic" '44, '45. Yeoman '44. Bowman '44. Wilderness '45. Canoe
Test '45. Double Canoe '45. Captain Senior Baseball Team '45. Councillor's

Aide '45. Senior Privilege '45. Secretary Camp Society '45.

Stanford Newton Phelps, Jr.

Age 11. Detroit University School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Island Swim '43.

Pro-Marksman '43. Marksman '43. Punt Race '44. Sub-Junior Obstacle

Race '44. Sub-Junior General Excellence '44. Sub-Junior Tennis Doubles
'44. Junior Tennis Doubles '45. Dramatic Club '45. Tennis Doubles '45.

Rowboat Race '45. Junior General Excellence '45.

Charles Hazen Pingree

Age 11. Detroit University School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45.

Marksman '45. Marksman First Class '45. Sharpshooter '45. Bar 1 '45.

Bar 2 '45. Island Swim '45. Winning War Canoe '45.

Henry Holmes Porter, III

Age 10. Saint Albans School. Kieve '44, '45. Island Swim '44. Pro-

Marksman '44. Dramatic Club '45. Captain Junior Baseball Team '45.

Marksman '45. Marksman First Class '45. Editorial Board '45.

Samuel Batchelder Potter
Age 14. Milton Academy. Kieve '42, '43, '45. Island Swim '42. Pro-

Marksman '42. Winning Senior Baseball Team '43. Marksman '45.

Editorial Board '45. Yacht Club '45. Sailing Test '45. Wilderness '45.

Canoe Test '45.

Peter Clendenin Robertson
Age 9. Community School. Kieve '45. Pro- Marksman '45. Marksman
'45. Winning Junior Baseball Team '45. Winning War Canoe '45.
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Richard Everts Robinson
Age 12. Haverford School. Kieve '44, '45. Fishing Club '44. Island

Swim '44. Pro-Marksman '44. Marksman '44. Marksman First Class '44.

Sharpshooter '44. Bar 1 '44. Bar 2 '44. Bar 3 '44.

Hal Horace Smith, III

Age 14. Detroit University School. Kieve '44, '45. Dramatic Club '44,

'45. Pro-Marksman '44. Marksman '44. Sharpshooter '44. Island Swim
'44. Canoe Test '44, '45. Yacht Club '45. Sailing Test '45. Wilderness '45.

Councillor's Aide '45.

Leonard Wheeler Smith
Age 11. Richards School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Island Swim '45.

Stephen Worthington Smith
Age 12. Detroit University School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45.

Marksman '45. Winning Senior Baseball Team '45. Island Swim '45.

Annual Business Board '45.

Charles Morton Southall
Age 11. Chestnut Hill Academy. Kieve '44, '45. Island Swim '44. Pro-

Marksman '44. Marksman '44. Marksman First Class '44. Sharp-

shooter '44. Captain Winning Junior Baseball Team '45. Bar 1 '45. Bar 2

'45. Bar 3 '45. Bar 4 '45. Bar 5 '45. Bar 6 '45. Yeoman '45. Jr. Bowman
'45. Black Arrow '45. Sailing Test '45. Dramatic Club '45. Yacht Club '45.

Rogers Clarke Southall
Age 9. Chestnut Hill Academy. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Marks-
man '45. Island Swim '45. Sub-Junior Tennis Doubles '45.

Thomas Franklin Staley, Jr.

Age 14. Rye Country Day School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Dramatic Club
'44. Long Voyage '43, '44. Island Swim '44. Winning Senior Baseball

Team '44. Winning War Canoe '44. Canoe Test '45. Wilderness '45.

Sail Test '45. Yacht Club '45. Captain Baseball Team '45. Marksman
'45. Junior Bowman '45. Councillor's Aide '45. Senior Privilege '45.

Double Canoe '45. Single Canoe '45. Diving '45. Senior General Excel-

lence '45.

Eric Wetherhill Stroh
Age 12. Detroit University School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Island Swim '44.

Pro-Marksman '44. Marksman '44. Winning War Canoe '44. Winning
Senior Baseball Team '45.

John William Stroh, Jr.

Age 10. Detroit University School. Kieve '44, '45. Island Swim '44.

Sailing Test '44. Pro-Marksman '44. Marksman '44. Marksman First

Class '45. Sharpshooter '45. Canoe Test '45. Yacht Club '45.
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Anthony Thacher
Age 10. Dexter School. Kieve '44, '45. Dramatic Club '44, '45. Island

Swim '44. Yeoman '44. Marksman First Class '44. 25-Yard Swim '44.

Sharpshooter '45. Sailing Test '45. Captain Junior Baseball Team '45.

Editorial Board '45. Yacht Club '45. Black Arrow '45. Jr. Bowman '45.

Bowman '45.

Henry Botsford Thomas
Age 9. Oilman Country School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Marks-

man '45. Marksman First Class '45. Sharpshooter '45. Island Swim '45.

William Ford Torrey, Jr.

Age 9. Detroit University School. Pro-Marksman '45. Marksman '45.

Island Swim '45. Sub-Junior 25-Yard Swim '45. Obstacle Race '45. Sub-

Junior Oeneral Excellence '45.

James William Toumey
Age 11. Noble and Oreenough Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45. Marksman
'45. Island Swim '45. Sailing Test '45. Yacht Club '45. Fishing Club '45.

Dramatic Club '45. Annual Business Board '45. Jr. Double Canoe Race

Jonathan Rowland Tunney
Age 9. New Canaan Country School. Kieve '45. Island Swim '45.

John Varick Tunney
Age 11. New Canaan Country School. Kieve '45. Pro-Marksman '45.

Marksman '45. Marksman First Class '45. Island Swim '45. Junior

Baseball Team '45.

HoLYOKE Lewis Whitney
Age 12. St. Mark's School. Kieve '43, '44, '45. Boy's Statistics "Most
Improved" '43. Island Swim '44. Pro-Marksman '44. Marksman '44.

Marksman First Class '45. Sharpshooter '44. Secretary Fishing Club '45.

Jr. Yeoman '45. Yeoman '45. Black Arrow '45. Jr. Bowman '45. Bowman
'45. Blue Arrow '45. Long Voyage '45. Editorial Board of the Annual
'45.

Robert Oeorge Wiese, Jr.

Age 11. Seldon Brown School. Kieve '42, '43, '44, '45. Winning War
Canoe '43. Island Swim '44. Pro-Marksman '44. Marksman '44. Marks-
man First Class '44.

Perry Edward Wurst, III

Age 11. Phillips Junior High. Kieve '42, '43, '44, '45. Pro-Marksman '42.

Marksman '42. Marksman First Class '42. Sharpshooter '42. Bar 1 '43,

Bar 2 '43. Bar 3 '43. Junior Riflery Tournament '43. Island Swim '43.

Vice President Fishing Club '45. Dramatic Club '45. Long Voyage '45.
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We Wonder If - -

The chef used the J-stroke when pad- Throop Wilder has passed the Sailing

dling the oatmeal? Test?

The J'C's will ever win a ball game?
The chef uses a calendar in timing his

Potter has lost his fourth pair of soft boiled eggs?

glasses yet?

c . Tj. 1 ^ 1
• J ^ J Mr. Mann will ever make a speech

raison Hicks can speak m understand-
i i r • -,

able English?
^^^^^ mmutes?

Rod Beebe has passed the canoe test? g^b Smtih ever gets tired of talking?

Mr. Hickin has passed the Island

Swim? Potter will ever stop wasting film?
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Our Advertisers

It is in large measure due to

the genuine interest and gen-

erosity of the many friends and

patrons of Kieve in giving us

the following advertisements,

that the ANNUAL has been

made possible.

The Board takes this opportu-

nity to express their sincere

appreciation of courtesies

shown.

Patronize Our Advertisers !
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That Our Wildlife

Endure . . .

INCE the days when our Pilgrim Fathers landed

Qy on that ''stern and rock-bound coast" America's

wildlife has been one of our greatest natural re-

sources. Without fish and game on which to subsist,

our forefathers — and our nation — never would
have survived.

Today our wildlife contributes to the building of a

more healthful rising generation — and to a better

manhood through recreation in the great outdoors.

To the perpetuation of our migratory waterfowl and
the protection of their nesting grounds for all time,

Ducks Unlimited, Inc. has been dedicated.

May our conservation work help the boys of

Kieve and the sons of other fathers also to be better

Americans, endowed with a love for Nature and all

that it can teach.

Ducks Unlimited, Inc.

342 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK, N.Y.
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Use Three Crow Brand

Cream Tartar

Made from Grapes

Packed in One-quarter^ One-half

and One Pound Packages

John Bird & Co.

ROCKLAND, MAINE
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The Call of the Out Doors Means

''Down in cfMaine^^

To those who have heeded

that cally the memories

of their trip will last a

life time.

"llOhy not join with the thousands

who possess these memories.

ADVERTISING FOLDERS FOR RESORT HOTELS

PHOTOGRAPHS FOR ADVERTISING

Franklin Grant Studios
INCORPORATED

24 Noyes St. PORTLAND, MAINE
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W. H. BRINE CO.
93 FRANKLIN STREET

BOSTON, MASS.

o

Official Outfitters

to Kieve

cAthletic Supplies for All Sports
BASEBALL BASKETBALL

FOOTBALL HOCKEY
TENNIS TRACK

W. H. BRINE COMPANY
93 Franklin Street BOSTON, MASS.
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Use Three Crow Brand
Products

ABSOLUTELY PURE

ATLANTIC SPICE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Compliments of

SAM PRAWER
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Qomplete Printing Service

SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS

BOOKLETS

FOLDERS

CATALOGS

PERSONAL STATIONERY

BUSINESS FORMS

Skilled Craftsmen for Distinctive Printing

The Augusta Press
CHARLES H. COOKSON, Manager

Telephone 440 - 339 Water Street - Augusta, Maine

The Kieve cAnnual Printers
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Our College, School and Camp Department, under the

direction of Lester von Thurn, has been happy to carry

your Medical Reimbursement Insurance for several

years.

John C. Paige &l Company
40 BROAD STREET

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

PALMER'S STORE
Express Agency Filling Station

Country Store Tea Room

General Merchandise Bus Stop

General Information Bureau

NOBLEBORO MAINE
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(Compliments of

First National

Bank

DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE

«

TDepository of Kieve
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Round
Top
Farms

DAMARISCOTTA
• MAINE

"Pasteurized Dairy "T^roducts

Richy ^\Home-made Ice Cream

Lincoln County Hardware

Hardware - Paint - Electrical

Plumbing and Automotive Supplies

Sporting Goods - Camp Supplies

Kitchenware

Telephone 206 DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE
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Linwood Leighton

barber to Kieve

I'

Lincoln Theatre

DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE

OTIS S. PAGE
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Verne F. Batteese

oTKlen^s and ^oys^ Furnishings

and Sportswear

Telephone 43-2 DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE

J. B. BRYANT

Toultry 'Purveyor to Kieve

DAMARISCOTTA MILLS, MAINE
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John Glidden

General Insurance and
Real Estate

DAMARISCOTTA, MAINE

Philip Smith

Insurance

PHILADELPHIA PENNSYLVANIA
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Townsend, Dabney
and Tyson

Established 1887

Members of the New York and Boston Stock Exchanges

New York Curb Associate

30 STATE STREET

BOSTON
MASS.

Branches

PORTLAND BANGOR LEWISTON AUGUSTA
MAINE
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This space represents 25 half pages donated with the

Compliments of

ppTpp R ORFR T^OKT

LJr\ V LLJ Oiilvi V LLlk.

RTT T POYT F 9TF\/F 9\4TTH

ROR HANSFT PHARTFY 901 ITHAT T

ROR GT FNOINNTNG ROGFRS SOUTH AT T

\DrvL\LJ 1 iVlLJilV TOM STAT FY

ALEX NEILSON HENRY THOMAS

BRAD NORMAN BILL TORREY

BARRY PHELPS VARICK TUNNEY

STAN PHELPS JONATHAN TUNNEY

HENRY PORTER BOBBY WIESE

MIKE WRIGHT

THROOP WILDER and DICK CROMWELL

PETE DELONE and CHUCK KENNY
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Automotive Stamping &l

Mfg. Co.

15396 IDAHO AVENUE

DETROIT 3, MICH.

Franklin H. Nichols

Insurance

BOSTON MASS.
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Compliments of

Hallowell, Jones <Sl Donald

"Wool

BOSTON MASS.

Compliments of

Johnston Optical Company

DETROIT MICH.
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Kilby Steel

Company

ANNISTON ' - ALABAMA
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INTERNATIONAL
GRAPHITE AND ELECTRODE CORP.

GRAPHITE

FOR

ELECTROTHERMIC
AND ELECTROLYTIC

PURPOSES .......

ST. MARY'S PENNSYLVANIA

Plants at Niagara Falls, N. Y.

and St. Mary's, Penna.
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Federal Storage

Co.

1701 Florida Avenue

WASHINGTON 9, D. C.
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Martin^s Pharmacy

DAMARISCOTTA MAINE

G. R Gay

Qroceries

DAMARISCOTTA MAINE
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The National Bank

of Narberth

NARBERTH, PA.

This space represents a full page donated with the

Compliments of

DAVID DAVIS












